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ABSTRACT

The degree to which policymakers should facilitate or

regulate water transfers is a controversial new issue on the

western water policy agenda. While contemporary emphasis

favors market solutions to water supply-and-demand problems,

the reallocation of water from rural agricultural uses to

urban municipal and industrial uses has generated inter-

regional competition and conflict. Proponents praise water

transfers as being economically efficient; other interests

criticize market mechanisms for failing to protect community

values.

This thesis presents the results of a survey of 317

community leaders from Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas

regarding water transfer impacts. Results indicate that both

urban and rural leaders perceive that rural areas face

significant losses from water transfers. The over-all

perception of leaders that community losses are not

compensable implies that assigning water decisions solely to

the marketplace is unlikely to reduce social conflict and

lower the transaction costs associated with water transfers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem: Water and Conflict.

Perhaps to get into the mood of the waterways one
needs to have seen old Amos Judson asquat on the
headgate with his gun, guarding his water-right
toward the end of a dry summer.... Years of a
"short water crop," that is, when too little snow
fell on the high pine ridges, or, falling, melted
too early, Amos held that it took all the water that
came down to make his half, and maintained it with
a Winchester and a deadly aim.... Some of the
water-right difficulties are more squalid than this,
some more tragic; but unless you have known them you
cannot very well know what the water thinks as it
slips past the gardens and in the long slow sweeps
of the canal (Austin, 1903:139-141).

Unlike earlier fights over water, this one [the
water battle between El Paso, Texas and the state
of New Mexico] is being fought by lawyers rather
than gunslingers, and so it will probably take some
years to resolve (Common Waters, 1988:6).

In the western United States, water and conflict are

rarely far apart. An American water administrator wrote in

1903 that, west of the hundredth meridian, water was often

"the subject of an unending warfare, which does not change in

character whether it is waged with shotguns and shovels on the

banks of ditches or by means of injunctions in the courts"

(Mead, 1903:187). While the battleground during the

contemporary era of water reallocation in the West has, for

the most part, shifted from headgates to courthouses and

legislatures, events of the past decade confirm that Mead's
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early observation still holds true. 1 Witness the following

examples of recent rural-to-urban water transfer conflicts:

1) In California, while the decades-long struggle over water

diversions by the Los Angeles Department of Water and

Power (LADWP) from the Mono Lake basin has recently been

won in the California courts by groups opposed to the

water transfers, 2 new controversy over the social and

environmental impacts of groundwater pumping by the LADWP

has recently emerged in Inyo County in which a great part

of the Owens Valley lies (Folk-Williams, 1990:9). The

earlier Owens Valley controversy (an event made famous

in the movie "Chinatown") "stands both as a pragmatic

lesson and as a vivid symbol to rural communities across

the West of the consequences that can result when

community values in water are ignored" (Wilkinson,

1990:5).

1 Water scholars generally recognize three stages of
water use in the West since the arrival of the first
missionaries, miners, homesteaders and other settlers in the
mid-1800s. Shupe (1990:2-5) calls these stages the Period of
Appropriation, the Project Development Era, and the Era of
Reallocation.

2 See, California Trout Inc. v. State Water Resources
Control Board, 207 Cal. App. 3d 585, 255 Cal. Rptr. 184 (1989)
and National Audubon Society v. Superior Court of Alpine
County, 33 Ca1.3d 419, 189 Cal. Rptr. 346, 658 P.2d 709, cert. 
denied, 104 S.Ct. 413 (1983).
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2) In Colorado, where 80 percent of the population lives

east of the Rockies and almost 70 percent of the water

supply is west of the Continental Divide, competing

demands for West Slope water have aligned rural area-

of-origin interests and environmentalists against several

Front Range municipalities including Denver, Fort Collins

and Colorado Springs (U.S. News and World Report, 31 Oct.

1983; personal correspondence with Ken Rait, 1990).

Meanwhile, in the southern part of the state, hospital

emergency rooms have treated a number of irrigators for

shovel wounds incurred during the recent four-year

drought (Shupe, 1990:1).

3) In New Mexico, a consortium of state, county and local

interests stalled in the courts the transfer of 296,000

acre-feet (a.f.) 3 of groundwater from southern New Mexico

to the city of El Paso, Texas. This decade-long dispute

has cost all participants involved in the case an

estimated sum possibly exceeding seventeen million

dollars (Albuquerque Journal, 2 Feb. 1989). According

to John Salopek, President of the Elephant Butte

Irrigation District in New Mexico, "As far as we're

concerned, this is nothing less than a well-planned

3 One acre-foot, the quantity of water required to cover
one acre to a depth of one foot, is equivalent to 43,560 cubic
feet or approximately 326,000 gallons.
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invasion by a foreign country, and we'd rather spend our

last dollar fighting El Paso than lie down" (U.S. News

and World Report, 31 Oct. 1983).

4) In Arizona, residents of sparsely populated La Paz County

united through extraordinary citizen lobbying efforts

during the early part of 1989 to help defeat water

transfer legislation perceived as damaging to their local

community interest. Although the proposed legislation

would have prevented or limited groundwater transfers

from many areas in rural Arizona, it would also have

enabled municipalities, developers and private investment

companies to withdraw and transfer up to 60 percent of

the groundwater located in La Paz County (Oggins and

Ingram, 1990:1). While one supporter praised the bill

for halting the "open season on rural farm water," an

opponent stated, "With this legislation, you are killing

the dreams of rural Arizona to fuel [the dreams of

Phoenix]" (The Arizona Daily Star, 10 May 1989).

5) In a replay of the events which occurred in New Mexico

and Arizona, opponents including the Nevada Department

of Wildlife, environmentalists, and the elected

officials, businessmen and other residents of Lincoln,

Nye and White Pine Counties in southeastern Nevada are

lining up in an attempt to stop the city of Las Vegas
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from transferring 805,000 a.f. of unappropriated

groundwater and 60,000 a.f. of Virgin River water from

rural Nevada (U.S. Water News, March 1990). According

to one report, "The move has sparked a classic western

war pitting the two Nevadas against each other: the

sparsely populated ranching and mining communities of

the outback versus the glittering city that never sleeps"

(High Country News, 21 May 1990).

Historical Solutions to Conflict.

Controlling or resolving the conflicts associated with

water use in the West has long been a goal of western water

institutions, policies and laws (Eden, 1988). The fundamental

doctrine of western water law--the rule of "first in time,

first in right" which developed in the mining camps and

irrigation fields of the middle-to-late 19th century and

became codified in the laws of California, 4 Colorado, 5 and

other western states (Wilkinson, 1989:6)--provided both

stability and legal certainty; so long as the water was

diverted from its natural source, applied to a recognized

beneficial use, not wasted, and used periodically (so that the

water right was not forfeited because of disuse), the rights

of early and established investors to the use of western

4 Irwin v. Phillips, 5 Cal. 140 (1855).

5 Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co., 6 Colo. 443 (1882).
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waters were protected from later appropriators. Water law was

fashioned not only to allocate water and to facilitate

development but also to cushion development from risk of

shortage and drought (Ingram, Tarlock and Oggins, 1990).

As early water development began to outstrip local water

supplies, the western states persuaded the federal government

to secure new water supplies by subsidizing development of

dams, reservoirs and canals to capture, store and deliver

additional water for local use. Distributive politics

contributed substantially to reducing the risk and the

conflict associated with water scarcity (Ingram, 1990). The

informal rule of give-and-take that developed in Congress

dictated that congressional delegations from western states

would unite behind projects in each sister state. These

policies led to the construction of large-scale multiple-

purpose water projects throughout the West.

In the past few decades, however, the traditional

solution-by-construction to meeting new and expanding demands

for water in the West has become unacceptable owing to the

high cost and usually negative environmental impact of water

projects. As project construction declined, increased

attention turned to appropriating remaining available water

supplies, without regard to state lines, basin boundaries or

water tables. As a result much of the surface water in the
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western United States has become fully appropriated, and many

regions are also experiencing declining groundwater levels.

In addition, rapid growth has placed added strains on the

quality and therefore the quantity of potable waters.

Consequently, not only has competition for unappropriated

water resulted from the increasing demand for water, but so

has conflict over existing uses, since not enough water is

available (at current rates of consumption) to satisfy all the

demands and responsibilities for historic agricultural uses,

for new and emerging municipal and industrial (M & I) uses,

for Indian and federal reserved water rights, for

environmental and recreational uses, and for the future of

communities established around a particular use of water.

The Market Solution to Conflict.

With increasing demand for water in western states,

contemporary emphasis has shifted to economic efficiency,

i.e., the reallocation of water from "low-valued" or marginal

uses to "high-valued" uses through market transfers of water

rights. 6 Because agricultural users tend to hold senior

rights to the beneficial use of water under the prior

6 Some communities also utilize other nonstructural
remedies to either reduce water demand or to increase water
supplies. These alternatives include: implementing water
conservation programs; tacking conservation surcharges onto
water rates; artificially recharging groundwater; and using
chemically treated or biologically cleaned wastewater
(effluent) to irrigate golf courses and public parks or--in
cities such as El Paso, Texas--as drinking water.
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appropriation doctrine, rural areas have historically held

rights to larger quantities of water than urban areas.

However, growing western municipalities with expanding water

demands are often willing and usually more able to pay a

higher price for water than farmers; consequently, the market

value of water for urban M & I uses is usually higher than the

market value of water used in agriculture.

In 1973, the National Water Commission (NWC) advised in

its Final Report "Water Policies for the Future" that the most

efficient way to resolve the problems associated with

maldistribution of water rights in the West was to transfer

water from marginal uses such as agriculture (which was using

80 to 90 percent of water supplies in the West) to cities and

industry, the modern sources of economic vitality in western

states (Ingram and Oggins, 1990). The solution envisioned by

the economist-dominated analysts of the NWC was for farmers

and ranchers to sell their excess water, or (where water

rights could not be sold separately from the land) for buyers

to purchase land from willing sellers and then retire the land

from agriculture for the sake of its appurtenant water. In

1982, the U.S. Supreme Court in Sporhase v. Nebraska provided

a firm boost to free trade in water among states by rescinding

state bans on the export of water across state lines. 7 By

7 Sporhase v. Nebraska ex rel. Douglas, 458 U.S. 941
(1982) [hereinafter, Sporhase].
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1986 the Western Governors' Association had accepted the idea

that water rights transfers would, to quote Driver (1986:v,

84), "enhance the benefits received from water, make the

resource go further, protect the natural environment, assure

fairness, and maintain state primacy" as well as lead to

"increased income and jobs for westerners and improvement in

the quality of life."

However, general perceptions of the impacts of water

transfers on rural areas often differ according to which end

of the water transfer the observer is on. Perceived impacts

can range from gains by financially pressed farmers, to

economic misfortune (which--like the loss of an industry or

the closing of a mine--is often seen as a necessary and

unavoidable consequence of the free enterprise system), to

compensable losses, to the perception of "rural pillage by

urban interests" (Arizona Daily Star, 10 Apr. 1988). From a

strictly economic point of view, buyers and sellers and non-

vested "third party" interests (interests not adequately

protected by market mechanisms: e.g., rural communities, fish

and wildlife, natural areas and recreational amenities) can

potentially benefit from market transactions involving water

rights. For instance, municipalities can secure an assured

long-term water supply to meet future needs, farmers operating

at a loss can sell their property for its appurtenant water,

and the environment can benefit if water markets replace water
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projects (Woodard, et al., 1988:5). In addition, voluntary

water rights transfers can "enhance flexibility of water use

and allow responsiveness to drought, changing economic

conditions and new values related to water instream" (Colby,

McGinnis and Rait, 1989:697).

The consequences of rural-to-urban water transfers,

however, are often greater than simply removing water from

agricultural use. Such transfers can also have negative

physical, economic, fiscal and social impacts (Nunn and

Ingram, 1988:479). According to Emel and Webb (1989:27),

The whole idea of moving water...or. moving a
diversion point...from one place to another for the
purpose of economic development is troublesome
because it means further disruption of ecological
and social patterns that are generally not accounted
for adequately.

As Vincent Ostrom (1953:123) writes about the Owens Valley:

The purchase of the outlying agricultural lands by
Los Angeles had deprived the Owens Valley economy
of an important source of wealth. Agricultural
laborers found their source of employment seriously
restricted. Merchants and various service trades
and professions saw their markets dwindling....
Between 1920 and 1930, the area of Laws, Round
Valley, and Bishop suffered a 20 per cent decrease
in population. The declining enrollment in the
public schools caused six elementary schools to
close and another six to be consolidated with other
schools. Bishop merchants showed losses of more
than 50 per cent in their total volume of business.
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Based on his studies of recent irrigation water sales in

Crowley County in Colorado, Weber (1990:14-15) adds,

In Crowley County, as in many of the potential rural
water transfer areas, agriculture is either the
predominant or only industry. Opportunities to pick
up the economic slack by attracting new industries
to these water exporting communities is difficult
in the extreme.... For the area's century of
history the character of life has been established
by agriculture's rhythms. The degree of success
achieved in their struggle against a difficult
environment determined a family's identity, status,
and its life chances. Now with the drying of the
lands, the area's reason for being, its history,
and its culture lose their meaning.

Because of these negative impacts, western states have

been reluctant to allow the market in water to operate without

further government regulation, and several states have

introduced a number of protections and qualifications designed

to prevent damage to the public interest, public welfare or

public trust during water allocations and transfers. An

impediment to sound policymaking in the area of water

transfers, however, is lack of information on and analysis of

the meaning of the "public interest"/"public welfare" and on

the ways in which these values may be affected. While the

more straightforward positive and negative economic impacts

of water transfers can often be quantified using conventional

benefit-cost procedures, social and ethical attributes such

as feelings, traditions, sense of involvement, sense of power

in decisions, local loyalties and economic self-interest are
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often overlooked because these attributes cannot be analyzed

in the same manner (Andrews and Geertsen, 1970:1). The

problem is further complicated because losses to a community

of the most easily determined measures of community welfare

(e.g., tax base, employment, and acquisition of new industries

and businesses) are not the matters that most disturb people.

While such concerns are important to the community, other

community values such as fairness, security, opportunity, and

self-determination are often paramount (Brown and Ingram,

1987).

Unfortunately for the scholars and practitioners of

western water policy and law who would like to see policy

analysis such as that done by the NWC and the Western

Governors' staff applied in the real world, the market

solution proposed has turned out to have very serious

problems. Not only have controversies over water remained,

but as a result of these conflicts the monetary and temporal

transaction costs associated with rural-to-urban and

agricultural-to-M&I water transfers have been unexpectedly

high. What makes water transfers so difficult? Is it just

that legal and policy impediments need to be removed, as some

observers have indicated? Or is it true, as Andrews and

Geertsen (1970:1) claim, that water transfer decisions that

fail to take into account cultural, social-organizational, and

social-psychological forces are seldom accepted by all
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affected parties? Since policymaking often involves give-

and-take and a balancing of interests, adequate knowledge of

the interests and issues involved in water transfer conflicts

is an important part of formulating equitable water transfer

policy.

Value Conflicts and Western Water.

Numerous reasons have been proposed to explain the close

relationship between water and conflict. For example, some

authors argue that the physical nature of the resource itself

is conducive to conflict. According to Maass and Anderson

(1978:2),

Principally because it flows, its unregulated flows
are likely to be erratic, and in arid country the
consequences for any user unable to capture water
the moment it is needed are likely to be dire....
[T]he unpredictable character of stream flow can
create a tense environment of uncertainty that is
disruptive of social relations. In more formal
language, certain features of the technological or
production function of water use such as flow and
stochasticity give rise to social conflict and to
the objective of controlling it.

Similarly, Meyer (1984:47) ties social conflict in arid

regions to water scarcity:

The majority of conflicts pitting individual against
individual and group against group were the product
of an imperfect world in which scarcity came to
dominate human action. In many years and in
specific areas there simply was not enough usable
water to meet the needs of all.
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In many instances, a perceived maldistribution or an

actual redistribution of water and water rights in the West

causes conflict. From this perspective, the conflict is

viewed as a battle between the "haves" and the "have-nots"

(Barilleaux, 1984:3)--where the "haves" include areas-of-

origin, established uses such as agriculture, and users with

senior appropriation rights, and the "have-nots" are comprised

of new or previously neglected uses or users (including but

not limited to growing municipalities and other areas-of-

receipt), environmental interests, and Native American Indians

(who may possess court-granted "paper" water rights but not

the resources or funds to put the water to beneficial use).

Perhaps more significant, however, is conflict arising

as a consequence of the separate and to some extent differing

roles that water plays in society. Water is not only a

natural resource, it is also a social resource, and "it is

this double identity which can create considerable perplexity"

(Ingram, Scaff and Silko, 1986:180). Furthermore, water is

considered by many to be a fundamental resource, the qualities

of which "can confer benefits on others and make a favorable

difference in [people's] lives" (Wilkinson, 1990:1). According

to Bowden (1985:3), "Water could never be just water in this

place [the arid Southwest] because here it determined both the

amount and kind of life to be lived." Ingram, Scaff and Silko

(1986:177) state:
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From its beginning the fate of civilization has been
tied to water and the management of water resources.
Regional development, shifts in population, the
growth of trade, and the ebb and flow of cultural
influence have all depended in important ways on
water transportation routes, sophisticated
irrigation works, and uncontaminated supplies for
consumption.

The history of a recent groundwater dispute in Arizona

between the Peabody Coal Company and a Hopi Indian village

provides an example of a conflict rooted in the dual role of

water as a natural resource for some water users, to be

treated like any other economic commodity, and as a source of

community, cultural and spiritual values to others. The

dispute (which is occurring during a prolonged drought) arose

over the coal company's leased right to pump and use ground-

water to transport coal slurry through a pipeline to Nevada,

an activity the Hopi fear would reduce flow to several local

springs which they use for irrigation and spiritual identity.

That this divergence in values promises to become a lengthy

conflict can be predicted from the opinions expressed by each

party in the dispute. For example, the New York Times (24

July 1990) quoted a spokesperson for the coal company as

saying: "We are a business. We make economic decisions. The

Hopi tribe is not a business. They don't make economic

decisions. Their chairman indicates that this is a moral

issue. I disagree with him." In contrast, the Hopi tribal

chairman noted, "When they set the damage criteria, they set

just economic criteria. They didn't set cultural criteria";
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while a resident of the Hopi Village added:

That water is our life; it is our blood; it is the
blood of the Hopi.... If Peabody continues drawing
the water from under us, the whole earth will dry
up and we will not be able to do any farming and in
essence we will begin to dry up" (New York Times,
24 July 1990).

In his recent work, "Values and Western Water: A History

of the Dominant Ideas," Wilkinson (1990) discusses ten

substantive values that societies in the American West have

throughout time found to be intrinsic in water and important

enough to incorporate into law. These values, listed in the

chronological order in which they were recognized by society

in the West, are:

1) Water as a source of sustenance;

2) Water as an instrument of agriculture;

3) Water as a community good;

4) Water as a means of transportation;

5) Water as an industrial commodity;

6) Water as a clean and pure resource;

7) Water as beauty;

8) Water as a destructive resource to be controlled;

9) Water as a fuel for urban development;

10) Water as a place for recreation and wildlife

habitat.
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In order to reduce the conflicts associated with water, water

policies, laws and practices must be sensitive to the full

range of values associated with water; when important values

are overridden or neglected, particularly during periods of

water scarcity, water conflicts are often inevitable.

Thesis Outline.

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the value

conflicts that make rural-to-urban water transfers such a

contentious issue throughout the arid West. In this paper

the role of water as a community good will be singled out,

since this value has been the subject of little previous

socioeconomic inquiry, despite evidence that neglecting

community values has contributed to the social conflict and

high transaction costs associated with water transfers. The

study seeks to answer several important questions about

distribution and control of western water resources: for

example, (1) How do community leaders in selected areas where

water transfers are a controversial issue perceive and value

the water that they consider "belongs to" their communities?

(2) Given the condition of limited water supplies, what uses

of water do leaders believe should receive priority within the

community? (3) How are transfers of water rights and the

export of water from areas-of-origin different from the common

occurrence of water sales among neighbors? (4) What losses

or gains resulting from rural-to-urban water transfers do
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leaders in both rural and urban areas see as accompanying the

movement of water rights? (5) If areas-of-origin do suffer

losses from water transfers, are there ways to compensate the

area-of-origin for such losses? and (6) In the face of heated

conflict over transfers, what policy alternatives exist for

fashioning effective water management in western states?

The analysis of value conflicts in this thesis is

presented in six chapters. Chapter II explores the concept

of the community value of water by examining the rich store

of evidence available from a variety of sources including:

1) scholarly literature from contemporary writers in the field

of western water including Brown, Ingram, Maass and Anderson,

Nunn, Sax, Weber, and Wilkinson; 2) creative literature,

which taps into the symbolic and emotional perceptions that

westerners have about water; 3) judicial opinions regarding

public and community values associated with water; and 4) the

opinions and perceptions of community leaders, since an

understanding that the leaders of rural and urban communities

in the West have formed strong opinions about the important

values associated with water and the perceived impacts of

water transfers on communities is less salient in the water

market era. Chapter III provides two case studies of areas

where conflict over water transfers and community values has

been particularly acute: the region encompassing Doria Ana

County, New Mexico and El Paso County, Texas; and the
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demographic regions of rural and urban Arizona. Chapter IV

introduces the Community Values and Water Survey--a survey

designed and conducted by the Water and Public Welfare Project

team to obtain hard evidence as to what is at stake for

communities in water transfers and to define the relationship

of water to public or community welfare. 8 Chapter V addresses

the first five questions asked above through discussion and

statistical analysis of the responses of 317 community leaders

in Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas to the survey. Finally,

Chapter VI concludes with a summary and an analysis of the

policy implications associated with protecting community and

public welfare values. The survey instrument used to collect

the data analyzed in this report is reproduced in Appendix A;

survey data is tabulated in Appendix B; Appendix C contains

transcribed responses of leaders to a series of interview

questions from which the final survey instrument was designed;

and Appendix D lists examples of laws and administrative codes

in 17 western states that refer to the public interest, public

welfare or public trust.

8 The Water and Public Welfare Project was developed by
Helen Ingram, Director of the Udall Center for Studies in
Public Policy at the University of Arizona, in association
with Anne Schneider, Dean of the College of Public Programs
at Arizona State University; Susan C. Nunn and Julie Urban,
Assistant Professor and Research Associate respectively in the
Department of Economics at the University of New Mexico; and
Cy R. Oggins. The Community Values and Water Survey, which
was conducted for a period of one year beginning in Summer
1988, was funded by a grant obtained through the Water
Resources Research Institute in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
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CHAPTER II

COMMUNITY VALUES AND WESTERN WATER

Water as the Lifeblood of Community.

The notion that water has a community or social value

that transcends its economic value calculated in terms of tax

base, value added, or regional product has been the focal

point of the writings of a select though limited group of

western water scholars. For example, Kelso (1967) argues that

water is important to the establishment of strong democratic

institutions, or agrarian fundamentalism, and that this role

for water sets it apart from commodities dealt with by

ordinary market mechanisms. Maass and Anderson (1978) have

found that maintaining equity and popular control and

realizing social justice in the use of water were more

important than economic efficiency in the six irrigation

communities that they studied. Studies conducted by Brown and

Ingram (1987) of Native American Indian and Spanish/Mexican

American communities in Arizona and northern New Mexico show

that water is regarded not just as an economic commodity, but

is also closely bound to important community values and

perceptions. Wilkinson (1989a:36) promotes the notion that

water is "one vital element in the ecological and socio-

economic communities of which we are a part." According to

Weber (1990:1),
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The study of the complex and rapidly evolving rural-
to-urban water transfer scene in the American West
is yet in its infancy. The vast majority of this
work has been done by economists, lawyers, and
engineers who have focused on the demand side of
this issue.... Their work, in the main, has
centered upon aspects of water marketing, water
marketing mechanisms, and regional economic impact
projections resulting from water transfers....
Sociological and historical research on the supply
side, the water selling communities and individuals
themselves, has been particularly lacking.

Traditionally, political communities are formed in order

to provide certain basic services and to protect certain basic

rights that citizens cannot secure by acting alone. In many

cases, the citizens of a community are mutually dependent on

a limited supply of natural resources. According to the

distinguished water authority Joseph Sax (1989:49):

Because the survival of [a community of people]
depends upon the continuing ability of their
resources to sustain them, their relationship is
inevitably one of mutual dependence, common
enterprise and joint responsibility.

This same insight can be found in Westerns and other

western literature. In one of the most famous of all Western

novels, Riders of the Purple Sage (in which the villain is a

Mormon Elder who wishes to marry the heroine in order to gain

the water right established by her tyrannical father), Zane

Grey describes in much more poetic language what Sax pointed

out:
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Venters led his comrade to a shady bower and showed
him Amber Spring. It was a magnificent outburst of
clear, amber water pouring from a dark, stone-lined
hole. Lassiter knelt and drank, lingering there to
drink again. He made no comment, but Venters did
not need words. Next to his horse, a rider of sage
loved a spring. And this spring was the most
beautiful and remarkable known to the upland riders
of southern Utah. It was the spring that made old
Withersteen a feudal lord and now enabled his
daughter to return the toll which her father had
exacted from the toilers of the purple sage (Grey,
1980:30).

While Zane Grey wrote about the importance of water to

rural Mormons and the American cowboy, other societies in the

West, notably the Indian and Spanish/Mexican-American, have

also been built around water and are dependent on its life-

giving flow. To many Native American Indians, for example,

water was regarded as much more than a property right:

There has been a lot said about the sacredness of
our land which is our body; and the values of our
culture which is our soul; but water is the blood
of our tribes, and if its life-giving flow is
stopped, or it is polluted, all else will die and
the many thousands of years of our communal
existence will come to an end (Frank Tenorio,
Governor of San Felipe Pueblo, as quoted by
Wilkinson, 1989b:430).

Stanley Crawford reinforces this view of water as the life-

blood of community in the sensitive and lovely book Mayordomo,

which is enjoyable enough to be fiction but which is a true

chronicle of a year the author spent as mayordomo of an

acequia (irrigation canal) in northern New Mexico. He writes:
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Next to blood relationships, which rule the valley,
come water relationships. The arteries of ditches
and bloodlines cut across each other in patterns of
astounding complexity.... As mayordomo you become
the pump, the heart that moves the vital fluid down
the artery to the little plots of land on each of
the cells, the parcientes (Crawford, 1988:23-25).

The emotional language of creative literature is also

captured in the responses of community leaders to questions

concerning water. For example, a farmer in Arizona expressed

his ideas of the importance of water to communities when he

stated, "Loss of water in this area would produce gloom, like

a death in the family" (Udall Center files).

Water and Culture.

The close ties of water to community show that water is

woven into the culture of long-established communities. This

attachment of people to water is both spiritual and emotional

as well as nonutilitarian; water is often said to take on "a

life of its own" (Gottlieb, 1988). Frank Waters captures the

association of water and culture in his fictional account The

Man Who Killed the Deer, which draws heavily on the history

of the Taos Indians' Blue Lake.

You will be taught the whole history of our people,
of our tribe. How they had their last arising from
the deep turquoise lake of life at the center of
the world, the blue lake in whose depths gleams a
tiny star, our Dawn Lake. How they emerged from a
great cave whose lips dripped with water to congeal
into perpetual flakes of ice white as eagle-down.
You will understand, then, son, why those of our
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clan are called the Deep Water people: why our
kiva, this kiva, is called the eagle-down kiva; the
meaning of our masks, our dances, our songs. You
will see this cave. You will see this lake--our
Dawn Lake (Waters, 1941:80).

The cultural connection of water to community is evident

in John Nichols' novel The Milagro Beanfield War, a factually

based, fictional account of how the residents of a community

in northern New Mexico revolted against state water laws that

threatened to destroy their culture, and a book that depicts

vividly the conflict that can arise when different cultures

value water differently. In Mayordomo, Crawford writes about

the same Upper Rio Grande Hispanic culture in this description

of how the acequia ties together different cultures:

A special anxiety hovers over small elections among
friends and neighbors and relatives, bound together
in this case by a narrow channel of water that flows
through everyone's backyard, while yet divided by
linguistic and cultural differences, plus those of
religion, educational background and so on....
[W]hat is remarkable about this gathering may be
less a matter of such differences than the fact that
we are able to...conduct business together without
our differences overcoming that one small thing we
have in common, the acequia (Crawford, 1988:207).

Similarly, when a hydrologist based along the Rio Grande in

New Mexico was asked by an interviewer what it would mean to

rural areas if an outside entity were to acquire control of

the water in the area, he responded in terms of value rather

than in scientific terms: "It seems to me the community loses
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its present, its past, and its future" (Appendix C:201).

That the courts might eventually be sympathetic to

cultural values is foreshadowed by two opinions of U.S.

District Judge Art Encinias. One excerpt from the first

opinion--a ruling over a proposed change of an irrigation

right in order to provide water for a ski resort and guest

ranch--is particularly pertinent to this discussion:

The second main line of argument pits economic
values against cultural values. Here, it is simply
assumed by the Applicants that greater economic
benefits are more desirable than the preservation
of a cultural identity. This is clearly not so.
Northern New Mexicans possess a fierce pride over
their history, traditions and culture. This region
of northern New Mexico and its living culture are
recognized at the state and federal levels as
possessing significant cultural value, not
measurable in dollars and cents. The deep-felt and
tradition-bound ties of northern New Mexico families
to the land and water are central to the maintenance
of that culture.

While these questions seem, at first, far removed
from the simple question of the transfer of a few
acre feet of water, the evidence discloses a
distinct pattern of distruction [sic] of the local
culture by development which begins with small,
seemingly insignificant steps. I am persuaded that
to transfer water rights, devoted for more than a
century to agricultural purposes, in order to
construct a playground for those who can pay is a
poor trade, indeed. I find that the proposed
transfer of water rights is clearly contrary to the
public interest and, on that separate basis, the
Application should be denied. 9

9 In the Matter of Howard Sleeper, et al., Rio Arriba
County Cause No. RA 84-53 (C), letter to counsel (April 16,
1985), reversed on other grounds, Ensenada Land & Water
Association v. Sleeper (N.M. Ct. App. March 22, 1988)
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In the second opinion, a decision to restore water to two

ancient acequias in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Judge Encinias

wrote:

The urbanized nature of Santa Fe, the virtual
disappearance of commercial agriculture in the area
and the rise of public utilities as the most common
source of water tends to trivialize important water
rights. I believe that the preservation of these
water rights is important to the vitality of a
culture over three centuries old. The people, the
land and the water are inextricably bound together
and will be until Santa Fe is entirely paved over.
It is this culture which is our greatest pride and
not without considerable value, though not
measurable directly in dollars (as quoted in Journal 
North (23 June 1990).

Community Values of Water.

Water serves to fortify and protect culture through a

number of means, including provision of security, opportunity

and self-determination (Brown and Ingram, 1987). Water

transfers provoke strong emotional reactions from residents

of water-losing communities because transfers are perceived

to threaten these community values. It is helpful to explore

each value separately, though in everyday thinking they tend

to be lumped together and closely bound to the broad idea of

community.

[hereinafter, Sleeper]. The decision by Judge Encinias was
reversed in a higher court because at the time of the hearing
the State of New Mexico did not statutorily protect public
welfare values.
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Security. Risk of water shortage is an ever-present and

newly reinforced reality in the West. In 1990, for the first

time in history, the Colorado River will be unable to meet the

demands of California's water users. This particular shortage

has arisen from a combination of the four-year drought and the

addition of some 300,000 people a year to the population of

southern California (U.S. Water News, June 1990).

Fears of a long-term drought similar to the one that is

thought to have driven the Anasazi out of the Colorado River

Basin have historically driven western water law and politics.

States have tried to accommodate unlimited growth on a limited

water budget by providing ample margins of safety against

shortages. The fundamental doctrine of western water law--the

rule of "first in time, first in right"--provided security to

established beneficial users of water by ensuring that later

upstream diversions would not drain the water supply. As

development began to outstrip available water supplies,

federal legislation involved the federal government in

construction of new dams and water projects designed to reduce

the perceptions of aridity or water shortage and to make the

desert bloom. Reservoirs, whether they be natural or

engineered, have appealed to westerners because they offer

security.
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In Western literature, water holes spell the difference

between Life and Death. In The Land of Little Rain, Mary

Austin (1903:31-3) wrote that in the third year of a turn-

of-the-century drought "cattle died in their tracks with their

heads towards the stopped watercourses. And that year the

scavengers were as black as the plague all across the mesa and

up the treeless, tumbled hills." Similarly, in John Ives'

novel Fear in a Handful of Dust, finding water is essential

for the survival of four men stranded in the Arizona desert

who use a discarded raincoat and a hole to create drinking

water. In The Last Stand at Papago Wells, Louis L'Amour wrote

about four diverse travelers--honest, dishoest, brave and

cowardly--whose paths through the desert come together at a

natural water tank:

All travel in this western Arizona Desert was
circumscribed by the necessity for water, and the
fact that in several hundred square miles there were
only a few widely scattered water holes, and none
of these reliable in a dry season. No matter what
route a man wished to take, his trail must at some
time touch these water holes, for without them he
would die.... This was a land of little water and
less rain, where trails were indicated by bones of
men and animals that had died beside them, and all
lines of travel were dictated by the urgency of
water (L'Amour, 1981:7).

A principal difficulty for market transfers of water is

that they arouse feelings of insecurity among rural

populations whose water is being transferred for use in

distant locations. Not only do people feel that they have
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been stripped bare of their margin of safety, they doubt that

they will be able to recover water supplies when they need

them, even if they have money to pay. Many of the community

representatives interviewed in the surveys expressed concern

about availability of water supplies affected by drought, by

water contamination, by groundwater mining and by water

transfers that removed water from the local area. As one

respondent from southern New Mexico, commented:

In a free enterprise system, what guarantees that
you would get water? It's better to know that you
have water than to speculate that when you need it
you might be able to get it. If you know you have
the right to it now, that's a security blanket
(Appendix C:164).

Opportunity. Westerners talk as if a community is done for

if it loses its secure water supply, and in many of the

interviews, leaders referred to the image of a ghost town.

Water is often considered to be the limiting resource. For

instance, as one survey respondent described it: "In the

West, when you think of a ghost town...you think of [a town]

without water" (Appendix C:161).

On the positive side, if a community has water, its

opportunities are boundless. Some cities, for example, dream

of growing to the size of Los Angeles on the basis of water--

except, of course, without that city's problems. Like the

Midas touch, water creates wealth and is often the key to both
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investment and new development (Ingram, 1990:33). For

instance, Mark Twain tells the story of an eager young

engineer looking at the local stream and dreaming of the

possibilities: "If deepened, and widened, and straightened

and made a little longer, this stream] would be one of the

greatest rivers in our western country" (quoted in White,

1969:24-5).

In prescribing water market mechanisms and water

transfers as a means to reduce investment in and dependence

on traditional construction solutions, the economic analysts

on the National Water Commission neglected the converse side

that the water purchased has to come from somewhere else.

Recent events in Arizona, New Mexico and Nevada show that

"somewhere else" very often means rural areas. The NWC also

neglected the perception that loss of water stifles

opportunity in communities located in actual or potential

areas-of-origin. According to the perceptions of community

leaders, water transfers are not merely transfers of water,

they are also transfers of community opportunity. As one

leader remarked, "Businesses won't come into a community where

there is no water, or where there's a question about how much

water is available" (Appendix C:165). According to another

survey respondent, a resident of Doña Ana County in southern

New Mexico, "[Water transfers mean] drying up your town to

create growth for another place. It's saying that El Paso is
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a better place to live because it's a city, so [they can] take

your water away from you (Appendix C:197).

For a community to receive money for its water would also

seem to create opportunity, for money can be invested so as

to provide a fair return that can be reinvested in projects

that increase public welfare. Should water be needed for

growth at some future time, economic reasoning suggests that

a community or individual can simply purchase any readily

available water. However, such reasoning is very far from

what leaders in areas-of-origin really think. Not only do

these leaders doubt that the money gained from water sales

will stay in areas-of-origin, they question whether water will

be available at a reasonable price when it is needed.

Further, money is not so closely linked with perceptions of

opportunity as is water. As one civic group leader in La Paz

County, Arizona commented: "I don't believe in compensation.

I believe a community [must] develop its own potential--which

you can't do with just money" (Udall Center files).

Self-Determination: Participation and Local Control. To be

powerless over the source of water supply in the desert is to

be truly powerless. As Mary Austin wrote about the Owens

Valley, "Whoever controlled the water in that land controlled

the destiny of life depending on it" (Worster, 1985:71).
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A community's prospects for the future are often

determined by its ability to control its water supply. Strong

communities are able to retain control of water and put it to

work, while communities that lose control over their water

probably will fail in trying to control much else of

importance (Ingram, 1990:5). The consequences of lack of

control are graphically illustrated by the unenviable position

of the "tail-ender" on the irrigation ditch. Stanley Crawford

(1988:24) explains in Mayordomo:

You can argue that the character of a man or woman
can be as much formed by genetic and cultural
material as by the location of their garden or chile
path along the length of a ditch, toward the
beginning where water is plentiful or at the tail
end where it will always be fitful and scarce.
"He's that way because he lives at the bottom of
the ditch and never gets any water" is an accepted
explanation for even the most aberrant behavior in
this valley. The man who lives at the bottom of a
ditch is forever expectant, forever disappointed.

When residents in southern New Mexico thought about the

possibility of losing water to El Paso, they believed they

were losing not just water, but their voice and their control

over the future as well. For instance, one informant said:

The city which buys up rural water rights takes away
the rural community's voice. It's forcing the
communities out; it lessens their voice in the
future. It might be a short-term gain for the
farmer, but in the long run, it's cutting the
community's throat (Appendix C:202).
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Another responded: "If they don't have the water anymore,

how can they make any decisions? How can they have any

say-so? Who's going to listen to you if you don't own any

water?" (Appendix C:201). Finally, for a third respondent,

to lose water meant to lose representative government. He

stated: "If the people in the community lose their water

right, if they don't have any say, they might as well move

out" (Appendix C:202).

Implications for Water Market Transfers.

Are the views expressed here hopelessly romantic and

wrong-headed? Are community values in any way responsible

for the increased transaction costs involved in market

transfers of water? Can people be made to understand that

water is just like any other natural resource, no more or less

important and capable of being bought and sold? It is

apparent that some analysts believe that community values are

unimportant. To quote the economist B. Delworth Gardner

(1986:167):

If there are [non-economic, non-market values that
are affected by transfer negotiations], and they
affect the well-being of the negotiating parties,
they will be incorporated in the decision if the
transaction costs are not prohibitive.... There
may be circumstances where public goods are
significant, but in most cases in water allocation
my sense is that they are not very important.
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Gardner assumed that public-good values encompassed taxes

for schools and hospitals and other social services, clients

for programs, customers for businesses, and other related

items. The community impacts that are of concern here,

however, are of a different order. For instance, when water

moves out of an area, people believe that security,

opportunity, and self-determination move with it. To some

extent such beliefs are self-fulfilling prophesies; when

people behave as if an area lacks a future, few leaders,

investors, or entrepreneurs emerge to create progress.

From a cultural perspective, the loss of water often

severs cultural and religious ties and cannot adequately be

measured in economic terms. In a section of the novel The

River Between, Lawrence Clark Powell (1979:77-8) uses the

setting of a Congressional subcommittee hearing on a bill to

construct new dams on the Colorado River to express how

different cultures value water differently and why some people

believe that the losses associated with dams and water

transfers are not compensable. During the hearings, a female

Indian archeologist testifies:

'For unrecorded centuries the spring overflow of
the river meant life to [the Indians known as
Quechans or Yumas]. In its silt their foods were
grown--squash and beans and melons--while from the
reeds and willows they wove articles of raiment and
other usages.... Now the dams of an alien people
have ended those lifegiving overflows and diverted
the water to distant lands. The source of our life
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and well-being has been dammed and drained off by
and for people who have never seen nor ever will
see the river, by a people to whom water is merely
something that flows from a faucet, by a people who
waste far more than they use. To my people and to
me, Mr. Senator, this is sinful, for to us desert
people water is the most sacred of all elements....
I can only ask, Mr. Senator and gentlemen, that you
consider this problem and [the conflicting needs of
the inhabitants of this ancient land] as more than
facts, as more than economics and the hydraulics of
languid and turbulent flow. I ask you to think of
them also as a matter of religion, and to think of
water, as I do, as an element of equal sacredness
with air.'

It is clear from this review of scholarly research and

western literature that the community value of water as

defined here is poorly captured in most economic measures.

Yet community values are not only real, they can also be lost

in the water transfer process. When expectations of water

losses coincide with community value losses, the result may

be cultural and community disruption and continued and costly

conflict.
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CHAPTER III

CASE STUDIES

To understand better why residents of potential water-

exporting regions often unite in opposition to proposed rural-

to-urban water transfers, it is helpful to look at some

examples of conflict arising from the search for new water

supplies by municipalities. This chapter examines two regions

where conflict over perceived threats to public and community

values is particularly acute--the Mesilla Valley in Doña Ana

County, New Mexico, and the demographic areas comprising rural

and urban Arizona. Specific case studies reviewed are 1) the

decade-long pursuit by the city of El Paso, Texas of ground-

water in New Mexico, and 2) purchases by southern Arizona

municipalities--the Phoenix metropolitan area and Tucson--of

"water farms" (land purchased for its appurtenant water

rights) in La Paz County and the Avra Valley.

El Paso v. New Mexico.

Since 1980, the city of El Paso, Texas and the state of

New Mexico have been the focus of a groundwater allocation

controversy. This dispute has yet to be completely resolved

despite ten years of administrative hearings, lawsuits and

appeals and an estimated total expenditure of seventeen

million dollars in legal and other expenses.
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Setting. Both the Mesilla Valley in central Doña Ana County,

New Mexico and the city of El Paso, Texas lie along the Rio

Grande, a river which begins in the mountains of southern

Colorado, flows through New Mexico and Texas (forming the

international boundary between Texas and the Republic of

Mexico), and eventually discharges into the Gulf of Mexico.

Underlying the case study area--which includes the area south

of Elephant Butte Reservoir to the boundaries of the El Paso

County Water Improvement District No. 1 (see Figure 3-l)--

are two large aquifers: the Mesilla Bolson (which extends

from central western Doña Ana County to the Texas border and

into Mexico) and the Hueco Bolson (which underlies portions

of New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico) .o Annual rainfall is eight

to ten inches and is concentrated in the months of July,

August and September (Nowotny and Peach, 1982:85).

Mesilla Valley, New Mexico. The Mesilla Valley in Doha

Ana County, New Mexico is one of the most successful agri-

cultural areas of the Rio Grande and is a leading producer of

alfalfa, chile, cotton, and pecans (Common Waters, 1988:6).

In 1983, 70,400 acres were irrigated in the county (Tysseling,

Boldt and McDonald, 1986:30). The county's major municipal

The Dictionary of Geological Terms (1976:50) defines
bolson as follows: "In the southwest United States and
northern Mexico, a basin, depression or valley having no
[hydrologic] outlet." In Spanish "bolson" means "large
purse."
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FIGURE 3 -1. Map showing the New Mexico-El Paso, Texas study
area (from U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
Rio Grande Regional Environmental Proiect [RGREP]).
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center--the city of Las Cruces with a population in 1980 of

45,086--lies in the middle of the valley, while the river

between Las Cruces and the Texas border contains numerous

small agricultural communities." The total population of Doha

Ana County in 1980 was 96,340 and growing, having increased

by 38 percent between 1970 and 1980. 12

El Paso, Texas. Just south of the New Mexico border

lies the municipality of El Paso, Texas. In 1981, consultants

hired by the city projected that El Paso's population would

increase from just over 500,000 inhabitants to more than

2,000,000 within 100 years (Wilson, 1981). Despite El Paso's

proximity to the Rio Grande, the municipal water utility--

the Public Service Board (PSB)--obtains 60-70 percent of the

city's municipal water supply from the Hueco Bolson and only

10-15 percent of its supply from the Rio Grande (Wilson,

1981). 13 The balance of the municipal water supply is obtained

from other areas within Texas. In 1984, the PSB opened the

Fred Hervey Water Reclamation Plant and began to treat sewage

water to meet drinking water quality standards. The plant is

capable of treating 10,000,000 gallons per day (gpd) which is

• Bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of the Population,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

• Ibid.

• The El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
holds most of the senior surface water rights in El Paso
County and uses that water primarily for agriculture.
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then used to recharge the Hueco Bolson; in December of 1988,

the plant was treating 4,000,000 gpd. 14

Conflict. In 1980, the city of El Paso--faced with what it

perceived as a serious future water shortage brought on by a

growing population and by the threat of increasing groundwater

pumping by neighboring Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua--sought to

supplement its water supply by appropriating groundwater in

New Mexico and transporting this water across the state border

to El Paso. On 5 September 1980 the city, by and through the

PSB, filed suit in the Federal District Court for New Mexico

challenging the constitutionality of New Mexico's "embargo

statute" which prohibited export of water from New Mexico for

use in another state. 15 The statute in question read in part:

"No person shall withdraw water from any underground source

in New Mexico for use in any other state by drilling a well

.in New Mexico and transporting the water outside the state.a 16

Defendants in the lawsuit included New Mexico State Engineer

Steve E. Reynolds, the state's attorney general, and the

district attorney of Doha Ana County; later the Elephant Butte

Irrigation District (EBID), the city of Las Cruces, and

14	 For further information, see the El Paso Public
Service Board pamphlet "...Water for the Future."

15 City of El Paso v. Reynolds, 563 F. Supp. 379 (1983)
[hereinafter, El Paso I].

16 NM STAT ANN § 72-12-19 (1978).
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Stahmann Farms (a large agricultural business in southern Doha

Ana County) were allowed to join as defendant-intervenors.

Shortly after the suit was filed, Reynolds used his

administrative powers as state engineer to bring the Mesilla

and Hueco Bolsons in New Mexico under his control by declaring

both basins "closed." This declaration "placed El Paso in the

position of having to make applications [to the New Mexico

State Engineer's office] for permits to drill in the New

Mexican basins" (Clark, 1988:675). Consequently, the PSB

filed applications for permits to drill 326 wells in the

Mesilla and Hueco Boisons and to transport 296,000 acre-feet

(a.f.) of groundwater per year to El Paso. In May 1981, one

month after Reynolds denied all of El Paso's applications on

the basis of the embargo statute, U.S. District Judge Howard

Bratton declared the case subject to litigation.

During the early part of 1982, all parties involved filed

briefs before Judge Bratton. Briefs filed by the lawyers for

El Paso contended that 1) New Mexico's embargo statute was

an unfair restraint on interstate commerce, and 2) El Paso

needed a new municipal water supply, and groundwater in New

Mexico was the cheapest and most plentiful source for that

supply. In response, lawyers for New Mexico contended that

1) El Paso's efforts to extract groundwater from New Mexico

contravened a state law banning groundwater export; 2) the
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export embargo was an outgrowth of the state's responsibility

to regulate its water; 3) water in New Mexico was a public

resource subject to state control and not an article of

commerce; and 4) since the groundwater would be pumped from

aquifers that could be hydrologically connected to the Rio

Grande, El Paso's proposed pumping would violate the 1938 Rio

Grande Compact by altering the ratio of surface water use

between the two states.

The final decision in El Paso I was delayed pending

outcome of the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Sporhase. 17 This

latter decision was reached on 2 July 1982 when the Supreme

Court ruled that groundwater is an article of commerce, and

that states are limited in their power to ban its export. The

court, however, was "reluctant to condemn as unreasonable

measures taken by a State to conserve and preserve for its own

citizens this vital resource in times of severe shortage. ,08

Thus in his majority opinion, Justice Stevens acknowledged:

[A] demonstrably arid state conceivably might be
able to marshal evidence to establish a close means-
end relationship between even a total ban on the
exportation of water and a purpose to conserve and
preserve water: 9

17 
458 U.S. 941 (1982).

18 Ibid., at 956.

19 Ibid., at 958.
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In January 1983, Judge Bratton rejected New Mexico's

arguments and declared that the state's embargo statute

violated U.S. constitutional protections for interstate

commerce.20 While lawyers for New Mexico appealed the

decision to the U.S. 10th Circuit Court of Appeals, the New

Mexico State Legislature repealed the embargo statute in

February 1983 and (in accordance with the conservation goals

mentioned in Sporhase) amended the state water code to allow

for export of groundwater under certain conditions, including

the condition that the state engineer must determine that any

proposed interstate water transfer "would not impair existing

water rights, is not contrary to conservation of water within

the state and is not detrimental to the public welfare of the

citizens of New Mexico. ,,,21 On 16 December 1983, the Court of

Appeals voided Judge Bratton's final judgment in El Paso I in

light of the change in New Mexico's water law and remanded the

case to the district court for fresh consideration. 22

In August 1984, after three months of additional

hearings, Judge Bratton ruled that most portions of New

Mexico's 1983 law were constitutionally valid; however, he

20 City of El Paso v. Reynolds 563 F. Supp. 379 (1983).

NM STAT ANN § 72-12B-1 (Repl. Pamp. 1983)

22 Letter to Counsel from Howard K. Philips, Clerk 10th
Circuit Court of Appeals, re: Case No. 83-1350, The City of
El Paso, et al. vs. S.E. Reynolds, et al. (December 16, 1983).
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also held that "utilization of conservation and public welfare

criteria when evaluating domestic wells and transfers

discriminates on its face against interstate commerce

[emphasis added]." 23 The New Mexico legislature resolved this

discrepancy in April 1985 when it passed House Bill 192, which

required the state engineer to consider public welfare and

water conservation criteria in intrastate and interstate water

rights transfers. 24 At the same time, the legislature passed

House Bill 193, which required that municipalities, counties

and public utilities could only appropriate and hold

sufficient water to satisfy their anticipated future needs

over a 40-year time horizon. 25 The constitutionality of this

40-year planning period was validated by U.S. District Judge

Art Encinias in May 1985.

Although El Paso's lawyers continued to appeal in higher

courts the decision made in El Paso II, the city also pursued

another option, which was to convince New Mexico State

Engineer Steve Reynolds that the city's proposed water

applications would not violate New Mexico's water transfer

criteria. However, on 23 December 1987--after presiding over

58 days of administrative hearings and reading more than

City of El Paso v. Reynolds, 597 F. Supp. 694 (1984)
[hereinafter, El Paso II].

24 NM STAT ANN § 72-12B-1-C (Repl. Pamp. 1985)

25 NM STAT ANN § 72-12-8F (Cumm. Supp. 1984).
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13,000 pages of testimony (The Divining Rod, May 1988)--

Reynolds denied El Paso's applications on the grounds that

no water rights in New Mexico are needed by El Paso
for a water development plan or to preserve its
water supply for reasonably projected additional
needs within 40 years from the date of the [initial
permit] applications 26

In January 1988, El Paso filed appeals in both federal

and state district courts. The U.S. District Court declined

review of the appeal, contending that it would be "both a

waste of judicial resources and prejudicial to the defendants

to require the same issues be litigated in two forums" (El

Paso Times, 1 Feb. 1989). However, lawyers for El Paso failed

to serve notice of its appeal in state court to the proper

authority of one of the New Mexico opponents, New Mexico State

University. On 3 March 1989, therefore, almost 91/2 years after

El Paso applied for its initial permits, El Paso's latest

appeal was dismissed on the procedural grounds of improper

appeal. Current plans by El Paso include drilling wells along

the Texas-New Mexico border and pumping groundwater into the

city water supply--an action that may draw groundwater from

aquifers in New Mexico.

26 S.E. Reynolds, Findings and Order: In the Matter of
the Applications of the City Of El Paso, Texas (December 23,
1987).
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The number of New Mexico citizens officially protesting

El Paso's 1980 applications to export groundwater ran into the

thousands (Clark, 1988:675). According to Durant and Holmes

(1985:822),

[T]he scope of the conflict quickly expanded to
identification groups, attention groups, and the
attentive and general publics in both states. Local
water managers in New Mexico (Las Cruces and
Albuquerque) urged city officials to intervene in
the lawsuit, while irrigated agricultural interests
actually did so. Simultaneously, the New Mexican
news media regularly referred to El Paso's
"nefarious lawsuit," urged the public to "rise up
against those who would rob us of our water," and
proposed an economic boycott of El Paso businesses.

Many residents of the communities threatened by the city of

El Paso's applications perceived the water transfers proposed

as a threat to their "public welfare," and particularly to

their way of life. In recent surveys of community leaders in

Doha Ana County--including elected officials, owners of

businesses, farmers, and members of civic and environmental

groups--the majority of people interviewed described that way

of life as being slow-paced, "laid-back," agricultural, and

either small-city or rural in character, and they declared

that retaining control over the water in the Mesilla Valley

was essential for retaining that lifestyle. Many people

surveyed also expressed concern that their ability to

participate in decisions affecting southern New Mexico, to

protect the cultural heritage of the region, or to control
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their future would be weakened should El Paso remove water

from the region (see Chapter IV).

Rural to Urban Arizona Water Transfers.

The rural-to-urban water transfer experience in southern

Arizona provides an excellent case study of how public and

community values can be damaged when normal legislative

protections are removed. The Arizona Groundwater Management

Act (AGMA) of 1980 established the conditions for purchases

of "water farms" in and transfers of water from rural Arizona.

The Act was passed in order to supply evidence to the U.S.

Congress that the state had a comprehensive plan to manage

state water resources effectively so that the state would

receive federal monies to build the Central Arizona Project

(CAP) to transport water from the Colorado River to central

Arizona (Ingram, 1990).

The AGMA requires that metropolitan areas located in a

designated Active Management Area (AMA) reach "safe yield"

within the AMA by the year 2025. 27 AMAs are designated as

27 "Safe yield" as defined in Arizona Revised Statutes
(A.R.S.) § 45-561-7 "means a groundwater management goal which
attempts to achieve and thereafter maintain a long-term
balance between the annual amount of groundwater withdrawn in
an active management area and the annual amount of natural and
artificial groundwater recharge in the [AMA]." Of the four
AMAs in Arizona, three--Phoenix, Tucson and Prescott--have a
safe yield goal; the fourth, Pinal, has a different management
goal that allows for continued groundwater mining.
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areas in which groundwater use is closely regulated in order

to reduce groundwater overdraft. The Act also prohibits

development within an AMA unless the developer, municipality

or other water provider can demonstrate an assured 100-year

water supply for the development. In Arizona, groundwater

rights for the assured water supply can be acquired only by

purchasing the land to which the water rights are appurtenant;

however, state law no longer requires that the groundwater be

used on the land from which the water was pumped. The

quantity of water associated with the water right depends on

whether the purchased land lies within an AMA or outside the

AMA. According to Colby (1990:10-11),

Purchasers of irrigated farmland located within an
AMA may convert the groundwater rights on the land
to "Type I" nonirrigation groundwater rights [which]
are limited to a maximum rate of withdrawal of three
acre feet per irrigated acre per year, or the
quantity which had been used for irrigation,
whichever is less. There are no specific quantity
limitations on groundwater pumped from lands located
outside of AMAs. Pumping from outsice of AMAs is
limited only to quantities of water that can be put
to "beneficial use."

At the present time, cities and towns with contracts for

CAP water are deemed to have a 100-year assured water supply

until 2001. The safe-yield and assured-water-supply

requirements combined with the approaching 2001 deadline

created an incentive for cities within AMAs to secure long-

term water supplies from rural areas outside AMAs in
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anticipation of future urban economic growth. According to

Woodard and Checchio (1989),

During the past few years, municipalities,
developers, and investors have spent close to $200
million to acquire tens of thousands of acres of
land in rural Arizona, not for the value of the land
or its crops or any structures on it, but for its
access to surface or groundwater.

Setting. In order to determine perceived impacts of rural-

to-urban water transfers in Arizona, surveys were conducted

in the municipalities of Phoenix and Tucson, and in the rural

communities of Parker (La Paz County) and Marana (the Avra

Valley). Figure 3-2 shows the locations of the study areas.

Annual precipitation in southern Arizona ranges from 4.0

inches near Parker and Yuma to 8.0 inches in Phoenix and 12.5

inches in Tucson. 28 Descriptions of the study areas in

Arizona are included below.

Phoenix (Maricopa County). Maricopa County, which had

a 1988 population of 2,035,500, contains every Arizona

municipality with a population of more than 60,000 except

Tucson--i.e., Phoenix (the largest city in Arizona with a

population in 1988 of 955,695), followed by Mesa, Tempe,

Nat de Gennaro, ed., Arizona Statistical Abstract, A
1989 Data Handbook, 11.
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FIGURE 3-2. Map showing "water-farm" areas in the state of
Arizona, including the study areas of Phoenix-La Paz County
and Tucson-Marana/Avra Valley (from Charney and Woodard,
1990).
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Glendale, Scottsdale and Chandler. 29 The county includes the

Phoenix AMA and some unmanaged lands to the west and south of

the AMA, as well as the Salt River Indian Reservation, the

Gila Bend Reservation, the Fort McDowell Reservation and some

of the Gila River Reservation. Over 672,854 acres were

irrigated in Maricopa County in 1982, as compared to 5.2

million acres in Navajo County; interestingly enough, however,

1628 farms were irrigated in Maricopa County in 1982, more

than twice as many farms as any other county in Arizona. 3° In

1987, more cotton, alfalfa, wheat, barley, sorghum, potatoes,

grapes, grapefruit and oranges were grown in Maricopa County

than in any other Arizona county. 31

All or part of the cities located within the Phoenix

metropolitan area are provided with municipal and irrigation

water by the Salt River Project (SRP), the oldest of the

Bureau of Reclamation projects. However, SRP deliveries are

limited to the project's boundaries, and areas under

development in the Phoenix AMA that lie outside SRP boundaries

must find water sources for the 100-year assured water supply

required by the AGMA. Developers and municipalities have

looked within the Phoenix AMA as well as to rural counties for

Ibid., at 21-22.

Ibid., at 301.

Ibid., at 309.
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these water rights. For example, in 1985 and 1986, a Phoenix-

area investment group purchased two farms with yields in Type

I rights of 6,180 a.f. per year and 15,340 a.f. per year at

a cost of $1,400 and $1,100 per acre foot respectively (Colby,

1990:11). Purchases of irrigated farmland in La Paz County

are discussed below.

La Paz County. Located in western Arizona along the

Colorado River, La Paz has the second smallest population

(14,500) of Arizona counties. 32 The county was created in 1983

when voters in Yuma County elected to divide their county.

Parker, the county seat, lies about midway between Phoenix and

Los Angeles. The economic base of La Paz County is

agriculture, with cotton and alfalfa each accounting for about

38 percent of La Paz acreage. Only six percent of the land

in the county is privately held; other owners include the

Bureau of Land Management (59%) and other federal agencies,

the state of Arizona (8%), and Indian tribes (8%). 33 Several

factors combine to make La Paz County property attractive for

"water farming"--the purchase of land for its appurtenant

water rights. The CAP canal runs through La Paz County on its

way to Arizona's urban centers, providing a possible transport

route from the water farms to the cities. In addition, the

Ibid., at 20 (1988 data).

Ibid., at 181 (1987 data).
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county is not included in an AMA, and therefore is not subject

to the management requirements and quantification of rights

prevailing in these areas.

There has been widespread and strongly felt concern in

La Paz County over land and water rights purchases in the

county over the last several years. In the early 1980s,

Arizona Public Service purchased 12,550 deeded acres in

central La Paz County in part for the water associated with

the land. In 1984, the city of Scottsdale purchased the

8400-acre Planet Ranch along the Bill Williams River just

below the county's northern border. In 1986, the city of

Phoenix purchased 14,000 acres in McMullen Valley for the

associated groundwater, and the American Continental

Corporation bought the 7670-acre Crowder-Weiser Ranch, also

for its groundwater rights. Since 1986, private developers

and investors have purchased or are negotiating over the

purchase of more than 34,000 acres in the county, and 5400

acres of private land have been proposed for sale to the

Federal Government for their access to water. In total,

82,148 acres, or 58 percent of what used to be privately held

land, have been purchased as, or are being marketed as, water

farm property. Not all this land is currently being

cultivated; about 30 percent of the average cropped acreage

in La Paz County during the period 1983 to 1986 was involved

in water-farm transactions.
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Tucson and the Avra Valley (Pima County). 	Located in

the Sonoran desert of south central Arizona, Pima County has

the second-largest population among Arizona counties with a

population in 1988 of 664,400. 34 In addition to the city of

Tucson (which had a 1988 population of 397,300 in the central

city and an additional 120,000 living outside the city

limits) m , Pima County also contains the Avra Valley, which

lies about 15 miles northwest of Tucson, and most of the

Tucson AMA. Currently groundwater accounts for all water use

within Tucson, and the city has been mining its groundwater

aquifer since the early 1940s. The city, however, plans to

supplement its water supply with CAP water in 1992. Eighty

percent of Tucson's municipal water supply comes from well

fields in and south of the city along the Santa Cruz River in

the Tucson Basin; the rest of its supply is pumped across the

Tucson Mountains from under formerly irrigated farmlands in

the Avra Valley (Martin and Ingram, 1985:14). According to

El Ashry and Gibbons (1986:47), "only 58 percent of water in

the Tucson AMA is currently consumed in agriculture (compared

to a 90-percent state average)."

Tucson has been buying and retiring agricultural acreage

in the Avra Valley for its appurtenant water since 1971. The

Ibid., at 21.

Ibid., at 22-23.
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city now owns about 22,878 acres in the Avra Valley, 17,200

of which were cultivated prior to their purchase. The city

plans to buy the remaining 20,000 acres in the Valley during

the next couple of decades. Because the Avra Valley lies

within the Tucson AMA, Tucson is restricted to transferring

only the quantity of water equal to the farmers' estimated

consumptive use. Although Tucson has not purchased

agricultural lands outside Pima County for water rights, the

city has traditionally considered such imports a possible

element in its water management plan.

Conflict. Some of the demands for the expansion of municipal

water supplies in Arizona are driven by legal and planning

requirements set forth in the 1980 AGMA. At the time of the

passage of the Act, most rural townships in Arizona did not

want to be burdened by planning requirements that they felt

were designed to respond to urban problems. Consequently,

state government has subsidized water planning in the AMAs and

left rural areas to fend for themselves. One consequence of

leaving rural areas out of the Act is that cities have turned

to rural areas to make up for projected shortfalls in water

supplies within AMAs. This results in introducing overdrafts

in areas of the state where overdraft previously has not taken

place, even though, "[i]t makes no sense to eliminate

overdraft of aquifers underlying urban areas by mining and

transporting the groundwater beneath remote, rural areas of
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origin" (Woodard and Checchio, 1989:741). According to former

Arizona Governor, Bruce Babbitt--who was largely responsible

for overseeing passage of the AGMA in 1980--the negative

consequences of the AGMA were largely unforeseen:

In 1980...our groundwater code unshackled the
cities, giving them complete freedom to buy "water
farms" and transport the water anywhere in the
state. The result was a frenzied stampede to
purchase farms in western Arizona. In La Paz County
along the Colorado River, private speculators and
cities have purchased 40 percent of the privately
owned land [in order to obtain the water rights
associated with the land as per Arizona water law].
To some it seems like a rerun of the movie
"Chinatown" in which greedy promoters took rural
communities into bondage, shattering their dreams
of growth and independence.

The Arizona experience is not, however, an argument
against water transfers. What it does prove is that
complete freedom for cities can threaten the very
existence of some conveniently situated rural
communities that happen to be well-endowed with
water. In the absence of oversight and regulatory
approval, economic Darwinism will carry the day--
the large and powerful will prevail. Big cities
will inexorably squeeze the water and the life out
of small communities (Albuquerque Journal, 10 Aug.
1988).

According to Babbitt, a legal system needs to be designed to

bring about necessary water transfers while protecting public

and community values (Albuquerque Journal, 10 Aug. 1988).

At the present time, there is considerable discussion in

Arizona about amending the AGMA to protect rural Arizona from

the negative consequences of the safe-yield and assured-
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water-supply provisions and to reflect more adequately the

needs of all water users in the state. One proposal, for

example, is to extend AMA criteria over the entire state.

Other proposals, however, appear to move in the opposite

direction. For instance, a recent report issued by the

Arizona Auditor General suggests that "achieving safe-yield

may not even be necessary because of the several hundred years

worth of water in storage beneath [Phoenix and Tucson3." 36

The solution suggested by some disparate interests--e.g.,

cities, farmers, developers and others--is to eliminate the

AGMA goals or otherwise weaken their requirements. 37 Others

have countered that mining nonrenewable groundwater for growth

in urban communities is a risky strategy at a time when

climatologists are suggesting that the Southwest may be

getting hotter and drier. 38

One of the most hotly contested battles fought during the

1989 Arizona legislative session was related to a proposed law

governing the transfer of groundwater from rural areas to

36 Office of the Auditor General, "Performance Audit of
the Department of Water Resources and the Arizona Water
Commission," Aug. 1989.

37 Personal letter from John Leshy, Professor of Law at
Arizona State University and concerned citizen (22 Nov. 1989).

38 Ibid. See also Revelle and Waggoner, 1988, "Effects
of a Carbon Dioxide-Induced Climatic Change on Water Supplies
in the Western United States," in National Research Council,
Changing Climate, 419-32.
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urban areas. While the proposed legislation, House Bill (HB)

2666, would have prevented or limited groundwater transfers

from many areas in rural Arizona, the legislation would also

have allowed cities, developers and private investment

companies to withdraw and export a fixed amount of groundwater

(up to 60 percent) from nine designated "reserved" basins--

six of which are located in La Paz County. During the early

part of 1989, a citizen lobbying effort united a broad range

of the La Paz County community--from county supervisors and

other elected officials to farmers, the League of Women

Voters, and the Parker Area Chamber of Commerce--against what

many county residents regarded as an attempt by the Phoenix

metropolitan area to "take their water." This effort included

the delivery of more than 2400 letters protesting HB 2666 to

Arizona legislators (Parker Pioneer, 17 May 1989). As a

consequence of this and other opposition, the proposed

legislation, which had been negotiated, drafted and passed in

the House over a period of four years, was killed in a Senate

committee. New groundwater transfer legislation for the

entire state is expected to be introduced in the 1990 or 1991

legislative session. Legislation passed in 1990 for the

Tucson AMA is discussed in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDY

In order to obtain hard evidence about what is at stake

for communities in water transfers, the Water and Public

Welfare Project team designed a survey instrument called the

Community Values and Water Survey. The survey methodology

used was a randomized block design that polled community

leaders. Respondents to the survey were randomly selected

from among leadership groups in 12 regions and communities in

Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas. A total of 317 community

leaders completed the survey which was conducted for one year

beginning in the fall of 1988.

Survey Participants.

Community leaders were chosen as the persons most

appropriate to the task of defining community welfare and of

explaining and expressing the stakes involved in water

transfers, because they are the persons who both inform and

reflect the opinions of other citizens in the community.

Furthermore, actions of leaders substantially shape whatever

future a community is to have: in many cases, what leaders

believe constitutes to some extent a self-fulfilling prophecy.

For instance, if leading businessmen, farmers and other

leaders within a community believe that the community has a

bright future, they are willing to invest money, time and
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effort in the community. On the other hand, if leaders become

discouraged with their prospects, they sell or move out.

Similarly, vital communities are able to attract ambitious and

committed political leaders, while depressed areas often are

served by discouraged public servants. Prospective

participants were randomly selected as follows (information

from Ingram et al., 1989):

1) The names of locally elected officials (including county

supervisors and other elected officials such as the

county assessor, the mayor, the members of the city or

town council, and the members of the school board) were

obtained from the offices of the city and county clerk,

or the local chapter of the League of Women Voters;

2) The presidents of the League of Women Voters and the high

school Parent-Teacher Associations or Parent Advisory

Committees were contacted and asked for the names of

members of their respective organizations who were active

in community affairs; the school superintendent's office

was also contacted and asked for a similar list of high

school teachers who were involved in local affairs;

3) The presidents of the local chambers of commerce and the

local realtors' boards were similarly asked for names of

their most active members;
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4) The County Agricultural Extension Agent or heads of

either the Soil Conservation Service or the U.S.

Department of Agriculture Conservation Stabilization

Agency were contacted for the names of both large and

small farmers most active in local public affairs;

5) The reporter covering environmental issues for the local

newspaper was contacted and asked for the names of active

environmentalists; and

6) The president of the local historical society (if one

existed) was also included in the survey population.

Once the names of potential candidates were assembled, samples

of the appropriate size (30 percent of the survey population

for each of the first two categories, 15 percent each for

categories three and four; and 10 percent for the last two

categories combined) were randomly drawn. Figure 4-1

identifies the categories of community groups from which

leaders were drawn.

Both the role groups identified and the proportion of

our sample drawn from each role group are based upon research

assumptions concerning what groups are likely to reflect

community values best. Other researchers might well identify

other role categories, give different weighting or use
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SURVEY POPULATION

Relative Weight
Community	 Assigned to

Group	 Responses

• Elected Officials 	 30%

• County-Level

• City-Level

• School Board

• Civic Groups 	 30%

• League of Women Voters Members

• Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) or
Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) Members

• High School Teachers

• Economic Groups 	 30%

• Farmers 	  (15%)

• Chamber of Commerce 	  (15%)
Members/Realtors

• Special Interest 	 10%

• Environmentalists

• Local Historian/Historical
Society President

FIGURE 4-1. Community groups from which survey participants
were selected and the relative weight assigned each group in
the data analysis.
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demographic distribution. However, these assumptions are

thought to be reasonable (personal correspondence with Helen

Ingram, Anne Schneider and Susan Christopher Nunn, 1988).

Retaining constant proportions allows the responses of leaders

from one community to be compared directly with the responses

of leaders from other communities. To ensure that the

response ratios of the different categories of leaders were

retained in the final analysis of the data, the survey

responses were weighted on the basis of the assigned

proportions prior to analyzing the data.

Selected participants were contacted first by telephone

and asked if they would be interested in participating in the

survey. In every case leaders were assured that their

responses would remain confidential and that their names would

never be associated with their answers to the survey

questions. If an individual leader agreed to participate, an

appointment was scheduled so that any confusion about the

questions or the hypothetical situations in the survey

instrument could be resolved; if an appointment could not be

scheduled, the survey was mailed to the leader with

instructions and a stamped return envelope. Over all, 73

percent of the community leaders contacted participated in the

survey (27 percent of individuals contacted either declined

to participate or did not return the survey).
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Survey Construction.

The final survey instrument used in the project was

constructed in the summer of 1988 from the answers to 28 open-

ended interview questions given to a test population of 30

randomly selected, water-knowledgeable citizens of urban and

rural areas in the Rio Grande Basin region containing Doha Ana

and El Paso counties. In the test interviews respondents were

asked to describe the way of life in their respective

communities, the importance of water to that way of life, and

how they valued water. Finally, interviewees were asked how

they perceived the effects on their communities of outside

events which either removed water from, or delivered water to,

their communities. The responses to these initial one- to

two-hour interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed; most

important, many of the responses were subsequently written

into the closed-ended questions of the final survey instrument

in a manner which preserved the language of the respondents.

As a result, most of the attitudes and perspectives reflected

in the survey questions are those of a prototypical local

citizen with whom we asked community leaders to agree or

disagree. The final survey instrument, which was pretested

and modified prior to its distribution, is reproduced in

Appendix A; data collected from responses to selected

questions in the final survey instrument are tabulated in

Appendix B; and Appendix C contains the initial interview

questions and the transcribed responses.
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Figure 4 -2. Locations of "water-gaining" and "water-losing"
communities in Arizona, New Mexico and West Texas from which
survey participants were drawn. Surveys were also conducted
in the Eastern High Plains region of New Mexico (12)--an area
not presently characterized by water transfer activity.

Survey Areas.

Survey respondents were selected on the basis of their

leadership roles in their respective communities, not

according to their familiarity with water issues. It was

reasoned, however, that community leaders are most likely to

be sensitive to and express community values related to water

in areas where control over water resources is viewed as a

highly salient issue. Figure 4-2 shows the locations of

regions and communities in which the survey was conducted.
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Survey areas are categorized as "water-gaining" areas

(regions that are currently importing water or that are

acquiring water rights from outside their local area as a

source of future water supply) and "water-losing" areas

(regions in which local water resources are being acquired for

current or future use by entities outside the local area).

Also included under "water-gaining" areas are communities

(e.g., El Paso, Texas) that are actively pursuing a course of

obtaining outside sources of water, regardless of whether or

not they have successfully been able to import the water.

Similarly, regions where community leaders perceive an outside

threat to local control over local water supplies (e.g., Doha

Ana County, New Mexico) are included under the category of

"water-losing" areas. Survey areas not previously discussed

in Chapter III are described below.

Albuquerque, New Mexico. The largest metropolitan area

in New Mexico with a population in 1988 of 493,000,

Albuquerque is both an active buyer and a seller of water

rights, owing to its short-term surplus of San Juan Chama

water and its long-term need for additional supplies. 39

According to Folk-Williams (1990:1-2), the following quotation

from a strategy document of the city of Albuquerque municipal

N 1988 population data from Bureau of the Census,
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1990, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
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water utility "succinctly expresses the basic orientation of

urban water departments:"

The City of Albuquerque has accepted the respon-
sibility for supplying--in perpetuity--clean,
potable water to its citizens, as well as to some
people in nearby areas. Therefore, the Public Works
Department, as the City's agent, must insure that:
1) An adequate supply of water exists and will exist
FOREVER (sic) to satisfy this obligation, and 2)
The City has the legal right to use that water.

The City has a corollary responsibility: It must
insure that neither pollution nor competitive users
will diminish the Department's capacity to deliver
adequate amounts of clean, potable water."

Although Albuquerque currently has water supplies sufficient

for the next several decades, it holds out a standing offer

of $1,000 per acre foot to purchase water rights in the Rio

Grande watershed (Reisner and Bates, 1990:103).

Santa Fe, New Mexico. Santa Fe, with a 1980 population

of 48,953, is a rapidly growing city, heavily dependent on

groundwater. 41 The rate of groundwater pumping by the City

has led to protests of impairment by individual well users in

the area who are concerned that the city will pump groundwater

to the limits of its rights and cause individual wells to go

o Public Works Department, City of Albuquerque, Water
Resource Management Strategy 4 (1987).

o 1980 population data from Bureau of the Census, 1980 
Census of the Population, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C.
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dry. To reduce demand for water, Santa Fe's water rates are

among the highest in any city of comparable size in the

Southwest. Since the city is mining groundwater, pumping

costs will likely continue to rise as wells get progressively

deeper. Eventually water will have to be imported or surface

water appropriated; both strategies will result in higher

costs to utility rate payers.

Gila-San Francisco Basin, New Mexico. The Gila -San

Francisco Basin is located in southwestern New Mexico and lies

between the state of Arizona to the west and the Continental

Divide to the east. Most of the land area in the Basin is

included in the Gila National Forest and the Gila Wilderness.

The prominence of federal land ownership may have interesting

impacts on public welfare in the future. The Basin is

federally adjudicated and has been closed to additional

appropriations since the late 1960s. As a federally

adjudicated basin, it faces stringent controls on water

rights.

Agriculture was the major user of water in the Gila-San

Francisco basin until the mid-1960s (Colby, 1990:13). The

majority of water rights in the Basin are now held by mining

companies and by the town of Silver City, the major urban

center in the area with a population of 20,000 (Saliba and

Bush, 1987:153). Although Silver City is located outside the
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Basin in the neighboring Mimbres Basin, the city has been

actively purchasing water rights in the Gila-San Francisco

Basin since 1981.

Mimbres Basin, New Mexico. There are tremendous natural

constraints to water availability in the Mimbres Basin. The

primary source of water in the Basin is groundwater from an

essentially nontributary aquifer, which is being mined to

support the existing population. Although Silver City pumps

several hundred acre feet of groundwater each year into its

water system from the Gila-San Francisco Basin, these

quantities are not sufficient to maintain community uses in

the future. Another possible solution for communities in need

of augmenting water supplies is to purchase existing water

rights. In view of the depressed condition of the copper

industry, future needs could be met by purchasing copper

industry water rights. However, there is some doubt as to

whether the Mimbres communities will be able to compete in a

regional water market that includes southern Arizona.

Pecos River Basin, New Mexico. The 1980 population of

the Pecos River Basin in New Mexico was 147,272 with 100,733

living in urban areas; Roswell, the largest urban area within

the region, had a 1980 population of 39,676 (Tysseling and

McDonald, 1984:32). The use of Pecos River water has been

fully appropriated and there is growing competition among
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municipalities, irrigators, industry and recreation for Pecos

surface water rights. As surface water supplies have become

scarce, increases in large-scale ground-water withdrawals have

resulted in a long-term net loss of groundwater storage.

Groundwater is also used extensively in irrigation, and

problems concerning its availability, quality, and use are

many. In 1942, the Federal Natural Resources Planning Board

reported that

For its size, the basin of the Pecos River probably
represents a greater aggregation of problems
associated with land and water use than any other
irrigated basin in the western United States.
These involve both quantity and quality of water
supplies, the problem of salinity being particularly
acute; erosion and silting of reservoirs and
channels; damage from floods; and interstate
controversy over the use of the waters. 42

The future of the Pecos River Basin will be determined in

large degree by the extent to which its water problems can be

solved.

Eastern High Plains, New Mexico. The Eastern Plains

area, which is mostly outside any declared groundwater basin,

is well aware of its water problems. This land area includes

Union, Harding, Quay, Guadalupe, De Baca, Curry and Roosevelt

42 Federal Natural Resources Planning Board, The Pecos
River--Joint Investigation in the Pecos River Basin--Summary, 
Analyses, and Findings, Regional Planning, Part X (June 1942).
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counties. The area is well suited for agriculture except that

water resources for irrigation are limited. The area is the

state's leading producer of corn, wheat, grain sorghum and

peanuts. While the area comprises barely 15 percent of the

state, it currently has 34.5 percent of the irrigable land.

However, in 1983 only 58.3 percent of that land was actually

irrigated, mainly because of insufficient water supply.

Increasing domestic, municipal and industrial needs and

continued irrigation demand contribute to the water-supply

deficiency. Water quality has also become a concern, and

serious flooding problems exist in portions of the area. The

entire High Plains area suffers from a real and worsening

water shortage that could impede further agricultural and

community development.
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CHAPTER V

SURVEY DATA: FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

In analyzing the findings from the different communities

and regions surveyed in this report, both the combined data

from all 12 survey areas and the responses from the smaller

categories of "water-gaining" and "water-losing" regions have

been examined. In addition, responses from community leaders

in both Doña Ana County, New Mexico and El Paso County, Texas

and from the leaders of communities in rural and urban Arizona

are analyzed separately because of the particular relevance

this information may have for western policymakers and

citizens. When differences in the responses of community

leaders to a particular survey question are reported, these

differences are statistically significant at the .05 level.

Owing to the large quantities of data collected, this thesis

addresses only those survey sections and issues that bear on

the first five questions raised at the end of Chapter I.

Water Sources and Ownership.

According to much of the water literature, western water

is traditionally viewed as a local resource. Rivers run

through particular geographical areas; some areas overlie

fresh water aquifers while others do not; and rainfall varies

from place to place. Yet in the West under the doctrine of

prior appropriation water has long been diverted for uses not
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adjacent to streams. Furthermore, the possibility of

expanding water markets opens the possibility of acquiring

water from distant places. It would appear that in order for

communities to attach ideas of welfare to water, there must

be a general, consistent and coherent view of what water

source rightfully or naturally "belongs to" the community.

Therefore the survey queried respondents, "People have

different ideas about what water belongs to this area. To

what extent do you agree or disagree with the following

statements?" The responses to this question are summarized

in Figure 5-1.

Community leaders perceive that legal rights to the use

of water and the natural distribution of water--both surface

water and groundwater--most strongly signal what water belongs

to an area. On the average, community leaders in all areas

agree that 1) "All the water we have legal rights to belongs

here;" 2) "Our share of the water that flows through here

belongs here;" and 3) "All the water under the ground belongs

here." Almost as strongly supported is the belief that water

from precipitation ("All the water that falls on the ground")

also belongs to an area.
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Figure 5 -1. Mean responses of leaders to survey question #4
(Appendix A:142). In general, for the larger sample sizes,
differences in means of 0.25 are statistically significant at
p .05; for smaller samples, differences in means of 0.50 are
generally significant at p � .05.
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The responses to this question do little to support the

notion that water is viewed as a commodity that can be bought

and sold and subsequently transferred from place to place

according to willingness and ability to pay. Over all, the

level of agreement with the statement "All the water we can

buy belongs here" is low, although leaders in El Paso County

appear to agree more strongly with this notion than do leaders

in other areas. When all "water-gainers" and "water-losers"

are combined, there is a similar lack of support for the idea

that a community's water needs should be limitless. The

statement "All the water we need belongs here," however, seems

to have more approval in water-losing communities than in

water-gaining communities.

The strong support that community leaders give to legal

ownership of water rights perhaps requires further discussion

in light of the support for constraints on water transfers

(e.g., public welfare/public interest review) which state

legislators and judges have incorporated into many western

state water laws. Property rights are plural rather than

singular, and a water right may comprehend all or part of the

following: 1) the right of access to and use of water in its

natural state; 2) the right to exclude others from accessing

or using the resource; 3) the right to divert water from its

source for distant uses; and 4) the right to transfer any of

the above rights through water markets or other mechanisms.
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It is possible to submit to public control over some aspects

of water rights--i.e., diversion or transfer--while strongly

insisting upon the right to exclusive ownership and use of a

specific right. Therefore, the commitment to legal

definitions of appropriate water supply on the part of leaders

is not necessarily inconsistent with state regulation of water

transfers.

Water Uses and Priorities.

The economic or commodity value of water is determined

by the economic worth of the activities involved in its use.

The higher market value of water for municipal and industrial

uses as compared to agricultural uses provides an economic

justification for rural-to-urban water transfers. Social 

values, or people's priorities, may differ significantly from

simple economic values. Figure 5-2 displays what purposes

community leaders believe should receive priority service in

situations where it is unlikely that all comers can be served.

Respondents were asked to rank eleven types of uses on a scale

of 1 to 11 (where a "1" would correspond to the use they would

allocate water to first). Figure 5-2 reports mean rankings

from high to low priority (scores near 11 reflect uses to be

given high priority, while scores near 1 reflect uses to be

given low priority).
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Figure 5 -2. Mean rankings/priorities assigned to competing
water uses by leaders responding to survey question W5
(Appendix A:143). In general, for the larger sample sizes,
differences in means of 0.55 are statistically significant at
p � .05; for smaller samples, differences of 1.4 are generally
significant at p � .05.
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Some rankings are not surprising. For example, domestic

use (e.g., drinking water and water for washing, health and

sanitation) was ranked first in all areas, and was never

ranked lower than fifth by any individual survey respondent.

Note, however, that on the average community leaders in all

survey areas and in many water-gaining areas also gave high

priority to the use of water for agriculture. Leaders from

Doña Ana County significantly favor allocating water for

agriculture above all uses other than domestic use. Leaders

from urban Arizona, meanwhile, appear to show some support for

current efforts by Arizona municipalities to acquire and

transfer agricultural water rights. Other high-priority uses

to which community leaders would allocate water include:

water to maintain at least a minimum level in streams or

aquifers; water set aside for the future; water to support

industry; water for forests, wildlife, and natural areas; and

water for public parks, playgrounds and roadsides. 43

In contrast, community leaders showed little preference

for allocating water for the purpose of selling it to other

places to return revenue to the community. Water for private

43 In December 1988, the Arizona Rural Water Users
Association reported that two issues that the Arizona
Legislature would confront in 1989, would be: (1) How state
legislators should reserve a water supply in each rural county
for local future uses; and (2) Whether environmentally
sensitive areas should be protected against water transfers
[Rural Resources Report, Dec. 1988].
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residential and commercial landscaping (lawns and swimming

pools), water for new industry and residents, and water set

aside for recreational purposes also ranked relatively low in

priority with some notable regional differences: for example,

setting aside water for new municipal and industrial uses was

supported more strongly in rural Arizona than in Doña Ana

County. Evidently people view water as an essential element

in a range of activities, and one that (after satisfying basic

domestic needs including food production) must be reserved for

natural areas, for the future, for current local uses, and to

maintain minimum levels in streams and aquifers. The

similarity in rankings from water-gaining areas and water-

losing areas is also noteworthy.

Impact of Water Losses.

What activities would be placed at risk if future use of

water were to be limited to what the community has at present?

Figure 5-3 illustrates the extent to which community leaders

believe that different "future scenarios" for their

communities will come to pass if all reserves for expanding

water uses in the future disappear and the community's water

supply becomes limited to existing amounts. Similarly, Figure

5-4 shows what "future threats" leaders perceive given the

same circumstances.
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do you think will happen?

(A) Enough water could be saved through conservation to provide for existing and
new uses; nothing would be sacrificed (CAN CONSERVE WATER WITH NO SACRIFICES).

(B) Our way of life will continue just as it is; nothing will happen (NOTHING
WILL HAPPEN).

(C) The community will be prosperous enough that we can afford to buy water from
somewhere else (CAN AFFORD TO BUY AND IMPORT WATER).

(D) Without our water reserves, the place will dry up and blow away (COMMUNITY
WILL DRY UP AND BLOW AWAY).
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Figure 5-3. Mean responses of leaders to survey question #6a-
6d (Appendix A:144). In general, for the larger sample sizes,
differences in means of 0.25 are statistically significant at
p � .05; for smaller samples, differences in means of 0.65 are
generally significant at p � .05.
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6. Suppose all our reserves for expanding water uses in the future are gone, and our
reserves are limited to the amount we are using now. Which of the following things
do you think will happen?

(E) Without our water reserves, we won't be able to grow or expand; new industries
and businesses won't come here (ECONOMIC GROWTH).

(F) Cities and industries will take the water; agriculture will be squeezed out
(AGRICULTURE).

(G) People will be insecure about the future and will look for opportunities to
move elsewhere (SECURITY).

(H) We can continue, but the environment and our way of life will be sacrificed
(ENVIRONMENT).

(I) If water is limited, a few people will take over all the decisions and others
will be shut out (PARTICIPATION).

(J) We would become dependent on outsiders to provide our water supplies, and our
interests will not be represented (CONTROL).
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Figure 5-4. Mean responses of leaders to survey question #6e-
6j (Appendix A:144). In general, for the larger sample sizes,
differences in means of 0.25 are statistically significant at
p 5. .05; for smaller samples, differences in means of 0.65
are generally significant at p .05.
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The data presented in Figure 5-3 show little support or

enthusiasm for the notions that "without our water reserves,

the place will dry up and blow away" or for the relatively

painless adjustments that could result from water conservation

("Enough water could be saved through conservation to provide

for existing and new uses; nothing would be sacrificed"). In

most instances leaders strongly disagreed with the idea that

their communities would be prosperous enough to afford to buy

water from somewhere else. Leaders from water-losing

communities, in particular Doña Ana County, were particularly

adamant in stating that their community could not afford to

buy water from somewhere else. Many leaders were not sure

that there would be a "somewhere else" from which to obtain

water. That the actual impact of restricted available water

supplies will be significant is suggested by leaders'

perceptions that it is unlikely that "our way of life will

continue just as it is; nothing will happen."

The most salient perceived danger shown by the data

presented in Figure 5-4 is the curtailing of economic growth;

leaders in all areas tended to agree that "without our water

reserves, we won't be able to grow or expand; new industries

and businesses won't come here." Clearly, water is tied very

closely to economic prosperity in the minds of community

leaders. Other significant impacts are perceived to threaten

agriculture, the environment, and in some areas security. Not
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all possible dangers from curtailing water use are viewed

equally seriously: respondents showed lower levels of concern

about perceived losses to both control and participation.

Impact of Rural-to-Urban Water Transfers.

Clearly, responding community leaders see adverse impacts

resulting from depletion of water reserves; but what if water

is purposely transferred outside the community through market

mechanisms? Will leaders see gains in the reallocation of

water to more economically valued uses as overriding the

importance of what may be sacrificed? Leaders were asked to

agree or disagree with a series of statements based on the

initial condition that ' ,cities are expanding beyond their

local water supplies and are acquiring water from rural areas

(by purchasing) water rights from farmers who are willing to

sell.“ Figures 5-5 through 5-18 show the percentages of "yes"

(agree or strongly agree), "neutral," or "no" (disagree or

strongly disagree) responses to the statements appearing below

each illustration. Generally, for the larger categories of

"all areas," "water-gaining areas" and "water-losing areas,"

differences of 10 percent and greater are statistically

significant at the .05 level. For smaller samples,

differences of 20 percent and greater are generally

significant at the .05 level. Percentages may add up to 100

+1 because of rounding.
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Figure 5-5. Responses to the statement, "Revenues from the
sale of water will strengthen the rural community" (survey
question #9a).

Figure 5-6. Responses to the statement, "Individuals who sell
their water rights will be sitting pretty, but communities
will lose" (survey question #9b).
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Figure 5 -7. Responses to the statement, "Whatever profits
are gained will not stay in the community" (survey question
#9c).

Figure 5 -8. Responses to the statement, "There will be a
decrease in the productivity of the land" (survey question
#9d).



DO WATER TRANSFERS REDUCE PEOPLE'S ABILITY
TO PROTECT THEIR WAY OF LIFE?
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Figure 5 -10. Responses to the statement, "The area will no
longer be dominated by agriculture and suffer the vagaries of
an agricultural economy" (survey question #9g).

Figure 5 -10. Responses to the statement, "The area will no
longer be dominated by agriculture and suffer the vagaries of
an agricultural economy" (survey question #9g).



DO WATER TRANSFERS LIMIT FUTURE USES OF THE LAND
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Figure 5-11. Responses to the statement, "Future uses of the
land, and future choices for unborn generations, will be
limited" (survey question 4t9h).

WHEN WATER LEAVES AN AREA, WILL THE HISTORY
AND CULTURE OF THE AREA BE LOST?
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Figure 5 -12. Responses to the statement, "The history and
culture of the area will be lost" (survey question #9i).



WHEN WATER LEAVES AN AREA, WILL SOCIAL SEP WOES
BE IMPAIRED OR WILL TAXES HAVE TO INCREASE?
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Figure 5 -13. Responses to the statement, "The community's
ability to provide education, health care, and social services
will be impaired, or taxes will have to increase" (survey
question #9j).

WHEN WATER LEAVES THE RURAL AREA, WILL
PROPERTY VALUES IN THE AREA FALL?

• CUMULATIVE DATA FROM 296 RESPONDENTS

Figure 5-14. Responses to the statement, "Property values
will fall" (survey question #9k).



DO INDIVIDUALS HAVE THE RIGHT TO BUY AND SELL WATER
REGARDLESS OF THE BENEFITS AND COSTS TO THE COMMUNITY?
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• CUMULA11VE DATA FROM 285 RESPONDENTS

Figure 5-15. Responses to the statement, "Regardless of the
benefits and costs to the community, individuals have the
right to buy and sell water" (survey question #91).

Figure 5-16. Responses to the statement, "Revenues from state
lands will fall...and the beneficiaries of the state trust...
will be damaged" (survey question #9m).



WHEN WATER LEAVES THE RURAL AREA, WILL THERE BE
AN INCREASE IN THE VALUE OF STATE LANDS?
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Figure 5 -17. Responses to the statement, "Property values
and the values of state lands will increase and the
beneficiaries of the trust will gain" (survey question #9n).

Figure 5 - 18.	 Responses to the statement, "The natural
environment will be damaged" (survey question #90).
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Several important implications can be drawn from this

data. First, even community leaders in water-gaining areas

agree that rural-to-urban water transfers have a measurable

impact on the rural community. For example, nearly 75 percent

or more of leaders in water-gaining and water-losing areas

share the perceptions that "there will be a decrease in the

productivity of the land" [Figure 5-8]; "people will be less

able to protect their way of life" [Figure 5-9]; and "future

uses of the land, and future choices for unborn generations,

will be limited" [Figure 5-11]. Similar levels of agreement,

though less striking, can be observed in how leaders respond

to the statements "Individuals who sell their water rights

will be sitting pretty, but communities will lose" [Figure 5-

6] and "The natural environment will be damaged" [Figure 5-

18].

The policy implications of the empathy which urban

leaders feel for their rural counterparts are significant.

Spokespersons for municipal water users have sometimes argued

in public that water transfers involve gains not just for

cities but also for the rural areas involved. Yet in response

to questions asked in a confidential survey, urban leaders

show a surprising understanding of the costs that such

transfers impose in rural areas. It is fair to surmise that

in terms of public support negotiators for the cities might

have more latitude and flexibility than is usually recognized
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should they choose not to exploit their favorable economic and

political position in relation to water transfers.

In contrast to the responses reported in Figures 5-3 and

5-4, where leaders from different areas seem to be largely in

agreement upon the consequences of limited reserves, water-

gainers and water-losers tend to disagree as to the likelihood

of adverse impacts to rural areas. Observe, for example, the

difference in responses between leaders from water-gaining and

water-losing areas, and in particular between leaders from

urban and rural Arizona, over whether or not "revenues from

the sale of water will strengthen the rural community" [Figure

5-5]. Note, too, the responses of rural and urban Arizona

leaders to the statement, "Whatever profits (from water sales)

are gained will not stay in the community" [Figure 5-7].

The data reported in response to the statements

"Regardless of the benefits and costs to the community,

individuals have the right to buy and sell water" [Figure 5-

15] and "Individuals who sell their water rights will be

sitting pretty, but communities will lose" [Figure 5-6]

indicate the degree to which community leaders accept the

notion that water rights are exclusive property rights that

can be bought and sold through market mechanisms. Fewer than

50 percent of the leaders in all areas agreed that individuals

should be able to buy and sell water rights regardless of the
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effect of the sales on rural communities. Meanwhile, the

perception that individual water rights sellers would gain

while rural communities would lose was widely shared by

leaders in both urban and rural Arizona and only slightly less

by leaders in both El Paso and Doha Ana counties.

Analysis of the statement, "Water will be reallocated to

more efficient uses" is not included here because respondents

did not always interpret "efficient" in the same manner. For

instance, some leaders interpreted efficiency to imply water-

use efficiency through conservation; other leaders referred

to the perception of "economic efficiency" involved in the

transfer of water from "low-value" agricultural uses to "high-

value" municipal and industrial uses. Similar problems

occurred over the meaning and connotation of "vagaries" in the

statement, "The area will no longer be dominated by

agriculture and suffer the vagaries of an agricultural

economy" [Figure 5-10].

To summarize, it would appear that perceptions of

community leaders conflict on the issues of whether or not

water right holders should have the freedom to buy and sell

regardless of the consequences to communities. Contrary to

what might have been supposed, leaders also see as troublesome

the adverse consequences of water sales upon nonmaterial

values. While the majority of leaders were concerned about
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land productivity (a material value), ways of life and future

opportunities were also considered to be important. Leaders

also see as probable: loss of social services or increases

in taxes [Figure 5-13], and decreases in property values

[Figure 5-14]. In contrast, losses to history and culture

[Figure 5-12] are not regarded as major concerns.

The Issue of Compensation.

Politics is a matter of give-and-take. In situations

where there is general agreement that some interests are being

sacrificed to serve other interests, it is customary for

policymakers to design means of compensation. Very often,

those interests who gain are expected to make it up to the

interests that lose. The responses so far reported firmly

establish the perception of losses to areas of origin in water

transfers. However, some questions remain unanswered: for

example: Can these losses be compensated? Which losses are

most readily compensated? What are the preferred methods of

compensation? To answer these questions, leaders were queried

about their attitudes toward the possibility of striking an

equitable bargain between parties in water transfers when they

were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, ' ,The

losses to the community associated with the transfer of water

are of such a nature that they can not be compensated."

Responses to this question are presented in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5 -19. Percentages of leaders who agree [agree/stronglyagree], who are neutral or who disagree [disagree/stronglydisagree] with the statement above (survey question #11;Appendix A:149). In general, for the larger sample sizes,differences of 10% are statistically significant at p 5_ .05;for the smaller samples, differences of 20% are significantat p � .05. Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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While leaders from water-losing regions agree more

strongly with the notion that community losses associated with

water transfers cannot be compensated for, a majority of

leaders from water-gaining areas also believe the statement

is accurate. Note the particularly high levels of agreement

in both rural Arizona and Doña Ana County. Based upon the

perceptions of leaders responding to this survey, water

transfers would seem to be win/lose propositions unlikely ever

to garner the support of water-losing communities. However,

it is possible that even within the general context in which

losses are perceived as noncompensable losses, there may be

some kinds of losses for which recompense is possible.

Community leaders were asked therefore about certain specific

losses that rural communities may face when water is exported

from an area. Responses to questions on specific losses are

shown in Figures 5-20.1 through 5-20.5, while Figures 5-21.1

and 5-21.2 depict responses to questions regarding specific

methods of compensation.

The data presented in Figures 5-20.1 through 5-20.5 show

overwhelmingly that leaders from both water-gaining and water-

losing communities perceive specific losses to public and

other community values when water is exported from areas-of-

origin. Question 10 of the survey instrument described ten

different types of public loss. Ninety percent or more of the

nearly 300 community leaders who responded to this section
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Figure 5 -20.1 Percentages of community leaders who either do
or do not sense losses to specific public values when water
is exported from the community (survey questions #10a-b).
Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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Figure 5 -20.2 Percentages of community leaders who either do
or do not sense losses to specific public values when water
is exported from the community (survey questions #10c-d).
Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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Figure 5-20.3 Percentages of community leaders who either do
or do not sense losses to specific public values when water
is exported from the community (survey questions #10e-f).
Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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Figure 5-20.4 Percentages of community leaders who either do
or do not sense losses to specific public values when water
is exported from the community (survey questions #10g-h).
Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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Figure 5-20.5 Percentages of community leaders who either do
or do not sense losses to specific public values when water
is exported from the community (survey questions #10i-j).
Percentages may add up to 100 ±1 due to rounding.
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Figure 5-21.1. Mean responses of leaders to various methods
of compensation that have been proposed to replace specific
perceived community losses from water transfers (survey
question #10; Appendix A:148-149). In general, differences
in means of 0.25 are statistically significant at p � 0.5.
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Figure 5 -21.2. Mean responses of leaders to various methods
of compensation that have been proposed to replace specific
perceived community losses from water transfers (survey
question #10; Appendix A:148-149). In general, differences
in means of 0.55 are statistically significant at p � 0.5.
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agreed that rural communities faced losses to future

generations (93%); to security (92%); to control (97%); to

economic opportunity (94%); to wildlife, natural areas and

recreation amenities (93%); to the state trust (91%); to the

local tax base (90%); and from the effects of retiring and

abandoning farmlands (93%). Note also the similarity in

responses from water-gaining and water-losing communities,

from rural and urban Arizona, and from Doña Ana and El Paso

counties on most of the above-mentioned losses, although

leaders showed some signs of disagreement over perceived

losses to heritage, culture and tradition and perceived losses

to lifestyle.

Leaders who perceived a specific loss were subsequently

asked whether the loss could be compensated for through

various specific methods of compensation. Although the over-

all sense of community leaders that losses cannot be repaid

dampens enthusiasm for specific compensation schemes, the data

presented in Figures 5-21.1 and 5-21.2 show that leaders

supported some proposals to reduce damage from specific losses

more than did other proposals. Note, however, that leaders

in water-losing areas, particularly leaders in rural Arizona,

tended to disapprove more strongly of all modes of recompense

than did leaders in water-gaining areas. As a means to make

up for loss of control, a regional water agency "which

includes the area exporting water as well as the area
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receiving the water" received at least a neutral response:

in general, water-losers were neutral, leaning toward

disapproval, while water-gainers were more positively neutral.

Similar responses were elicited by proposals for direct

payments to local governments to compensate for losses to the

local tax base or for payment of a "severance tax" on water

removed from rural areas to compensate for losses from reduced

economic activity. Leaders in rural areas in Arizona from

which water is transferred expressed little faith in promises

by the recipient area to supply water to rural areas in times

of shortage. Evidently these leaders were not convinced that

water shortages in their areas would be matched by water

surpluses elsewhere from which their needs could be served.

Similarly, community leaders showed little support for

compensation of losses by per capita payments, by dedication

of new park lands, or by establishment of a museum or cultural

institute.

It is worth noting that while leaders show a distinct

lack of enthusiasm for each of the various methods of

compensation taken alone, they might have been more positive

about a package or combination of different approaches. On

the other hand, leaders from water-gaining areas might resist

the piling up or snowballing of multiple forms of compensation

directed toward rural areas.
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CHAPTER VI

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary.

The lessons to be learned from both the literature review

and the community-values survey reported here are clear. In

the western United States, water is not universally regarded

as just another economic commodity--it is also tied to

important community values of security, opportunity and self-

determination. Despite arguments in favor of rural-to-urban

water transfers to serve the goals of efficient economic use,

people prefer to maintain control over water and over water

decisions affecting their communities, seeing such control as

protecting their options in the future. The opposition of

leaders in southern New Mexico against applications by the El

Paso Public Service Board throughout the 1980s, the lobbying

efforts of La Paz County residents against HB 2666 in 1989,

and the alignment of rural and environmental interests against

recent water transfer applications by the Las Vegas Valley

Water District in Nevada show clearly that in areas where

rural interests are strong, conflict and legislative pressure

for regulatory intervention in market transfers can be

expected. Therefore, it is unlikely that the longstanding

association of water and conflict will be uncoupled by

assigning water decisions to the marketplace.
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If water transfers through markets are to work, analysts

must focus on more than removing impediments, lowering

transaction costs, assuring flexibility and providing

compensation. To reduce the conflicts associated with water

transfers, means must be discovered through which water can

be moved while protecting community values of culture,

security, opportunity and control in areas-of-origin. Such

strategies are not likely to be obvious or easy, and are

likely to be resisted by importing communities. Areas-of-

receipt in transfers may have to share in insecurity, perhaps

by agreeing to transfers through short-term leases. Allowing

areas-of-origin to retain leasing rights to the transferred

water or to have veto power over water transfers could permit

affected communities to retain a desirable degree of control.

Meanwhile, legislative efforts to mitigate impacts of water

transfers on rural areas through various compensation schemes

are unlikely to lessen local opposition to such transfers.

Driver (1986:68), for example, suggests that

another way generically to protect local community
values is to impose a state tax on water transfers
(or a requirement of payments in lieu of property
taxes foregone) with proceeds to go to a fund to
offset adverse local economic impacts associated
with marketing activities.... Still another
way...is to address them directly through programs
designed to alleviate rural poverty or provide
transitional economic assistance in areas subject
to economic dislocation.
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However, the Community Values and Water survey conducted by

the Public Welfare and Water Project team found little

acceptance by community leaders of any general mode of

compensation, including local government payments, severance

taxes, per capita payments and the like.

The need exists for the balancing of equities and values

in water transfers and particularly in rural-to-urban water

transfers. Survey data presented in this thesis show that

community leaders favor allocating water with consideration

for public values. For instance, leaders strongly resist the

idea that the private water rights holder can dispose of water

rights regardless of the impact on the community. In

addition, when asked to allocate water among competing uses,

survey respondents ranked water for allocation through the

market last--significantly lower than water for current local

uses (domestic, agricultural or industrial), water for

ecological needs, and water to be set aside for the future.

The data also show that community leaders from both water-

gaining and water-losing regions clearly perceive the negative

consequences of rural-to-urban water transfers for the water-

losing community. Even those who stand to profit from water

transfers recognize significant costs to rural areas.

Alternatives.

Proposed alternatives to water transfer policy in the
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arid West range from facilitating water market mechanisms by

removing obstacles and providing incentives for water

transfers to (1) compensating areas-of-origin for negative

impacts of water transfers; (2) reserving minimum amounts of

water or control over water resources in areas-of-origin (to

allow for future development of local economies and to protect

environmentally sensitive areas); and (3) restricting or

banning interbasin water transfers altogether. This thesis

focuses on three policy options which have significant

potential for improving water management throughout the

western states. These options include: 1) modifying urban

water needs and uses; 2) establishing public interest/public

welfare review of water transfers (an option that the state

of New Mexico, at least in theory, chose to follow); and 3)

creating a regional water agency to oversee water transfers

(an alternative recently approved by the Arizona legislature

to manage water resources in the Tucson AMA).

Modifying Urban Water Needs and Uses. The contentious nature

of the water transfer issue suggests that it may be desirable

for urban areas to seek other means of serving their expanding

water needs. More attention might also be given to particular

water uses within urban areas. In many cases it may be

preferable to focus more attention upon reducing demand in

both municipal water-importing areas and agricultural water-

exporting areas by raising water rates to reflect ability to
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pay, by engaging in water conservation efforts, and by

providing incentives to salvage and reuse water. Much more

also needs to be done to assess the "real" value of water in

urban uses--such as fountains, ornamental lakes, lawns,

swimming pools and golf courses--in terms of the cost of

retaining or restoring values such as culture, security,

opportunity and control in rural communities.

A number of conservation measures have been proposed for

urban areas at various times in the past. Water-intensive

industries and activities might be required to recycle water

or to use effluent or might even be discouraged from location

in arid regions where water supplies are scarce or where

groundwater is being mined; the use of turf around businesses,

resorts and apartment complexes could be prohibited and

replaced with xeriscaping or other forms of desert land-

scaping; and the implementation of policies which require golf

courses to irrigate with effluent could be accelerated. In

addition, tightened regulations would also reduce water use

in decorative lakes and fountains. With multi-family housing

increasing rapidly in major urban centers in the West,

additional incentives for the apartment-dweller to conserve

water need to be provided. This may require installing

individual water meters for each unit. As a condition of the

sale of existing properties, sellers might also be required

to retrofit low-flow toilets. Until recently, the city of
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Tucson provided rebates for property owners who replaced

standard tanks.

Municipal water conservation programs have traditionally

been aimed at the single-family homeowner and have appealed

to the water-users' conscience through media advertisement and

water billing inserts. In many western cities, only a

relatively small part of the municipal water utilities' budget

is allocated toward conservation efforts or toward research

into the effectiveness of specific conservation programs.

University research, meanwhile, has documented a strong

correlation between water use and water rates. For example,

Martin (1989) has shown that conservation seldom takes place

if water rate increases are not higher than the rate of

inflation. A conservation surcharge placed on top of cost-

of-service rate increases would spur conservation. Despite

this evidence, water utilities in many western cities tend to

endorse only modest rate increases; furthermore, because of

potential difficulties in gaining public acceptance for water

rate increases (such as occurred in the city of Tucson in

1976), city councilors may be reluctant to endorse potentially

unpopular utility rates (Martin and Ingram, 1985:17-8). More

research needs to be done on the optimal acceleration of water

charges which would allow them to be both politically feasible

and effective in promoting conservation.
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Public Interest/Public Welfare Review. Most analysts predict

that some kind of rural-to-urban water transfers will be

necessary if urban areas are to continue to grow. Debate

focuses upon the conditions under which transfers will take

place, and in many western states, legislators are being

pressured by urban, rural, environmental and private economic

interests to determine the degree to which water transfers

should be facilitated or regulated. At the present time, the

rule of "no-harm" or "no injury" provides the fundamental

protection demanded by other water users whose water rights

might be affected if an appropriator transfers senior-in-time

water rights to a different use or a different location

(Reisner and Bates, 1990:70). According to Colby, McGinnis

and Rait (1989:702), "[t]he most common basis for filing a

protest [in order to initiate an administrative or judicial

review of a proposed water transfer] is impairment of existing

water rights."

The use of water markets as a means to reallocate water

to serve emerging uses raises important problems of protecting

ecological and social values that are now largely under-

represented in market transactions. Interests that are not

parties to water transactions and that do not hold water

rights are held to be important, as can be seen in a 1908

opinion by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes:
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[F]ew public interests are more obvious, indisput-
able and independent of particular theory than the
interest of the public of a State to maintain the
rivers that are wholly within it substantially
undiminished, except for such drafts upon them as
the guardians of the public welfare may permit for
the purpose of turning them to more perfect use.
This public interest is omnipresent wherever there
is a State, and grows more pressing as population
grows.... The private right to appropriate is
subject not only to the rights of lower owners but
to the initial limitation that it may not substan-
tially diminish one of the great foundations of
public welfare and health."

Appendix D establishes that many state legislatures have

developed procedures and, in some instances, criteria for

applying case-by-case public interest or public welfare review

to water appropriations. In some states, notably Idaho and

Utah, the courts have expanded these protections to encompass

water transfers as well. It is most apparent from the

information contained in Appendix D that the amount of

protection and the degree of clarity in permit systems varies

from one state to another. In Colorado, neither legislation

nor case law explicitly authorizes state officials to apply

public interest or public welfare criteria in water allocation

or water transfer processes. Legislation passed in the state

of New Mexico in 1985 expressly affirms that the state

promotes the public welfare and the conservation of water

within the state for municipalities, counties and public

utilities supplying water to municipalities and counties to

44 Hudson County Water Co. v. McCarter, 209 U.S. 349 at
356 (1908).
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plan for the reasonable development and use of water

resources. 45 However, no guidelines are laid down as to what

constitutes "public welfare." In contrast, the public

interest objectives contained in the Alaska and Idaho statutes

are particularly clear (Appendix D:215,219-20). The noted

water lawyer Frank Trelease designed the Alaska statutes and

the Idaho Supreme Court incorporated the public interest

criteria contained therein into Idaho statutory law with the

reasoning that "common sense argues [that the criteria

contained in the Alaska water code] ought to be considered

part of the local public interest. 46

Permit systems which incorporate public interest/public

welfare review are not without disadvantages. Critics have

pointed out that permit systems increase the transaction costs

of water market transfers and thus reduce efficiency in water

reallocation. According to Emel and Webb (1989:22), however,

"if the rhetoric of market proponents regarding the social

welfare necessity of fully pricing or valuing all impacts of

such transfers is to be taken seriously, transaction costs

should be high." In addition, administrative or judicial

reviews make possible a continuing case-by-case examination

of the differing stakes involved. Specific circumstances

45 N.M. STAT. ANN. § 72-1-9 (A) (1985).

46 Shokal v. Dunn 109 Idaho 330, 707 P.2d 441 (1985).
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would determine whether transfers could go forward unimpeded,

involve some form of compensation such as those ideas

previously suggested, or be prohibited.

Statewide/Regional Water Agencies. Since the defeat of

groundwater transfer legislation in the Arizona legislature

in 1989, legislative attention has focused upon establishment

of a water agency or water agencies that would have

centralized decision-making and planning powers over water

resources at the state or regional (AMA) level. This is not

surprising, since our survey showed that a regional agency is

the least controversial institution through which compensation

might take place. According to Folk-Williams (1990:7),

Such an agency would eliminate the need for cities
to enter the market place themselves, often in
competition with each other, but might also provide
a level of public accountability beyond the
boundaries of the urban area for the purchasing
process itself.

In May 1990, the Arizona legislature passed into law

Senate Bill (SB) 1556, which "[a]llows for the establishment

of an Active Management Area water augmentation authority to

develop water supplies and distribute existing resources for

water management in the [Tucson] Active Management Area." 47

A separate bill (SB 1296) designed for the Phoenix AMA did not

47 Arizona State Senate, "Fact Sheet for S.B. 1556"
(March 2, 1990).
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pass. The potential benefits of a regional water authority

to the city of Tucson and to other large interests within the

Tucson AMA are many. One immediate economic benefit would

occur if the agency were to approve the city of Tucson's long-

standing plan to import water from the Avra Valley. Several

provisions of SB 1556 also appear to address the water-

transfer concerns of rural counties outside the Tucson AMA.

For example, upon adoption of a plan of permanent operation

and administration, the augmentation agency would only be able

to acquire water from the following sources: any water inside

the Tucson AMA; effluent; Central Arizona Project (CAP) water;

CAP water from Indian tribes; and pre-1968 Colorado River

water for irrigation districts, with consent of the

district. 48 In addition, the agency would be able to sell,

lease, exchange, hold, sever, transfer, retire or extinguish

water rights and hold permits, but it may acquire water

outside the AMA only if the source is renewable.49 Thus at

first examination, the new legislation would appear to protect

groundwater reserves in rural counties.

However, the ability of all affected interests to

participate in this new decision-making arena is not as

assured. For instance, the legislation provides for the

48 Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) § 45-1952.

49 A.R.S. § 45-1955.
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formation of an initial seven-member board of directors

appointed by the Governor from the following categories: 1)

the Pima County Board of Supervisors; 2) the Tucson Mayor or

City Council; 3) Santa Cruz County/Nogales; 4) agricultural

interests representing more than 2000 acres; 5) water

companies with more than 2000 service connections; 6) mining

interests; and 7) a private citizen." Subsequent provisions

provide for the formation of a nine-member permanent board

composed of the first five of the above-listed members, plus

four "Operating Units" (including potential contracting

entities) which would benefit from the augmentation

authority. 51 Whether or not the agency will also benefit or

protect the unrepresented or underrepresented interests within

the Tucson AMA--such interests as the environment, Indian

tribes, small farmers and future generations--remains to be

seen.

In order to ensure that all public values are equally

accounted for, it is important that any regional water agency

created by western state legislatures is structured to respond

equitably to broad public interests, including social well-

being, environmental quality, economic efficiency and the

rights of future generations. While the politics of western

50 A.R.S. § 45-1903.

51 A.R.S. § 45-1931.
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states dictate that any agency must be attentive to the desire

of metropolitan areas to grow, bitter long-term controversy

can only be avoided if the agency is also respectful of the

rights of rural counties to self-determination and to

participation in fashioning their own future.

Design of water transfer policies that are sensitive to

the multiple values represented in water will necessarily be

a multidisciplinary effort. Revising western water policies

to respond to the troublesome issues of water transfers will

require skillful political negotiations by state legislatures.

Water experts cannot provide model statutes that will

substitute for hard-value choices. At the same time,

scientifically conducted research can offer insight into some

questions. Some economists such as Bonnie Colby at the

University of Arizona are working to measure values other than

those reflected in traditional market transactions. Other

lawyers such as Charles Wilkinson are advancing legal

doctrines to protect contemporary environmental and social

values. 52 The insights of other analytical disciplines

including philosophy, ethics, history, anthropology and

52 See, for example, Wilkinson, 1989, "Aldo Leopold and
Western Water Law: Thinking Perpendicular to the Prior
Appropriation Doctrine."
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political science also need to be brought to bear upon the

search for improved solutions. The search for solutions to

the maldistribution of water resources in the West did not end

with the Final Report of the National Water Commission in

1973. In fact, the search has hardly begun.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY INSTRUMENT

(Mr., Mrs., Ms.) 	 . My name is 	
I work for some university professors in Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma. We are
conducting an objective survey about public welfare and water. We are interested in people's
attitudes, not necessarily their knowledge or legal opinions. You were selected because of
your role in the community.

Participation in this survey is voluntary. You may pass questions or stop at any point. Your
answers will be held confidential and your name will never be associated with your answers
to the questions. We are interested in your opinions about these issues; not those of your
organization.

Would you be interested in helping us with this survey? It will take about 30-45 minutes.

Respondent's Role:

City/Location:

Date of Interview:

Interviewer's Name:

Identification #:

0 The Water and Public Welfare Project, 1988.



Respondent ID # (same as front page)

WATER VALUES SURVEY

1.	 One reason why people choose to live in this area is that they like the way of life
here. What is the way of life here?

130
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2.	 Different places have different appeals, and people like different things. Which of
the following are true of this place, and do they appeal to you?

True of	 Appeals to
This Place?	 You?

a. Slow paced, uncrowded,	 1. Yes
relaxed, "laidback".	 2. No

b. Rural, agricultural,	 1. Yes
"close to the land".	 2. No

c. Natural, lots of open	 1. Yes
space, opportunities	 2. No
to be outdoors.

d. People know one another	 1. Yes
and they feel they can	 2. No
make a difference.

e. People here share a	 1. Yes
common culture and values. 	 2. No

f. The community is open	 1. Yes
to many types of people	 2. No
and lifestyles.

g. Always something new and
	

1. Yes
different to do here.	 2. No

h. Many career opportunities 	 1. Yes
and chances to move up.	 2. No

j.	 A variety of entertainment
	

1. Yes
art, and culture.	 2. No

j. Economic vitality,	 1. Yes
business expansion, 	 2. No
new people moving in.

k. Good schools, health
	

1. Yes
care ready access to
	

2. No
social services.

1.	 All kinds of people are	 1. Yes
included in community	 2. No
life; no one is left out.

m.	 Low taxes, local governments	 1. Yes
aren't telling people what to do.	 2. No

	1. 	 Appealing
2. Neutral

	3. 	 Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

1.Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

I. Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

I. Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing

I. Appealing
2. Neutral
3. Not Appealing



1. Yes1. Yes
2. No2. No

1.Yes
2. No

1.Yes
2. No

1.Yes
2. No

hl. Agricultural
Water
Supplier

h2. Municipal
Water
Supplier.

i. Importer or
Area-of-
Origin.

Closest
National
Forest or
Wildlife
Refuge.

c. Closest out-
of-state city
over 30,000.

d. Closest	 1. Yes

	

Indian	 2. No
Reservation.

e. Closest	 1. Yes
Military	 2. No
Reservation

f. State Lands,	 1. Yes
Public	 2. No
Trust Lands
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3. We have been talking about this area. Which of the following places or entities seem to
be included in the way of life you were describing?

a. Closest city	 1. Yes	 g 1. County.	 1. Yes

	

over 30,000.	 2. No
	 2. No

b. Next closest
	

1. Yes	 g2. Next
	

1. Yes
city over	 2. No	 County.	 2. No
30,000.

4. People have different ideas about what water belongs to this area. To what extent do
you agree or disagree with the following statements? Please respond in terms of
this scale:

Strongly
	

Strongly
Agree	 Agree	 Neutral Disagree Disagree

1	 2	 3	 4
	

5
Don't
Know

a. All the water that falls on
the ground here belongs here

b. All the water under the
ground belongs here

c. Our share of the water that
flows through here belongs here

d. All the water we can buy
belongs here

e. All the water we have legal
rights to belongs here

f. All the water we need belongs
here

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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5. Suppose you were in charge of a hypothetical community to be created right here, and
suppose you could allocate the water among the different uses. Like most communities
in the west, this community has more uses for the water than there is water available.
So, you will have to set priorities, taking into account the way of life that appeals to
you. In this scheme, the higher priority uses will get water first and you may run out
of water before you get to the end.

You will see a list of possible uses below.

1. Indicate which use you would rank first.
2. Next, indicate which use you would rank second.
3. Continue until all uses have been ranked. If some uses are not applicable

to this area, do not rank them.

Your
Priorities

Domestic use, such as drinking water, water for washing, health, and
sanitation.

Public parks, playgrounds, roadsides.

Private residential and commercial landscaping (lawns, swimming pools).

Agriculture.

Water to support industrial uses.

Water set aside for the future.

Water for forests, wildlife, and natural areas.

Water to maintain at least a minimum level in streams or aquifers.

Water to sell to other places to return revenue to the community.

Water-based recreation (boating, swimming, fishing).

(leave blank).

Water to attract new industry and residents.
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6. Let us return to the situation as it exists now. Suppose all our reserves for expanding
water uses in the future are gone, and our supplies are limited to the amount we are
using now. Which of the following things do you think will happen? Here is a scale
to use for the answers:

Very Somewhat Maybe/ Somewhat Very
Likely	 Likely Maybe not Unlikely Unlikely

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

a. Enough water could be saved through conservation to provide
for existing and new uses; nothing would be sacrificed.

b. Our way of life will continue just as it is;
nothing will happen.

c. The community will be prosperous enough that we
can afford to buy water from somewhere else.

d. Without our water reserves, the place will dry up
and blow away.

e. Without our water reserves, we won't be able to grow or
expand; new industries and businesses won't come here.

f. Cities and industries will take the water;
agriculture will be squeezed out.

g. People will be insecure about the future and will
look for opportunities to move elsewhere.

h. We can continue, but the environment and our way
of life will be sacrificed.

i. If water is limited, a few people will take over
all the decisions and others will be shut out.

j. We would become dependent upon outsiders to provide
our water supplies, and our interests will not be
represented.
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7.	 In a situation where there is conflict about how water should be managed, some groups
have more influence than others. How much do you think the different groups in this
area are listened to and taken into account?

A Great	 More Than	 Some	 Less Than	 Not at
Deal	 Most	 Most	 All

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Don't Doesn't
Know Apply

a. Bigger farmers 1 2 3 4 5 -

b. Smaller farmers 1 2 3 4 5 -

c. Developers 1 2 3 4 5 -

d. Heads of water utilities or irrigation 1 2 3 4 5
districts and other water suppliers.

e. Voters 1 2 3 4 5

-

f. Environmentalists 1 2 3 4 5

g. Non-farm residents without municipal 1 2 3 4 5
water service (e.g., private well
owners, colonias)

h. Industry 1 2 3 4 5

-

i. Indians 1 2 3 4 5

j. Attorneys 1 2 3 4 5 -

k.	 Scientists and water experts 1 2 3 4 5

-

1.	 People from the University 1 2 3 4 5

m. State and federal officials outside
this area

n. People who hold water rights

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 -

o. The interests of unborn generations 1 2 3 4 5

p. People who reflect traditional cultures;
indigenous people

1 2 3 4 5

-

Are there any other influential groups in this area? If so, who? (List below)

Are there any other groups, not on this list, who have an interest, but who are
not listened to or taken into account? If so, who? (List below or on reverse)
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8.	 Suppose it were necessary for this area to depend on water from somewhere else.
How much would each of these groups gain or lose in their control over water
decisions?

Gain	 Lose
A Great	 Gain	 No Change	 Lose	 A Great

Deal	 Some	 Some	 Deal

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Don't Doesn't
Know Apply

a. Bigger farmers 1 2 3 4 5 ___

b. Smaller farmers 1 2 3 4 5 _

c.	 Developers 1 2 3 4 5

d. Heads of water utilities or irrigation
districts and other water suppliers.

e. Voters

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 _
f.	 Environmentalists 1 2 3 4 5

g. Non-farm residents without municipal
water service (e.g., private well
owners, colonias)

h. Industry

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i. Indians 1 2 3 4 5

j. Attorneys 1 2 3 4 5

k.	 Scientists and water experts 1 2 3 4 5

1.	 People from the University 1 2 3 4 5

m. State and federal officials outside
this area

n. People who hold water rights

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

o. The interests of unborn generations 1 2 3 4 5 _

p. People who reflect traditional cultures;
indigenous people

1 2 3 4 5

If you listed additional groups in question #7, would they gain or lose control?

First group named 1 2 3 4 5

Second group named 1 2 3 4 5

Third group named 1 2 3 4 5

-
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9. Cities are expanding beyond their local water supplies and are acquiring water from
rural areas. Consider two possible cases:

CASE 1: Cities buy water rights from farmers who are willing to sell.

CASE 2: Out-of-region sales of water rights are not allowed. Instead, cities lease
water for 40-year periods from farmers in rural areas.

Here is a series of statements about what might be gained or lost. Please tell us
whether you agree or disagree with these statements:

Strongly	 Strongly
Agree	 Agree	 Neutral	 Disagree	 Disagree

1	 2	 3	 4	 5 

Sell	 Lease
a. Revenues from the sale of water will strengthen the

rural community.

b. Individuals who sell their water rights will be sitting
pretty, but communities will lose.

c. Whatever profits are gained will not stay in the community.

d. There will be a decrease in the productivity of the land.

e. People will be less able to protect their way of life.

f. Water will be reallocated to more efficient uses.

g. The area will no longer be dominated by agriculture and
suffer the vagaries of an agricultural economy.

h. Future uses of the land, and future choices for unborn
generations, will be limited.

i. The history and culture of the area will be lost.

j. The community's ability to provide education, health
care, and social services will be impaired, or taxes
will have to increase.

k. Property values will fall.

L Regardless of the benefits and costs to the community,
individuals have the right to buy and sell water.

m. Revenues from state lands will fall (because the land
will be less valuable) and the beneficiaries of the
state trust (such as school children, orphans, the
deaf and blind) will be damaged.

n. Property values and the value of state lands will increase
and the beneficiaries of the trust will gain.

o. The natural environment will be damaged.

N.A.



10. Some people maintain that when water moves out of an area, public values are lost
and compensation should be attempted. Compensation means that what was lost has
been replaced by something of equal or greater value.

Here are some statements about compensation. Do you agree or disagree?

Strongly	 Strongly
Agree	 Agree	 Neutral	 Disagree	 Disagree

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

a. When water is exported, are there losses	 I. Yes	 2. No
to future generations?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated	 1 2 3 4 5 
by establishing a trust fund.

b. Are there any losses associated with people's 	 1. Yes	 2. No
insecurity about water availability?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated 	 1 2 3 4 5 
by promises from the recipient area to
provide water if supplies are short in
the area from which water is exported.

c. Are there losses associated with having	 1. Yes	 2. No
less control over future water decisions
when water leaves the community?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated 	 1 2 3 4 5 
by the creation of a regional water agency
which includes the area exporting water,
as well as the area receiving the water.
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1. Yes	 2. Nod. Are there losses associated with reduced
economic activity in an area when water
leaves the community?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated
through a tax on water removed from the
area, such as a severance tax.

e. Are there losses to wildlife, natural
areas, and recreational amenities when
water leaves the community?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated
by dedication of new park lands, paid for
by the area receiving the water.

f. If farm land is retired for its water,
are there losses associated with abandoning
the land -- blowing dust, tumbleweeds, etc.?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated
by establishing a land management agency
funded by the area receiving the water.

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Yes 2. No

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Yes 2. No

1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly	 Strongly
Agree	 Agree	 Neutral	 Disagree	 Disagree

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

g. Do the areas that exported the water lose	 1. Yes	 2. No
important aspects of their lifestyle
such as independence, lack of government
interference, their rural, low-key atmosphere?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated by	 1 2 3 4 5 
a per capita payment made by the receiving area.

h. When water leaves the areas where state	 1. Yes	 2. No
lands are located, are there losses to the
beneficiaries of the land trust, to whom
the state has a perpetual obligation?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated by	 1 2 3 4 5 
direct payments into the state trust funds.

i. Are there losses to the local tax base	 1. Yes	 2. No
that occur when water leaves an area?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated	 1 2 3 4 5
by direct payments to local governments.

Are there losses to the heritage, culture,
or tradition of an area when water leaves?

(IF YES) These losses can be compensated
by the establishment of a museum or cultural
institute, paid for by the recipient area.

1. Yes	 2. No

1 2 3 4 5 

k. Are there other losses associated with transfers,
not mentioned above? If so, what are they?
(answer on reverse)

1. Are there other ways of compensating for losses,
not mentioned above? If so, what are they?
(answer on reverse)

11. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Use same scale as above.

The losses to the community associated with
the transfer of water are of such a nature
that they cannot be compensated.

1 2 3 4 5 



Finally, I have just a few questions about you to help us understand our results.

12. Do you live in a rural area or in a town or city?

Rural, less than 1,000

Town or city (more than 1,000)

13.How long have you lived in this area?

14. In which of the following categories of ancestry or
national heritage would you classify yourself?

1. Caucasian or Anglo American

2. Spanish or Mexican American

3. Indian or Native American

4. Black or Afro American

5. Other (specify):

15. Gender:

1. Female

2. Male

Thank you very much.

INTERVIEWER	 "I affirm that this interview was conducted and
FILL IN:	 completed by me on 	 (date)."

Signed: 	
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APPENDIX B

TABULATED DATA: BAR CHARTS52

QUESTION LOCATION N MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

4a. All That Falls All Areas 314 0.79 1.28 0.07
Here Water-Gaining 146 0.75 1.30 0.11

Water-Losing 155 0.81 1.29 0.10
Urban Arizona 60 1.02 1.20 0.16
Rural Arizona 58 0.98 1.21 0.16
El Paso County 30 0.66 1.35 0.25
Doria Ana County 63 0.73 1.29 0.16

4b. All Groundwater All Areas 316 1.17 1.09 0.06
Water-Gaining 147 1.02 1.16 0.10
Water-Losing 156 1.32 1.00 0.08
Urban Arizona 61 1.23 1.10 0.14
Rural Arizona 58 1.43 0.96 0.13
El Paso County 30 0.79 1.24 0.23
Doria Ana County 63 1.29 1.09 0.14

4e. Our Share of All Areas 310 1.24 1.01 0.06
Flow Water-Gaining 146 1.06 1.08 0.09

Water-Losing 151 1.41 0.93 0.08
Urban Arizona 59 1.06 1.10 0.14
Rural Arizona 52 1.42 0.92 0.13
El Paso County 30 1.05 0.97 0.18
Doria Ana County 64 1.33 0.97 0.12

4d. All We Can Buy All Areas 310 0.25 1.37 0.08
Water-Gaining 145 0.22 1.37 0.11
Water-Losing 153 0.29 1.38 0.11
Urban Arizona 60 -0.04 1.33 0.17
Rural Arizona 57 -0.11 1.47 0.19
El Paso County 30 0.84 1.22 0.22
Doria Ana County 62 0.44 1.34 0.17

4e. Legal Water All Areas 309 1.26 1.05 0.06
Rights Water-Gaining 143 1.00 1.14 0.10

Water-Losing 153 1.55 0.87 0.07
Urban Arizona 59 0.74 1.26 0.16
Rural Arizona 57 1.46 1.00 0.13
El Paso County 29 1.05 1.04 0.19
Doria Ana County 63 1.51 0.91 0.12

4f. All We Need All Areas 301 0.20 1.41 0.08
Water-Gaining 142 -0.11 1.35 0.11
Water-Losing 146 0.48 1.42 0.12
Urban Arizona 60 -0.42 1.32 0.17
Rural Arizona 51 0.31 1.60 0.22
El Paso County 27 0.26 1.48 0.29
Doria Ana County 60 0.59 1.25 0.16

52 Scale for means: -2 to +2 for questions 4, 6 and 10; 1 to 11 for question 5.
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QUESTION LOCATION N MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

5a. Domestic Use All Areas 303 1.28 0.71 0.04
Water-Gaining 140 1.25 0.70 0.06
Water-Losing 152 1.33 0.74 0.06
Urban Arizona 57 1.30 0.85 0.11
Rural Arizona 59 1.13 0.47 0.06
El Paso County 27 1.35 0.78 0.15
Doria Ana County 63 1.52 0.93 0.12

5b. Public Parks, All Areas 295 5.76 2.05 0.12
Playgrounds, Water-Gaining 133 5.34 2.10 0.18
Roadsides Water-Losing 150 6.09 1.99 0.16

Urban Arizona 54 4.84 2.11 0.29
Rural Arizona 59 6.01 2.07 0.27
El Paso County 26 5.79 1.90 0.38
Doria Ana County 61 5.96 1.67 0.21

5c. Private All Areas 285 7.14 2.45 0.15
Landscaping Water-Gaining 127 6.91 2.37 0.21

Water-Losing 147 7.36 2.53 0.21
Urban Arizona 53 6.72 2.39 0.40
Rural Arizona 59 7.75 2.58 0.33
El Paso County 25 7.05 2.25 0.45
Doria Ana County 58 7.43 2.23 0.29

5d. Agriculture All Areas 297 3.45 2.38 0.14
Water-Gaining 135 3.88 2.57 0.22
Water-Losing 151 3.18 2.21 0.18
Urban Arizona 55 4.97 2.99 0.40
Rural Arizona 59 4.11 2.53 0.33
El Paso County 27 3.47 2.25 0.43
Doria Ana County 62 2.44 1.52 0.19

5e. Industrial Uses All Areas 287 5.34 2.38 0.14
Water-Gaining 131 5.24 2.36 0.21
Water-Losing 145 5.47 2.42 0.20
Urban Arizona 54 5.07 2.16 0.29
Rural Arizona 58 5.42 2.37 0.31
El Paso County 26 4.51 2.01 0.39
Doria Ana County 58 5.39 2.44 0.32

5f. Water Set Aside All Areas 290 5.24 2.48 0.15
For the Future Water-Gaining 132 5.10 2.43 0.21

Water-Losing 147 5.35 2.55 0.21
Urban Arizona 54 5.29 2.57 0.35
Rural Arizona 59 5.23 2.68 0.35
El Paso County 26 4.50 2.16 0.42
Doria Ana County 60 5.19 2.34 0.30

5g. Forests, Wildlife All Areas 277 5.55 2.56 0.15
and Natural Areas Water-Gaining 127 4.97 2.49 0.22

Water-Losing 141 6.00 2.48 0.21
Urban Arizona 53 4.80 2.35 0.32
Rural Arizona 56 6.09 2.71 0.36
El Paso County 22 6.67 2.27 0.48
Doria Ana County 58 6.13 2.29 0.30
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QUESTION LOCATION N MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

5h. Minimum Levels All Areas 288 4.94 2.51 0.15
in Streams or Water-Gaining 130 4.77 2.59 0.23
Aquifers Water-Losing 147 5.00 2.38 0.20

Urban Arizona 55 4.70 2.56 0.32
Rural Arizona 58 5.24 2.46 0.36
El Paso County 23 5.50 2.70 0.48
Doria Ana County 60 4.57 2.28 0.30

5i. Water to Sell All Areas 276 9.81 1.90 0.11
Water-Gaining 123 9.77 1.97 0.18
Water-Losing 144 9.84 1.85 0.15
Urban Arizona 50 10.03 1.62 0.23
Rural Arizona 57 9.87 1.72 0.23
El Paso County 25 9.42 2.12 0.43
Doha Ana County 60 9.62 2.11 0.27

5j. Recreational Uses All Areas 277 8.05 2.12 0.13
Water-Gaining 122 8.18 2.02 0.18
Water-Losing 146 7.90 2.25 0.19
Urban Arizona 51 8.12 2.06 0.29
Rural Arizona 58 7.65 2.53 0.33
El Paso County 25 8.94 1.45 0.29
Doria Ana County 60 8.34 2.02 0.26

51. New M & I All Areas 281 7.28 2.70 0.16
(Municipal & Water-Gaining 124 7.45 2.82 0.25
Industrial) Uses Water-Losing 147 7.22 2.59 0.21

Urban Arizona 53 7.53 2.77 0.38
Rural Arizona 59 6.56 2.80 0.36
El Paso County 26 7.10 3.11 0.61
Doria Ana County 60 8.08 2.35 0.30

6a. Community Can All Areas 314 -0.16 1.32 0.07
Conserve With No Water-Gaining 145 -0.37 1.23 0.10
Sacrifices Water-Losing 156 0.03 1.37 0.11

Urban Arizona 61 -0.40 1.25 0.16
Rural Arizona 58 -0.11 1.37 0.18
El Paso County 29 -0.14 1.24 0.23
Doria Ana County 64 0.27 1.35 0.17

6b. Nothing Will All Areas 315 -1.00 1.15 0.07
Happen Water-Gaining 146 -1.15 1.02 0.08

Water-Losing 156 -0.84 1.25 0.10
Urban Arizona 61 -1.14 0.98 0.13
Rural Arizona 59 -0.72 1.36 0.18
El Paso County 30 -1.15 1.06 0.19
Doria Ana County 64 -1.05 1.13 0.14

6c. Community Can All Areas 312 -0.83 1.14 0.07
Afford to Buy Water-Gaining 145 -0.62 1.12 0.09
and Import Water Water-Losing 154 -1.04 1.14 0.09

Urban Arizona 61 -0.21 1.13 0.15
Rural Arizona 58 -0.85 1.25 0.16
El Paso County 29 -0.88 1.00 0.19
Doria Ana County 63 -1.25 1.13 0.14
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QUESTION LOCATION MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

6d. Community Will All Areas 310 -0.07 1.37 0.08
Dry Up and Blow Water-Gaining 142 -0.21 1.32 0.11
Away Water-Losing 155 0.03 1.41 0.11

Urban Arizona 60 -0.59 1.29 0.17
Rural Arizona 58 0.15 1.49 0.20
El Paso County 30 0.24 1.45 0.26
Doria Ana County 63 -0.01 1.33 0.17

6e. Economic Growth All Areas 314 1.18 1.08 0.06
Water-Gaining 146 1.11 1.09 0.09
Water-Losing 155 1.19 1.08 0.09
Urban Arizona 61 0.80 1.18 0.15
Rural Arizona 59 1.09 1.30 0.17
El Paso County 30 1.23 1.14 0.21
Doria Ana County 63 1.25 0.88 0.11

6f. Agriculture All Areas 314 1.05 1.05 0.06
Water-Gaining 145 1.03 1.00 0.08
Water-Losing 156 1.07 1.09 0.09
Urban Arizona 61 1.24 0.78 0.10
Rural Arizona 57 1.49 0.83 0.11
El Paso County 30 0.99 1.08 0.20
Doria Ana County 64 0.80 1.20 0.15

6g. Security All Areas 314 0.76 1.07 0.06
Water-Gaining 145 0.65 1.05 0.09
Water-Losing 156 0.81 1.09 0.09
Urban Arizona 61 0.58 1.12 0.14
Rural Arizona 59 1.03 1.14 0.15
El Paso County 30 0.56 1.09 0.20
Doria Ana County 62 0.62 1.08 0.14

6h. Environment All Areas 316 0.86 1.09 0.06
Water-Gaining 145 0.89 1.05 0.09
Water-Losing 158 0.82 1.14 0.09
Urban Arizona 61 0.96 1.11 0.14
Rural Arizona 59 0.90 1.14 0.15
El Paso County 29 0.41 1.18 0.22
Doria Ana County 64 0.89 1.11 0.14

6i. Participation All Areas 317 0.30 1.31 0.07
Water-Gaining 146 0.25 1.26 0.10
Water-Losing 158 0.30 1.38 0.11
Urban Arizona 61 0.35 1.28 0.16
Rural Arizona 59 0.56 1.29 0.17
El Paso County 30 0.17 1.35 0.25
Doria Ana County 64 0.09 1.33 0.17

6j. Control All Areas 315 0.53 1.26 0.07
Water-Gaining 145 0.51 1.16 0.10
Water-Losing 157 0.49 1.37 0.11
Urban Arizona 61 0.51 1.17 0.15
Rural Arizona 58 0.87 1.30 0.17
El Paso County 30 0.29 1.41 0.26
Doria Ana County 64 0.26 1.34 0.17
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QUESTION LOCATION N MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

10a. Compensation All Areas 275 -0.53 1.25 0.08
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 126 -0.35 1.16 0.10
TRUST FUND Water-Losing 137 -0.72 1.31 0.11
FOR FUTURE Urban Arizona 52 -0.41 1.22 0.17
GENERATIONS Rural Arizona 55 -0.86 1.33 0.18

El Paso County 22 -0.38 1.12 0.24
Doria Ana County 55 -0.68 1.22 0.17

All Areas 271 -0.51 1.22 0.07
10b. Compensation Water-Gaining 122 -0.22 1.19 0.11

Mechanism: Water-Losing 139 -0.77 1.19 0.10
PROMISES Urban Arizona 52 -0.31 1.11 0.15

Rural Arizona 53 -1.15 1.04 0.14
El Paso County 24 0.26 1.32 0.27
Doria Ana County 55 -0.73 1.21 0.16

10c. Compensation All Areas 285 -0.02 1.23 0.07
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 125 0.29 1.08 0.10
REGIONAL Water-Losing 149 -0.34 1.24 0.10
WATER Urban Arizona 51 0.18 1.14 0.16
AGENCY Rural Arizona 55 -0.61 1.29 0.17

El Paso County 25 0.45 1.12 0.23
Doria Ana County 62 -0.25 1.28 0.16

All Areas 277 -0.15 1.29 0.08
10d. Compensation Water-Gaining 121 0.19 1.17 0.11

Mechanism: Water-Losing 146 -0.43 1.32 0.11
SEVERANCE Urban Arizona 53 0.20 1.21 0.17
TAX Rural Arizona 56 -0.54 1.32 0.18

El Paso County 22 0.17 1.25 0.27
Doria Ana County 58 -0.33 1.35 0.18

10e. Compensation All Areas 267 -0.57 1.28 0.08
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 119 -0.09 1.29 0.12
PARK LANDS Water-Losing 138 -0.98 1.14 0.10

Urban Arizona 53 -0.16 1.31 0.18
Rural Arizona 54 -1.31 0.99 0.14
El Paso County 22 0.21 1.30 0.28
Doria Ana County 55 -0.76 1.25 0.17

10f. Compensation All Areas 277 -0.31 1.36 0.08
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 124 0.00 1.26 0.11
LAND Water-Losing 142 -0.58 1.38 0.12
MANAGEMENT Urban Arizona 51 -0.04 1.38 0.19
AGENCY Rural Arizona 55 -0.65 1.41 0.19

El Paso County 25 -0.07 1.23 0.25
Doria Ana County 58 -0.55 1.41 0.19

10g. Compensation All Areas 244 -0.68 1.21 0.08
Mechanism: PER Water-Gaining 104 -0.45 1.13 0.11
CAPITA Water-Losing 133 -0.85 1.27 0.11
PAYMENT Urban Arizona 39 -0.41 1.19 0.19

Rural Arizona 52 -1.00 1.17 0.16
El Paso County 17 -0.57 1.13 0.28
Doria Ana County 54 -0.83 1.42 0.19
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QUESTION LOCATION N MEAN STD
DEY

STD
ERR

10h. Compensation All Areas 252 -0.17 1.26 0.08
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 110 0.17 1.12 0.11
STATE TRUST Water-Losing 132 -0.49 1.30 0.11
PAYMENT Urban Arizona 46 0.12 1.13 0.17

Rural Arizona 49 -0.86 1.21 0.17
El Paso County 17 0.30 1.19 0.29
Doria Ana County 56 -0.27 1.37 0.18

10i. Compensation All Areas 246 -0.08 1.29 0.08
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 99 0.22 1.15 0.12
LOCAL Water-Losing 140 -0.30 1.35 0.11
GOVERNMENT Urban Arizona 46 0.29 1.13 0.17
PAYMENT Rural Arizona 55 -0.49 1.46 0.20

El Paso County 13 -0.20 1.25 0.34
Doha Ana County 54 -0.17 1.33 0.18

loi. Compensation All Areas 242 -1.01 1.12 0.07
Mechanism: Water-Gaining 100 -0.78 1.17 0.12
MUSEUM OR Water-Losing 135 -1.19 1.07 0.09
CULTURAL Urban Arizona 39 -1.06 1.01 0.16
INSTITUTE Rural Arizona 49 -1.37 0.85 0.12

El Paso County 14 -0.71 1.19 0.31
Doria Ana County 55 -1.06 1.24 0.17

1 1 . Cannot All Areas 294 1.17 1.05 0.06
Compensate for Water-Gaining 132 0.79 1.10 0.10
the Losses Water-Losing 152 1.47 0.93 0.08
Associated with Urban Arizona 57 0.72 1.00 0.13
Water Transfers Rural Arizona 59 1.61 0.84 0.11

El Paso County 27 0.25 1.28 0.25
Doria Ana County 61 1.25 1.10 0.14
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TABULATED DATA: PIE CHARTS"

QUESTION LOCATION N ''/o
YES

%
NEUT

oh,
NO

9a. Revenues From All Areas 295 26 11 63
Water Sales Water-Gaining 131 35 14 51
Strengthen Rural Water-Losing 154 17 9 74
Communities Urban Arizona 56 43 13 45

Rural Arizona 59 8 7 85
El Paso County 26 27 19 54
Doria Ana County 63 17 11 71

9b. Individuals Who All Areas 296 66 10 24
Sell Water Rights Water-Gaining 133 69 12 19
Gain While Water-Losing 153 67 8 25
Communities Urban Arizona 57 79 7 14
Lose Rural Arizona 58 83 7 10

El Paso County 26 58 15 27
Doria Ana County 62 56 8 35

9c. Profits From All Areas 294 56 18 26
Water Sales Leave Water-Gaining 133 49 22 29
Rural Water-Losing 151 62 17 21
Communities Urban Arizona 57 53 21 26

Rural Arizona 59 80 15 5
El Paso County 26 46 12 42
Doria Ana County 60 50 18 32

9d. There Will Be a All Areas 297 86 7 6
Decrease in the Water-Gaining 133 86 9 5
Productivity of Water-Losing 154 87 6 7
the Land Urban Arizona 55 87 5 7

Rural Arizona 59 88 7 5
El Paso County 27 78 11 11
Doria Ana County 63 90 5 5

9e. People Will Be All Areas 299 79 12 9
Less Able to Water-Gaining 134 78 13 10
Protect Their Way Water-Losing 154 81 10 9
of Life Urban Arizona 56 73 13 14

Rural Arizona 59 92 7 2
El Paso County 28 82 7 11
Doria Ana County 63 79 8 13

9g. The Area Will All Areas 288 62 22 16
No Longer Be Water-Gaining 131 55 28 17
Dominated By Water-Losing 146 70 15 15
Agriculture Urban Arizona 53 57 34 9

Rural Arizona 56 79 13 9
El Paso County 27 52 19 30
Doria Ana County 60 80 8 12

53 Percentages may add up to 100 ± 1 due to rounding.
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QUESTION LOCATION
YES NEUT NO

9h. Limits to Future All Areas 300 78 13 9
Uses of Land and Water-Gaining 134 78 17 5
to Future Water-Losing 155 80 9 11
Generations Urban Arizona 56 75 20 5

Rural Arizona 59 86 8 5
El Paso County 27 89 7 4
Doria Ana County 62 76 11 13

9i. History and All Areas 296 45 24 31
Culture of Area Water-Gaining 130 37 30 33
Will Be Lost Water-Losing 155 53 17 30

Urban Arizona 54 37 33 30
Rural Arizona 59 59 17 24
El Paso County 27 19 37 44
Doria Ana County 63 51 16 33

9j. Services Will Be All Areas 291 63 15 23
Impaired or Taxes Water-Gaining 128 54 20 26
Will Have to Water-Losing 153 69 9 22
Increase Urban Arizona 55 58 16 25

Rural Arizona 59 75 7 19
El Paso County 25 52 12 36
Doria Ana County 63 62 13 25

9k. Property Values All Areas 296 60 16 24
Will Fall Water-Gaining 132 54 22 24

Water-Losing 154 63 12 25
Urban Arizona 55 55 20 25
Rural Arizona 59 81 8 10
El Paso County 28 68 11 21
Doria Ana County 62 48 13 39

91. Individuals Have All Areas 285 41 14 45
Right to Sell Water-Gaining 127 40 16 45
Water Regardless Water-Losing 148 42 13 45
of Benefits or Urban Arizona 53 32 21 47
Costs to the Rural Arizona 57 40 11 49
Community El Paso County 26 50 8 42

Doria Ana County 60 35 15 50

9m. Decrease in Value All Areas 286 57 21 22
of State Lands Water-Gaining 125 49 27 24

Water-Losing 151 63 17 20
Urban Arizona 52 40 37 23
Rural Arizona 59 75 14 12
El Paso County 23 43 22 35
Doria Ana County 61 59 18 23

9n. Increase in Value All Areas 284 22 27 51
of State Lands Water-Gaining 125 22 30 48

Water-Losing 149 21 26 52
Urban Arizona 53 19 34 47
Rural Arizona 58 22 21 57
El Paso County 24 29 17 54
Doria Ana County 61 18 25 57
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QUESTION LOCATION N %
YES

%
NEUT

%
NO

9o. The Natural All Areas 295 63 18 19
Environment Will Water-Gaining 132 64 21 14
Be Damaged Water-Losing 153 63 16 22

Urban Arizona 54 67 23 15
Rural Arizona 58 67 18 16
El Paso County 27 59 14 22
Doria Ana County 63 63 17 22

10a. Losses to Future All Areas 293 93 7
Generations? Water-Gaining 132 94 6

Water-Losing 151 93 7
Urban Arizona 56 93 - 7
Rural Arizona 56 96 - 4
El Paso County 25 88 - 12
Doria Ana County 63 92 - 8

10b. Losses to All Areas 299 92 - 8
Security? Water-Gaining 136 92 - 8

Water-Losing 151 92 - 8
Urban Arizona 58 93 - 7
Rural Arizona 56 93 - 7
El Paso County 28 89 - 11
Doria Ana County 63 89 - 11

10c. Losses to All Areas 298 97 - 3
Control? Water-Gaining 133 95 - 5

Water-Losing 153 98 - 2
Urban Arizona 55 95 - 5
Rural Arizona 57 96 - 4
El Paso County 28 93 - 7
Doria Ana County 64 100 - 0

10d. Losses to All Areas 296 94 - 6
Economic Water-Gaining 132 90 - 10
Opportunity? Water-Losing 153 98 - 2

Urban Arizona 58 91 - 9
Rural Arizona 57 98 - 2
El Paso County 26 85 - 5
Doria Ana County 63 97 - 3

10e. Losses to All Areas 296 93 - 7
Wildlife, Natural Water-Gaining 133 92 - 8
Areas and Water-Losing 151 95 - 5
Recreational Urban Arizona 56 96 - 4
Amenities? Rural Arizona 56 98 - 2

El Paso County 26 88 - 12
Doria Ana County 63 92 - 8

10f. Losses Associated All Areas 301 93 - 7
With Retired and Water-Gaining 136 90 - 10
Abandoned Water-Losing 154 95 - 5
Farmland? Urban Arizona 58 88 - 12

Rural Arizona 59 95 - 5
El Paso County 27 96 - 4
Doria Ana County 63 97 - 3
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QUESTION LOCATION N %
YES

oh
NEUT

%
NO

10g. Losses to All Areas 290 85 - 15
Lifestyle? Water-Gaining 130 79 21

Water-Losing 150 91 - 9
Urban Arizona 55 73 - 27
Rural Arizona 57 93 - 7
El Paso County 26 69 - 31
Doria Ana County 63 90 10

10h. Losses to the All Areas 278 91 - 9
State Trust? Water-Gaining 123 89 - 11

Water-Losing 145 92 - 8
Urban Arizona 51 90 - 10
Rural Arizona 54 91 - 9
El Paso County 25 72 18
Doria Ana County 63 94 - 6

10i. Losses to Local All Areas 280 90 - 10
Tax Base? Water-Gaining 125 83 - 17

Water-Losing 145 97 - 3
Urban Arizona 55 87 - 13
Rural Arizona 56 98 - 2
El Paso County 26 58 - 42
Doria Ana County 58 97 - 3

10j. Losses to All Areas 284 85 - 15
Heritage, Culture Water-Gaining 127 78 - 22
and Tradition? Water-Losing 147 91 - 9

Urban Arizona 52 75 - 25
Rural Arizona 54 89 - 11
El Paso County 26 62 - 38
Doria Ana County 62 90 - 10

11. Cannot All Areas 294 79 9 12
Compensate For Water-Gaining 132 67 15 18
Losses Associated Water-Losing 152 89 3 8
With Water Urban Arizona 57 61 23 16
Transfers Rural Arizona 59 92 2 7

El Paso County 27 44 11 44
Doria Ana County 60 83 3 13
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APPENDIX C

TRANSCRIPTS OF OPEN-ENDED PRE-SURVEY QUESTIONS°

Interview Questions.

1. One reason why people choose to live in (this area) is that they like the way of life here.
What is the way of life here?

2. What is included in the area you consider "here"?

3. What water belongs to this area? The Rio Grande? Ground water? "Tap water?"

4. Is water important to the way of life in your community? How is water important and
how important is it?

5. It seems that a community can never have enough water. Do you agree? Why is/isn't
that true?

6. If a community doesn't need more water now, why does the community "have to have
it now?"

7. It seems that the dependability of the water supply is really important to people who live
in arid regions. What kind of things might happen that would make you feel insecure
about the dependability of your/your community's water supply?

8. If an outside (out-of-community) entity acquired the rights to the ground water in this
area but agreed not to use or export any water for another 40 years, would you feel
secure about your community's water supply? If the out-of-community entity agreed
to use/export the water only when they faced a water-shortage, would you feel secure
about your community's water supply?

9. The following alternatives have, at one time or another, been used or suggested as a
means to increase the dependability of the water supply in the West. Would any of these
alternatives make you feel more secure about the dependability of the water supply here
(in this area)? Why/Why not?

A.Construction of new reservoirs?

B.Extending federal authority over ground water?

C.Extending state authority over ground water? (e.g. passing legislation comparable to
the 1980 Arizona Groundwater Management Act which guarantees no overdrafting?)

D. Redefinition of "beneficial use" to require conservation?

53 A total of 30 interviews were conducted in Doria Ana County, New Mexico and El
Paso County, Texas during July and August, 1988. These interviews were tape-recorded
(unless the respondent preferred that the interviewer take only written notes) and transcribed.
Some of the interviews below have been edited to protect the identity of the respondent.
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E. Positive limitations on water use (e.g. mandatory limits on high water use crops;
mandatory residential/municipal water conservation or desert landscaping)?

F. Encouraging conservation by establishing a practice whereby water rights holders who
salvage water through conservation measures may sell the salvaged water in the
marketplace?

G.E1 Paso losing/winning its lawsuit with New Mexico?

H.Reserving water for public uses (e.g. instream flows)?

I. Allowing conditional leasing instead of appropriations?

10. Who gets listened to in this community when hard decisions need to be made about
water?

11. On what basis are these decisions made?

12. Is anyone in this community left out who should be included in the water
decision-making process?

13. Growing Southwestern cities are trying to obtain more water. Some cities are
appropriating water in rural areas. What does this mean for rural communities?

14. Other cities are purchasing water rights from farmers. As long as cities are willing to
pay a fair price for the water, what do rural areas have to lose?

15. Does the acquisition of rural water by a city have any effect on the rural community's
"having a say" in water allocation decisions which affect the community?

16. Do you think individuals should be able to sell their water rights in any way they choose,
or should the community have a voice in this water transfer?

17. If the people within a community were damaged by the sale of a water right to a city
or mine outside their community, could a majority of the community effectively stop
the transfer of the water right?

18. Should water always be provided at the lowest possible price or should users be willing
to pay more under certain circumstances (e.g. environmental protection; maintenance
of instream flows)? Under what (other) circumstances should water users be expected
to pay more for the water that they use?

19. Are you worried about the water situation affecting your way of life? How worried
are you?

20. What do you feel "public welfare" means in relation to water?
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Interview Responses.

(1) One reason why people choose to live in (this area) is that they like the way of life
here. What is the way of life here?

I. Slow-paced, small, a close-knit community as opposed to a big city. New Mexico State
University (NMSU) is also an important part of the way of life here; I originally came here
to attend the University and stayed.

2. Uncrowded. There is a laidback atmosphere here which you can only get through being
uncrowded and having open space. Because there aren't as many people here, you feel that
you--that an individual--can make a difference in community decision making.

3. Slow-paced, relaxed, a good quality of life, a small town feeling, personable, not very
hectic. Also, the climate is such that it's not a struggle to live here. Things are pretty easy.

4. A laidback, rural lifestyle rather than a big-city lifestyle. It's big enough here, but not
too big.

5. Quiet, slow, laidback, agricultural mainly.

6. This is where I grew up, where my grandfather settled. It's quieter and not as
fast-paced as the bigger cities.

7. Relaxed, not real fast, you can be yourself. There's enough of everything. It's just an
easy way of life.

8. Not yet congested, few problems with traffic, a lot of open space, and there are a lot
of outdoor activities--hunting, fishing, whatever. It's not as crowded, that's the main thing.

9. Small, good weather, lots of open space.

10. Rural, with agriculture as the primary purpose in the Valley and the city of Las Cruces
supporting that with small businesses. NMSU is also part of that way of life. It's a nice mix.

11. The nice climate, the easy-going attitude of the people around here, the cheapness of
living, and the good education that the New Mexico system has within easy access.

12. I think what most people respond to--when they come to this area or come through the
area--is a perception that the people in this community value each other and the land.

13. The climate, the laidback atmosphere, the tolerance for attitudes, the friendliness
exhibited by people in the community.

14. I'm from the Hatch Valley and 99 percent of the activity in that area is agricultural; the
other one percent work for the government, in the school district, or for the municipality of
Hatch. Most people are hard-working farmers. The area is agriculturally one of the most
productive areas in the U.S. and so the way of life there is one of being productive, being
efficient, and gaining a good reputation in the agricultural community.

15. It depends on who you are--this is a very diverse area and there is no single way of life
here. I moved out here from El Paso to work at White Sands [Missile Range], and I would
not care to live in the city again. Here, it's cleaner and more relaxed.
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16. It's a great area--you've got beautiful mountains to look at and the sky's clear. I don't
want to see it all messed up. It's going to grow--you can't stop growth--but I'd like to see
it done orderly so that we don't have a hodgepodge mess out here.

17. Climatically, this is certainly one of the better places in the U.S. to live--an
exceptionally nice place for people to retire. Generally, we have a less rigid, slower, nicer
way of life: t-shirt (not coat and tie) dress for example

18. [Mesilla] is a semi-rural and semi-agricultural community and I say "semi" because we
abut Las Cruces and the pressures on us to urbanize are very strong. Mesilla is also a very
historic community which is registered with both the national and state historical societies.
People choose to live here in Mesilla so that they can grow something and live in a quiet
community with some open space around them.

19. [Las Cruces] is a city of almost 60,000 residents. It's not a bad urban environment
because you have all kinds of services and utilities and things that make life comfortable.
It's also rural enough. You have a mixed agricultural-urban environment which makes it
pleasant. 50,000 to 70,000 is probably the threshold for comfortable living. I don't like big
cities; that's why it's attractive for people to move here and to live here. At the same time,
that same attractiveness is contributing to environmental deterioration in this area and that
is directly tied into the water situation.

20. The way of life here is perceived as a lifestyle that is not difficult, that is laidback,
where there is an apparent abundance of necessities to afford one with a free-swinging
casual existence whereby he can enjoy the same kinds of ambitions and plans and his own
personal and collective career agendas that he could anywhere else.

21. [El Paso] is best described as a fusion of Mexican and American cultures and a laidback
lifestyle.

22. The way of life in El Paso is a border, southwestern, urban-rural mix. Most people who
live here are born here and grow up here. People choose to move here for a variety of
reasons: the climate foremost, the military, another job opportunity possibly in connection
with import-export on both sides of the border, or other economic opportunities.

23. Laidback, rural, without the hustle and bustle of a big city.

24. I grew up in Tucson. Las Cruces in a lot of ways is like Tucson was--open, friendly,
and most people are reasonable. The sun shines most of the year, we have very little rainfall,
little humidity, not much pollution in the air--it's a very healthy place to live. We're also
one of those still-kind-of-small western cities that has a university, so we have the cultural
and enrichening aspects of academia without big city problems.

25. Rural with neighbors not geographically close. Less than 300 feet apart is too close.

26. It's a little slower-paced than you find when you get into the larger metropolitan areas.
The weather has a lot to do with it--it may be hotter here than elsewhere in the summer,
but it's not humid and with our altitude it cools off at night. We also have mild winters.
And the cost of living--housing, utilities, other things--is probably less here than in other
areas.

27. The way of life is whatever people perceive it to be. It used to be a fairly rural, very
slow, non-pressured atmosphere, but it's changing rapidly to a more metropolitan,
cosmopolitan atmosphere. It's becoming a city instead of a small town.
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28. I consider here to mean Chaparral [New Mexico]. People like it here because they can
have the advantages of a rural lifestyle and still live fairly close to their work rather than
have to live in an urban area.

29. I can't give you a definitive answer; it means different things to different people.

30. Very relaxed and low-key, with very few "big" surprises; even the seasons of the year
blend into one another. Many other people I have known have moved here for those reasons.

(2) What is included in the area you consider "here"?

1. The Las Cruces Valley from Hatch to Anthony. El Paso and Albuquerque aren't here
because they're not in the immediate area. Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) controls
the irrigation water and is thus a vital part of the community, but they aren't part of "here"
either.

2. Las Cruces, Mesilla, Doria Ana County...and I'd also consider EBID as being here; there's
a ditch that runs right along Main Street, so you can't think of even downtown Las Cruces
without thinking of irrigation. White Sands is a place to earn a good income, but it's not part
of here. The only reasons I go to El Paso--and I was raised in El Paso, so you'd think I'd
have more ties there, but I don't--is to visit my mother, to go to the airport, once a year to
go shopping, and I guess if I had some terrible disease I might go to the hospital there. I feel
almost as close to Albuquerque as El Paso and actually have more ties to Albuquerque. I have
to go to Albuquerque for other reasons, so I save up my shopping for then. I read the El
Paso newspaper every day and try to read the Albuquerque paper every day so I may be a
little different than most people.

3. Doria Ana County. Not quite so localized as Las Cruces, though I would include Las
Cruces, but more the southern part of the Valley. I would also include NMSU and White
Sands, but not El Paso, Albuquerque, or EBID- -they're too far away geographically.

4. The city of Las Cruces and its outlying areas--most of Doria Ana County would be a
good way of putting it- -including Mesilla and NMSU but not White Sands, although people
work there. EBID is bigger than here; they cover a geographic area from the reservoir almost
all the way to El Paso. El Paso and Albuquerque are definitely not here.

5. I'm from Mesilla, but I work at the University so of course I would think of Mesilla and
Las Cruces and NMSU. We own a farm, my dad and all my sisters, so I would have to also
include EBID. One of my sisters works at White Sands so they're part of here too. But not
El Paso or Albuquerque--they're not here at all.

6. Las Cruces, Mesilla...Doria Ana County, really. NMSU, of course, is also part of here,
but White Sands isn't. I never stop to think about EBID, because I don't go there, I don't
use it. El Paso and Albuquerque are definitely not here.

7. Las Cruces, Mesilla (although I think they consider themselves as not being part of Las
Cruces), White Sands and NMSU. Not Doria Ana County, EBID, El Paso or Albuquerque.

8. Doria Ana County, more or less, including Las Cruces, Mesilla, NMSU, White Sands and
EBID. El Paso is not part of here; you usually don't stay current on the events in El Paso;
it's not the local area. Albuquerque isn't here either.
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9. Doria Ana County, including Las Cruces, Mesilla, White Sands, EBID, NMSU, all that.
El Paso is also part of here, but not Albuquerque.

10. Just the local area--Las Cruces, Mesilla..., I guess the County as a whole. EBID, NMSU,
and White Sands are part of here too, but not El Paso and not Albuquerque.

11. Las Cruces, EBID, the whole county. El Paso is not part of here because you don't have
a shared education system. In some states, neighboring communities are bound to each other
and state boundaries have no real significance as far as education. But if you are a member
of this community and you want to go to UTEP [the University of Texas at El Paso], you
still have to pay out-of-state tuition.

12. All of the southern tier of counties until you get to Lordsburg. El Paso is, in that
perception, quite different.

13. Just the Mesilla Valley. I would include EBID economically but not socially.

14. The city of Las Cruces is the main urban center where we go for services, doctors, legal
advice, shopping. What I would consider here would be the Mesilla and the Rincon Valleys.
Everyone in this valley would consider EBID here and many people also consider White Sands
here, because they're employed there. I would consider Albuquerque as part of here because
they are the largest city in New Mexico and a lot of people go there for special services. I
wouldn't consider El Paso or Texas here; my folks have nothing to do with the city of El
Paso.

15. The county as a whole is here. El Paso is a good alternative to Las Cruces for shopping,
but it's not here.

16. Primarily the East Mesa but really Doria Ana County--Las Cruces to the Texas border.
I think, however, that in the next 10 years or so, El Paso and Las Cruces are going to become
like one city with I-10 as the main artery and solid housing and businesses from El Paso to
Las Cruces. There's a lot of rich farmland there now and it's a shame to see a lot of that
going into subdivisions; someday we're going to need that farmland. It's not a question of
my liking it or not, it's going to happen and I don't see where it harms anything if it's done
properly. Growth is good, you need growth, but it's got to be done properly.

17. I'm very parochial—Doria Ana County, Las Cruces, Mesilla, NMSU (from a cultural,
educational, and financial point of view), EBID and White Sands, since the income of the
people who work at those places contributes greatly to this area. El Paso and Albuquerque
are not here.

18. Just the town of Mesilla.

19. I wish that here were just Doria Ana County, but I have to consider El Paso as part of
here. We may have been able to draw a line 15 years ago, but no longer. We rely on El Paso
for hospitals and the airport. EBID and White Sands are also "here" but not Albuquerque.

20. We probably consider ourselves part of New Mexico more than anything else, and I'm
sure New Mexico regards us as the same way--as the largest city in southern New Mexico.
This is a province, which has its benefits--it's provincial and it's left alone. Changes are
slow. Everything happens here 5-10 years late and that gives a certain advantage to people
who come here from different areas--they can slow down and yet still plug in their own
energy and dynamics. '
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21. The whole valley; I regard it as a common airshed and watershed. That would include
El Paso, the Upper and Lower Valley, Las Cruces, all the way past Hatch.

22. El Paso County, Juarez and Doria Ana County up to Las Cruces. Not Fort Bliss--
although they are part of the economic mix, they're a federal reservation. Most people don't
think about the El Paso County Water Improvement District, but they're also here.

23. Doria Ana County and those entities within the County.

24. Las Cruces and maybe 5 or 10 miles out of town, which includes NMSU. EBID is an
over-layer here; we're part of it.

25. I grew up in Doria Ana County. I know this area from Truth & Consequences to Sunland
Park and would include all of it as here. I don't include El Paso in or for anything.

26. Las Cruces and the area within 5-10 miles of the city limits.

27. I include the greater-Las Cruces area including NMSU but not EBID or White Sands and
absolutely not El Paso or Albuquerque.

28. Just the Chaparral area--east of the mountains, west of War Highway, north of the state
line and south of the Doria Ana Range

29. The area served by EBID.

30. The Mesilla Valley primarily, including this part of Doria Ana County, Las Cruces,
Mesilla and NMSU. Not any of the others.

(3) What water belongs to this area? The Rio Grande? Ground water? "Tap water?"

1. Surface water—the Rio Grande. And the city's on ground water.

2. Agriculture is the most visible use of the water. Many people here think that tap water
will always be here because it's a necessity; they can't imagine it not being there. Before I
started working here, I didn't know where tap water came from. Ground water is too
invisible for most people here; when I think of ground water now, I think of good water.

3. The Rio Grande, ground water, and tap water, although I think of drinking water first.
That's personal because where I live, the water's awful.

4. Tap water--water for homes and businesses--belongs here.

5. Surface and ground water. We irrigate crops and I remember times in the past when we
couldn't get a (surface water) delivery to water our crops and we had to pump water.

6. Surface water and ground water.

7. Probably the Rio Grande.

8. Basically the surface water and ground water supply within the basin.

9. Ground water and the Rio Grande.
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10. The Rio Grande or ground water.

11. Ground water and surface water.

12. I've always grown up with the concept that the water that belongs here is all the water
that's falling here and all the water that's under the ground here. I know and I think most
of the ordinary people around here know that the water in the rivers often belongs to others.
So I don't consider the water in the Rio Grande as "belonging" to here.

13. That's a legal question. The Supreme Court has pretty much determined that equitable
distribution and prior appropriation determine what water belongs to an area. Congress
recognizes that states have some control over water within the state; many states, with Texas
as a notable exception, recognize public ownership of water. New Mexico was the first state
to recognize ground water basins as having recognizable boundaries.

14. Being a farmer, when you talk water you're talking both surface and ground water. In
the winter when the surface water isn't running, you rely heavily on ground water to raise
winter crops such as onions or wheat. Of course you also consider your "tap water". Many
of us in your rural communities have formed together to establish mutual domestic water
associations.

15. Part of the Rio Grande and most, if not all, the ground water.

16. The water that belongs to the East Mesa is ground water. They've been drilling wells
here since 1971 and all the way up to 1980 when this basin was closed.

17. The Rio Grande and ground water, although the Rio Grande doesn't belong to any one
community or state; there's a compact that controls the use of that water.

18. We share the Rio Grande--it doesn't belong solely to us--it's part ours, but its part
Colorado, part Texas, part Mexico. What we've come to think belongs to us as a result of the
lawsuit is the water in the basin. We feel that belongs to us first and if there is something
left over than that can belong to other people.

19. The Rio Grande belongs here, but you can say that for valleys up and down Texas and
New Mexico. So part of the Rio Grande belongs here and the ground water belongs here.

20. 70 percent of the City's water consumption supply here comes from ground water. It's
a shared underground resource with Mexico, chiefly Juarez. That's the old bolson that was
going to last 100 years but which now may not last 50 years. And of course the same thing
is being said of the Mesilla Bolson. Nobody really knows what's in the Mesilla Bolson. You
know about the schism with surface water rights here. In general, I find that people don't
know or give a damn--water comes out of that spigot, you flush it down that toilet, and
that's about all they care or have the incentive to care for.

21. All of the above. Mainly aquifers and the Rio Grande.

22. Most people don't think about that question. I would say that all of it belongs to this
area--surface water and subsurface water--although they are divided up for different users.

23. Ground water and the Rio Grande.

24. That has to be a legal question, but I think that the water that falls here belongs here
and part of the resource that flows through here which includes the water on top of and
under the ground.
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25. We're on irrigated land; both surface and ground water belong here.

26. The surface water and our ground water.

27. Surface and ground water.

28. It's all ground water; there's no surface water here.

29. The Rio Grande and ground water.

30. The ground water--if it stays within the area.

(4) Is water important to the way of life in your community?

1. Very. Agriculture is one reason why Las Cruces survives. Without agriculture and
White Sands, Las Cruces wouldn't survive.

2. Yes, because of agriculture. 	 Agriculture defines culture here.	 We have a
whole-enchilada fiesta, for example, and you don't have an enchilada fiesta unless you have
chiles, and you don't have chiles unless you have water. That defines a lot of the culture in
Las Cruces.

3. Very important. In any semi-arid region water is important for control, how much it
costs to get it, how much you can get.

4. It definitely is. Obviously it's essential for life and for the livelihood of the farmers and
the city.

5. Water is very important to us and to our families--we depend on it. If we didn't have
the water we wouldn't be able to grow cotton, pecans, chile, everything we do grow.

6. Yes, my grandfather, uncles, everybody are farmers, so water's very important. As I
was growing up, we were totally dependent on irrigation.

7. Most definitely. We are an agricultural part of the country so it's very important. It's
also important for watering lawns, being able to flush the toilet every time, to take a shower
every day, to swim at the public pools during the summer, and every day for drinking.

8. Yes, because traditionally it's been an agricultural area and they definitely rely on water
application--there's not enough rainfall to support the crops. It's also important for regular
household use as well as for recreation--Elephant Butte for fishing and boating, etc.

9. Yes, very important because of the large agriculture and ranching base and also for
industrial and community development.

10. Sure. It's important for agriculture, residential uses, small businesses, the University,
the things that support the community, and recreational uses if you include Elephant Butte.
It's not so important commercially as far as industrial uses here yet.

11. It's vital. It's needed for everything: factories, private use, etc. If you allocate water
to other communities in other sections of the country, then your community--if it needs
adequate water supplies or decides to grow--is cutting itself short, it's cutting its own neck.
If you expect your community to grow you have to protect future water resources.
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12. It's critical. Most people who live here or want to come here know that in this part of
the world, without water there isn't any life. This is not an area that receives enough rainfall
for you to live a comfortable lifestyle unless you have some method of assuring water to
yourself and your property.

13. It's fundamentally the most important thing in this Valley.

14. Very important. There could not be any farming activity or productivity in this valley
without water.

15. Absolutely. It's important to maintain the existing economy and for future growth; some
growth in agriculture--specialized farming and produce for example--but also for growth
in industry and jobs that require water resources. There's a critical need for water for
industry.

16. Water is important to the way of life of any community. You can do without a lot of
things, but you can't do without water.

17. Water is very important to the way of life in any community, anywhere. Without it you
don't exist, it's as simple as that.

18. Yes, because of the farming and agriculture here. I think a major concern of EBID is
to never allow the transfer of water rights from agricultural uses into municipal or
commercial uses. If you move water, if you take water away for development, then the
farmland left behind will no longer have the agricultural value it had before you took the
water right away. Another way that water is important for this little town is so that we can
have an independent water supply. That is very important to us.

19. Definitely. The quantity and the quality of the water is directly related to the quality
of life here. When the water deteriorates due to salt encroachment from overpumping or
from chemical or gas pollution, our way of life will also deteriorate.

20. It's essential; without it there would be no way of life here.

21. Absolutely. You can't live without water and we all know how critical it is now.

22. It ranks right after air; you can't have life without water, although we do have a lot of
communities here that don't have potable tap water. The lack of potable tap water doesn't
discourage people from moving here; people move here for economic opportunity, get here,
and then worry about the water. At one time it was the policy of the Public Service Board
(PSB)--when growth started to be rampant in the areas outside the city limits--to shut off
any more water hookups, feeling that this would slow down growth and development. It
had absolutely no effect, none whatsoever.

23. Very important. It's the difference between growth and no growth.

24. You've heard the expression "water is the lifeblood of the west", well water is the
lifeblood of the east as well. You can't live without water--it's vital.

25. It has to be. La Union is an agricultural community; people here have pecan trees and
families. Without water, nothing would be here.

26. Very important. I couldn't grow my crops without water.
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27. It's critical. Without water you don't have life of any kind. Without the quantity of
water we have, this area would not be an agricultural area. It could not exist as a city without
adequate water either. This area would not exist.

28. Yes. Without any water there wouldn't be any life. The more water there is, the better
the quality of life you have; it enables you to do more.

29. Definitely. It's part of our business--you need water in order to produce crops.

30. Water is important to all of mankind, not just a certain community. Very few things
can survive without water. It may be more important here than other places (such as Illinois)
because you can't always rely on the rain and snow. But even that is becoming less of a
difference as this year's drought has shown.

(5) It seems a community can never have enough water. Do you agree?

1. Without more water you'll never grow and I think the goal of every city is to grow--to
have room for my kids and their kids and their kids from then on. Without water you'll
never be able to do that. I don't feel that growing interferes with the way of life here--as
you and your family grow, the environment and everything will grow with it. There is
nothing you can control about that unless people start moving out of here.

2. That's my perception. Although I like it because it's uncrowded here, my daughter is
a teacher; if she doesn't have any kids to teach, she doesn't have a job. So you have to have
new people coming in. I want enough people to live here to give my daughter, myself and
my husband a job, and you need water to support those people; if you don't have it you'd be
some dried up town. Towns dry up for a lot of reasons. The term "dried up" or a "dried up
town", that means "dead". In the West when you think of a ghost town, you don't think of
a town covered in vines or overgrown; you think of the wind blowing the dirt everywhere,
you think of it without water.

3. Communities can have enough water--I lived in the Northeast where there's plenty of
water. In the Southwest, I'd agree. Here water is scarce and it's just too important to make
do without.

4. No, there are parts of the country that definitely have enough water like the Great Lake
states. Here, there have been times when we have had very little water but so far we've
managed.

5. Right now we have enough water, but in the future, I don't know. We'll probably have
another shortage like in the 50's.

6. You need water to survive, for washing, for all of that. You just can't do without it.

7. If you could foresee the future there would probably never be enough water. But what
I see in my lifetime, we'll probably have enough water unless we waste it. I've been reading
about other parts of the country that don't have enough water (because of the drought) so it
could be possible that you don't have enough.

8. Yes. New Mexico has very little fresh water relative to other states.

9. Yes, due to poor community planning and no control over growth.
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10. For the West, that's true because of population growth. Water is a finite resource and
as more people move in it gets used up more readily. Many communities did not foresee
additional growth and their facilities--sewage treatment, pipelines and things like that--are
inadequate and out of date. That causes problems.

11. That's tied to growth. Availability of fresh water is an important factor in whether or
not businesses decide to come into your community.

12. That's the perception. I'm a desert person and I've always chosen to live in environments
where you can't have enough water. And yet there's a line that you cross that makes me
emotionally puzzled by people who think that Lake Michigan shouldn't be tapped because
there isn't enough water there. I think if you lived on Lake Michigan, you would have
enough water, but certainly that's not their perception--they don't want to see that water
diverted to the Mississippi. So I guess it's probably a universal perception that you can't have
enough water.

13. That's a matter of perception. Albuquerque, for example, has more than enough water
but they're trying to get more. There are always people in any community who think there
is not enough water. Decisions made now have to be "least-worst" decisions, because there
are no perfect answers; we don't have enough water for everything--to feed the population
and to attract industries. I think that it's a sign of stupidity for El Paso to try to build a large
industrial city when there is not enough water to support industry.

14. I think that a community can have enough water--it's all up to the community to be
efficient in how it utilizes what it has. That's what has happened here: in the wet years
there's an abundance of water and the farmers utilize the water efficiently, but in the dry
years the farmers adapt and raise crops that use less water. You work with the amount of
water you have. Sometimes there might not be enough, but it has to be enough. You become
efficient with what you have.

15. That's a matter of perspective--it can flood. Not having enough water, however, has
to do with security. More water is better.

16. I don't know about that--a lot of water is wasted. There was an article in yesterday's
paper about how El Paso put 28 million gallons of water on a golf course for a tournament.
Yet the people in the lower valley can't get water. To me that's not right. If the people are
taken care of and everybody has water and then you want to make the golf course green, well
that's great. But when people are out of water and you put water on a golf course, that's not
a proper use. There should also be more desert landscaping and more conserving of water.
I don't think that any community—just because they might have a water surplus now or don't
have a water problem now--should waste the water, because some day they might need that
water and water is a resource that we can't afford to waste.

17. I don't think that's true--if you live next to the Great Lakes, I don't see why you'd want
more water. The West, however, will always be short of water. But the question depends
on growth--residential, industrial, whatever. The amount of water available depends on the
kind of industry you bring to your community. If you're short of water you won't attract
water- intensive industries; if you want to diversify your industrial base, you'll have to go
after less water-intensive industry. In that respect, the arid West and arid Southwest don't
have enough water and can never have enough, because they never will for some kinds of
industry.

18. No, a community has to decide what is enough water. If they're going to grow and grow
and grow, then yes, they could probably never have enough water, but if they have a land
use plan, part of that plan has to do with water and they should be able to limit its use.
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19. That's probably true. Water is important for both the agricultural industry and the
urban-growth industry. That's El Paso's way of thinking. In terms of growth, they've got
a big city down there and they still don't think they have enough growth. So their future
growth is tied to acquiring more water.

20. That's true. They have to give the impression that they have an abundant amount of
water. The community doesn't have this impression--it's that of the people who guide or
push growth. Their view of growth is strictly in short-term benefits. Nobody says no to the
extension of water pipes in this city. It goes wherever the developers want it to go.

21. The problem here is the use of the water, how is the community using the water. Quite
frankly we don't have much conservation of water here right now.

22. I think price has to come into it. I think our uses of water change in priority according
to price. If the price is high enough then the community can have enough water because
not as much water will be used.

23. I don't think so. Las Cruces doesn't seem to be going out and drilling more wells all the
time to acquire more water.

24. No, not if you create a moratorium on growth, if you put in mandatory conservation
efforts into law, if you require that certain areas not water, if you change the public policies
that deal with irrigation and landscaping, if you require the public put in water-saving toilets
or not use evaporative coolers.... There are lots of things we can do to change the way we
use water and the need for additional water. You don't always need more water.

25. I've never had that feeling. We've always conserved water and made do with what water
was available to us.

26. I think so, particularly being in the desert. We're very limited here. We try to take care
of it and I hope others are taking care of it too.

27. A community can have "enough", but it can't have too much. If you don't have enough
water, there are things that can't happen--you can't have industry, you can't have population
growth if you like it, you can't have irrigated agriculture, you can't have a lot of things.

28. I think you can have enough water; we've got enough now without giving any away.

29. It depends on the circumstances. Communities like Hilo, Hawaii have too much water.
In the Southwest, communities always seem to have a shortfall and there are problems with
having shortfalls.

30. I would agree to the point that it is necessary to have an alternate plan for extra water
if something happened to end the amount of water that New Mexico has now. If you don't
look to the future, you are a fool.

(6) If a community doesn't need more water now, why does the community have to have
it now?

1. They're planning for the future- -the goal of every individual and every community is
to try to foresee the future. There will never be enough water because you never know what
lies ahead.
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2. It's the "bird-in-the-hand" syndrome. It's better to know that you have water than to
speculate that you might be able to get it when you need it. Having a water right signed and
sealed now is a security blanket. It's better than saying when we need the water down the
line we'll see about it then.

3. People are concerned about long-range growth; they want to secure water for future
generations. It's a human trait that if there's something they think they're going to need,
they want it now. They need to feel secure especially about those parts of their life that are
very necessary--like shelter and water and food. So they secure it now even though they
don't need it now.

4. We're more conscious of scarcity because the water here is not constantly supplied--
you never know when you may get water. But then you may get too much water like
Albuquerque did last month [during the floods].

5. They want to make sure that they have enough water for the future. We have to irrigate
every two weeks and we never know when we might be needing more water. If EBID ever
tells us that we can't water every two weeks, that we can only irrigate every 5-6 weeks, we're
going to have a problem. If my dad ever needs more water than he thought he was going to
use--if he's only allowed so much and we run out or a drought occurs--what's going to
happen then? We're going to be in trouble because we don't have the water we need. We
do need to plan, and we need to know that we can plan for more water and that we've got
it if we need it.

6. You never know what's going to happen--a drought, whatever. My grandfather
depended on irrigation and his pumps. Sometimes there was no rain during the summer, so
you needed something to fall back on and that was the water underground.

7. You always have to think about the future; if you don't prepare for it now then you're
going to be lost later.

8. That's a tough question. You're looking at it very short term. In the long term with
limited supply, that goes back to the question of what's enough. If you're looking at the
long term effects I don't think we have too much water.

9. The community wants possession of the water now so that they can plan on future
growth and not get caught short like cities, such as Phoenix, which just grow and worry
about the water later.

10. I'm not sure about that unless the communities are trying to provide more water for the
future. It takes time to accrue water rights and they're trying to plan ahead.

11. For potential future--the anticipation of future growth. City planning is important; if
cities just expanded without figuring out the water resources they have right now, they're
in trouble. It has to be now.

12. That's part of the perception that you can never have enough water; communities like
to talk about their existing needs for water—to have things go the way things traditionally
have gone. Communities feel they need to have water because they don't want to limit their
options; they realize that people need to know that the community is growing. You don't
want to make decisions today that would close out options to the growth tomorrow. That's
why communities feel that even though they don't have a real need for the water today, if
they don't protect all the water that they can possibly protect, they have somehow short-
changed their future.
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13. That is a question about the natural growth that they anticipate. The balancing of
withdrawal versus recharge always becomes fundamental. Communities want to know where
the water is going to come from when they do need it.

14. A community has to work with the sources it has and therefore make adjustments in any
future growth.

15. The community needs to have water now for future growth: to bring in industry and to
develop industry from within the community. New industries and businesses need to be
assured that they will fare as well as the community; they like to come into a healthy
community. A community without water is not healthy and industries would be reluctant to
start up there.

16. Businesses won't come into a community where there is no water, or where there's a
question about how much water is available.

17. They don't have to have it now. The reason you want to preserve it is for your own
future growth.

18. They're afraid that the water won't be there down the line. Some of that comes into the
40-year plan which is a very short period of time. Mesilla is not used to planning
anything- -that's part of its charm and part of its problem. There's a fear that the water
won't be there when they get in line, that someone else will have already taken the water.
If they plan for it that fear would be alleviated.

19. If you talk to the industrial-urban growth community, it always seems to be that they
have to have more water.

20. I'm not sure about the idea of necessity versus surplus. They need water for reassurance.
Reassurance compels their present motivation to continue to waste water or to continue to
consume it as if there were endless supplies in the future.

21. We do need water right now because our planning cycle is running out on us and we
have to have some assurance of water in the future.

22. You can't wait until you need it to develop water. It's a long planning future and you
have to build an infrastructure to treat water, pipe water, develop water.

23. Future growth. They want enough water for their projections of growth.

24. That's your opinion. Las Cruces is in a growth mode and one of the resources needed
to grow is an adequate supply of water. When you're a manager of resources, part of your
outlook has to be long enough and broad enough to plan for growth--given the current
policies for water use. But you can also change the policy for water use and usage. So I
would not automatically say that you automatically use more water simply because you have
more people. It's not like night following day.

25. You want to make sure you have more water later to prevent running out in the future,
to prevent dirty (contaminated or saline) water entering the ground water supply, and to
prevent farmers, irrigators and home-owners having to dig deeper wells.

26. If the community doesn't have more water now, that stops expansion; they have to have
the water now to support present and future population.
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27. We may not seem to need more water now because there is a surplus now. But surpluses
never continue; there are also shortages. We had a 20-year drought from the 40's through
the 60's. We who have lived here a long time know how bad it can get.

28. Basically, you may have a sufficient supply. But what is sufficient today may not be
sufficient tomorrow, and so people always want a reserve because they don't know how much
they will need later. You're talking about an unknown future and people want all the water
they can get or reserve or maintain or set aside.

29. My impression is that if a community doesn't need more water now, than they don't
have to have it now. I don't agree with your statement. I don't feel that any of us--neither
El Paso nor Las Cruces--need the water now or need to have the water now. What El Paso
is trying to do is provide for its water needs for the future not for now. And Las Cruces is
trying to set aside what hasn't already been appropriated for their use in the future.

30. They shouldn't necessarily have it now, but they should have some plan to obtain the
water when they do need it.

(7) It seems that the dependability of the water supply is really important to people who
live in arid regions. What kind of things might happen that would make you feel
insecure about the dependability of your/your community's water supply?

1. Not having enough water for domestic needs such as drinking and cooking. After that,
if we lost our agriculture the city would dry up--there wouldn't be a Las Cruces.

2. Visions of Owens Valley are what I think about if you don't have enough water or if
you lose control of your water. As for a community buying water back, you think "at what
price"? In a free enterprise system, what guarantees that you would get water? What if the
things you want the water for are not economically profitable? In a shortage, where would
irrigators buy the water from? A city would use the water for its residents; it couldn't let go
of it then.

3. If El Paso, for example, were given the right to some of our water, I would worry that
50 years from now there wouldn't be enough water. Also, drought conditions change a lot
from year to year and so I'd worry about my having enough water to maintain the lifestyle
that I like to live. It also seems that some water companies in the area can raise their rates
fairly easily; I feel insecure about that. It's hard to make ends meet when the water rates
keep going up.

4. I don't think so much of quantity as quality. The quantity of water can be prolonged
through water rationing, but if the quality goes bad you have no water or else it takes a
greater quantity to clean up the bad water. That makes me feel really insecure.

5. I remember when we used to have a lot less rain that we have now. I remember my dad
always saying I hope it rains today because if it does, I don't have to order water. If it
doesn't rain, he has to order more water and before you know it he runs out of water before
the season is over. The feeling that I'm using more water than I should be using and because
of that I'm going to run out of water soon, that makes me feel really insecure. I know that
farmers here in Doria Ana County, if they don't need the water, will sell to eachother if
others run out before the season ends. Of course, they'll sell it for a lot more. But if the
water is not there for my dad, it may not be there for all the other farmers too. Then where
is anyone going to get the water?
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6. Just being cut off, not having any water. That would be scary if all of a sudden
everything dried up and we were not able to irrigate. Where would you get the water? You
could buy water, but it would then not be worth it, because your crops wouldn't be worth
that much.

7. Having people tell you that you cannot use it would make me feel insecure, that you can
no longer water your lawn on certain days, that you can only flush the toilet after three
times or take a shower every other day. It would make me wonder what really is going on
about the availability of water.

8. An undependable water supply would mean changes in lifestyle. If it's a variable supply
then maybe one year you won't be able to water your lawn or you'll have water restrictions.
As far as agriculture goes, water is a necessity. In general, you just have to conserve more
water and adjust to fluctuations

9. Drought, because when surface water runoff decreases, farmers have to depend more
on ground water pumpage and that decreases the amount of water that is available for
everybody else. Plus during periods of drought, the community has to use more water then
they normally would and that increases the demand.

10. One thing would be a large continued increase in population growth because water is
scarce in the West and Southwest. It bothers me that cities allow unplanned growth to take
place without having the water or the facilities available; then they have to build large,
expensive projects (reservoirs, pipelines) to get the water to the city. Also drought. Even
though we're in an arid region, we still have droughts, which makes the water even more
scarce. It isn't easy for small communities or farmers to purchase water rights now and it
will probably be harder in the future; there's only so much water to go around and most
water rights are owned right now or will be bought by those with enough money.

11. The idea of communities scrambling to find good places to get the water makes me feel
insecure because water is such a limited resource. If you do not have an adequate water
supply and if you have a number of people moving into your community and if all of a
sudden you have an increase in how much you have to pay for your water, I'd feel insecure
because you wouldn't be able to do the things you want to; it would cost more to live and the
quality of life would go down. Drought makes me insecure too.

12. There's always a feeling on the part of communities that if someone somewhere else
makes the decisions about how much water you have, you have endangered your future, and
closed out your options; you have sold your portion of your inheritance and won't be able to
recoup the control that you need in the future. A community could purchase water, but the
concerns that revolve around that question are who gets to set the price and can this
community afford whatever the market will bear in the future if they are not in control of
the market? In terms of irrigators, it appears that there is a direct relationship between the
profits on crops and the price of water--that is as the price of crops increases farmers would
be able to afford to pay more for water- -but I don't know that anybody could argue that that
is always true.

13. It's a question of how much the withdrawal of water from an aquifer by the surrounding
community will affect the quantity and quality of the water. Uncontrolled use or
uncontrolled pumping of ground water reduces water levels to where nonpotable aquifers
empty into the pumped aquifer; that's why there is a tremendous difference between the
usable amount of water in an aquifer and the total amount of water in the aquifer.
Furthermore, regardless of what anybody says, nobody is well-informed about the present
linkage between ground water and the Rio Grande. I want to see the best conservation
methods that can be used to preserve the water. You cannot tie water to obsolete uses where
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it can't be moved; however, if you have too much flexibility you can get out of balance very
quickly.

14. The first thing would be a weather-related disaster such as a drought. The second thing
would be a sort of legal ramifications or restrictions on using the water--having water rights
in some way adjusted or diminished legally by another party. Most people feel really
threatened lately about the prospect of what litigation can do to your right to use the water.
I don't think that farmers or the community could just purchase water from someone else
either; the water isn't available. And they surely can't buy it—they'd be outbid by other
interests. If they're also tied up legally, they wouldn't be able to obtain the water.
Financially, the farmers are at the point where they're just trying to maintain--and they
maintain very well--their farming, their farms, and their ways of life. If you throw in
another variable like this of having to pay and try to outbid for water, it might not be
possible for many farmers to be able to do that

15. Legal entanglements. From a technical (hydrologic) point of view, Las Cruces can
obtain water, but they may not be able to obtain wet water because the lawyers and the State
have tied the water up. Excessive greed on anyone's part also makes me feel insecure. I
define greed as any one person or corporation or entity which tries to tie up water rights at
the expense of others. Agriculture ties up water rights too, although that's more of a problem
of tradition than greed. Agriculture is very wasteful of water and very often produces a
commodity for which there is no great demand--that water could be better put to use
elsewhere. So I feel insecure when valuable water is tied up in unvalued uses thus forcing
others who need that water to pay an excessive price for the water.

16. You have to prepare and plan for the future, you have to plan for growth. The biggest
problem I have seen with water is your water cooperatives, your nonprofit Mom-and-Pop
organizations which don't know the water business. Water needs to be managed efficiently.
Otherwise you waste water, you waste the whole resource.

17. Anybody would feel insecure if they didn't feel that they had a long-term, if not
forever, source of water. Two basic things would make me feel insecure. One would be
pollution—we need to guard against that with everything we possibly have. The other would
be determined by the source of the supply. If the levels in the Rio Grande are down, farmers
have only one alternative and that is to pump ground water. If the river also recharges the
ground water supply and that deteriorates over a number of years then we're all going to be
hurting because not only the farmers depend on the ground water supply but also domestic,
industrial, and commercial users. If you start mining that water then you've done nothing
but hurt yourself in the future, because if that trend continues, eventually that source will
be gone. Maybe this year or next year or last year there is a sufficient amount of recharge,
but what happens in the future if we have a long cyclical drought where no recharging
occurs? How are we going to determine how much ground water there is before you mine
it? I don't think anybody knows what's going to happen in the future, so you must be
protective of the water that you have based on not knowing what the future will bring. As
for purchasing water, that may become necessary all over the country. We're going to have
to allow people to use the Great Lakes for example; if it's available, transfer it to other areas
as needed- -if they need the water that badly they'll find a way to get the money. As for
irrigators, I have no idea where they'd get the water. I don't know of any other source of
supply anywhere close to this area that would be available for any amount of money or
certainly for the amount that Las Cruces or the state of New Mexico could come up with.

18. Drought or low water in the Rio Grande would make a lot of farmers feel insecure, but
there is some flexibility--they can switch to crops that have a low water demand. I would
also feel insecure if we were solely dependent on the city of Las Cruces for our municipal
needs because if they were to demand that Mesilla turn over additional water rights in return
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for water and we had to buy additional water rights, that might be very, very expensive for
this community to grow even within its current boundaries. Purchasing water? I think the
whole basin is or is about to be allocated and there is some insecurity about what a water
right is. There might be a point at which you wouldn't be able to buy a water right because
one wouldn't be available or because EBID won't release an agricultural water right.

19. If El Paso won the water suit, I would worry. It's not so much the amount but the
quality of the water, for there's a good chance that the quality of our water will deteriorate
fast--there's evidence of that occurring in the valleys south of El Paso. When we lose the
agricultural base due to salt encroachment or other factors, the life here will decline. There's
also only so much water available for either urban or agricultural uses. Take the water away
from agricultural uses and it will be gone--you probably couldn't purchase it back.

20. The artificially-low water rate which says that water is not valuable to this area, which
says that it's cheap, it's abundant, it's an endless resource and therefore we can throw it on
our lawns- -that makes me feel insecure.

21. Well obviously we're depleting the ground water and pretty soon we're going to be in
trouble here; we need other sources of water. We probably could buy water, but what we've
got to do first is use the water correctly. Our past policies have encouraged water
consumption and as a result we've seen increased consumption. I'm also concerned about the
water quality. There's more dumping here than ever before and that's a real threat to the
aquifer here.

22. Drought, floods, undependable surface water quantity--especially if we buy up water
rights and a drought occurs and we don't have any water after all- -and water quality.

23. When the water table drops. Then people who have wells and who depend on the water
in the wells have to drill deeper and conserve more, whatever. Droughts too. When the Rio
Grande is dry, farmers have to use ground water and that makes the water table drop further.

24. Dependability to me is dependability/predictability. Las Cruces predictably needs one
new well every two years. We need to know either that there is water in the bank--the
basin- -or there isn't. We need to know if we're mining water now, if we need to change our
policies, and if we do where do you trade-off.

25. We're much more worried about the quality than the quantity of water since our water
supply is directly affected by what people dump in the water. We're downstream from a lot
of water users and if we get bad surface water, that seeps into our ground water and our
crops suffer. I feel that we have an adequate supply of water now without giving any of it
away.

26. I feel insecure when there isn't ample water at Elephant Butte because that affects the
cost of my growing my crops. It increases costs a tremendous amount because then we have
to use more ground water and the pumping costs are expensive. If we were back to two or
three inches, which has happened in the past, there might not be water available to purchase.

27. Rapid growth of cities, including Las Cruces and particularly El Paso. If there's a water
shortage, where are you going to purchase water from? It's possible that some people will
find it profitable to sell their water right, but with agriculture as it is today as I know it,
farmers with their small margins wouldn't be able to afford to buy the water rights if they
come on the market. I also truly feel that we as a people in the arid parts of the world must
find a different way to handle the waste of the human body than good drinking water to
propel it. That must stop.
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28. Under the present situation, I feel that the water supply is very dependable. Of course
this is a closed basin and if someone were to come in here and start taking large amounts of
water, at some point the community would run out of water. So one of the things that makes
me feel insecure is the threat from El Paso, because of the unknown. If they do come into
this area, a lot of it will depend on how they come into the area--whether they come in on
mutual agreement or by court decree--and on what terms they make about how they pump,
or what provisions they make for any detriment to the area. Really you never know what's
going to happen when another user comes in or a large user comes in. You can theorize, but
you never know until they start pumping. As for purchasing water, purchase from who?
There's a high degree of probability that you could always find water to purchase; but many
times it's not economically feasible. Theoretically, El Paso has indicated that they would be
willing to guarantee or share their water when this basin becomes dry, but I have a feeling
that when this basin becomes dry, their need will be even greater than ours and they'll not
have a large desire to sell water to us at a price that we can afford.

29. First thing would be an extended drought. Secondly would be if we had an adverse
decision by the judicial system- -even in small amounts- -that would indicate that the water
rights that we have now would be threatened. That would lead to insecurity.

30. Several dry years in a row, contamination of supply sources, depletion of ground water
sources--those kinds of things. Why should a community have to "buy" water? Water belongs
to the people. There's no guarantee the water bought for irrigation would be cost-effective.

(8) If an outside entity acquired the rights to the ground water in this area but agreed not
to use or export any water for 40 years, would you feel secure about your community's
water supply? If they agreed to use/export the water only when they faced a water
shortage, would you feel secure about your community's water supply?

1. No, who knows what will happen in 40 years; it's not a long period of time. In 40 years,
I'll still be young enough to enjoy life and recreation and to use the water here. If an outside
entity takes the water in that time, I would hate to have established myself in this community
and then in 40 years all of a sudden the water is gone and I have to move. Also, what they
say and what they do are two different things. Protecting water on a long-term basis now
and depending on someone else's word later are two different things.

2. Everybody has family--40 years guarantees water for only a couple of generations. Who
decides the water shortage? What's the definition of shortage? Those are the questions I'd
ask. I'd feel more secure than if they took the water in 40 years, but I wouldn't feel too
secure.

3. I would not feel very secure- -40 years isn't that long. My kids and I are still growing
up here and I wouldn't want them to have any problems with an insecure water supply. The
other would make me feel better. The United States is one country; we should share water
with other states and not be so territorial. Similarly, if Texas had some resource that we
needed in order to survive, they should share it with us and not put such a high price on
it- -allow us to purchase it, but not at a great or unreasonable expense.

4. If it makes everyone a little more conscious about their water use, if it makes everyone
conserve water, and if we have enough water rights to take care of our future too, then I
wouldn't feel insecure if the water was taken away. Shortages would have to be decided by
a neutral party. I don't think that we should say they can't have the water or that they can
say that they will take it.
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5. I wouldn't feel very secure--40 years isn't a long time. I may not be here, but my
children will; if they continue farming, they'll need the water. I wouldn't feel so bad about
it if they take the water only when they really need it, but if they use it all the time for any
reason, I wouldn't feel secure.

6. No, you don't know what's going to happen in 40 years. Las Cruces could grow to
where we need that water 40 years from now. Ethiopia had lots of water at one time and
now they don't have any. Maybe I'm being selfish, but this is our water and we need to
know whether we want to give the water, not when they want to take it. We should have the
say-so on shortages.

7. I would feel threatened if they did take the water, though it depends on what they were
going to export the water for in 40 years and how we manage the water during those 40
years. It would also depend on what they consider a shortage and what we consider a
shortage.

8. No, 40 years isn't a long period of time--you're back to the problem of what is an
adequate water supply. As a last alternative, if it's outside your area and they need the
water, yes, I'd think that maybe they could export some water. The thing is that there are
a lot of areas where, if the water supply is limited, you just have to live within your means;
if your area runs short of water that really says "should you have development?" If you don't
have the supply you shouldn't be growing as fast as you are.

9. I wouldn't feel secure; the water would belong to them and you wouldn't be allowed to
use it now because they're saving it for their future use. A shortage is when you need water
most; if they had an increased demand, you would probably have an increased demand at the
same time.

10. If an outside entity acquired the water, hopefully within 40 years the community would
be able to find new water sources or find ways to decrease water demand--like controlling
growth. Losing water only during a shortage would not be a good idea.

11. Just having an adequate water supply now does not mean there will be an adequate
water supply for the next 40 years. If they start taking water 40 years from now and you
needed it then, I would not feel at all secure; I would not want my children to feel that they
may not have the comforts and enjoyments that I now have in this community. What do they
consider a water shortage? What is their definition of needing water and when?

12. I'm 40, so I feel that I have enough water. However, I have three children and I
wouldn't feel particularly comfortable that they would always have water. Not unless I had
some control over their (the outside entity's) growth.

13. Everyone criticizes New Mexico for its uneconomical use of water for agriculture, but
basically agriculture (leaving aside the application of chemicals and fertilizers) is a relatively
safe way to use water. On the other hand, water dedicated to the transfer of coal slurry is a
beautiful way to ruin water. People in New Mexico, however, do not put the proper value
on water. In general, when water is transferred to higher-value uses, you have to worry
about how much water will be needed for later on. The vision of New Mexico as a mining
town that has become a shadow of itself is not appealing. The New Mexico economy depends
on its ability to maintain control of water. Who is going to determine when there is a
shortage? Is there a shortage when they need water to bring a new oil refinery to the area?

14. Nobody would feel secure, especially in the farming business. People in this area have
been historically promised by lots of out-of-community interests that they're going to do one
thing and then they always do the opposite. People won't and can't rely on promises.
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15. Hell no. Whether it's today, tomorrow or 40 years from now, it's affecting our future
and that's no good. Forty years is less than the lifetime of us or of our kids. Any time
anyone else has the use or control of our water and we don't, that's not good. You can't trust
them. They could claim an emergency for any reason and then where would we be?

16. Under the circumstances, no. What happens to the people who have made their
livelihood, their homes, their retirement out here if the basin goes dry? If there's a danger
that pumping will lower the water table, it shouldn't be pumped regardless of time or
shortages.

17. No, that goes back to cyclical weather changes. Nobody knows what's going to happen
in the long-term future; I would not feel secure here with just a 40-year supply. I would
certainly feel sorry for those people who were facing a water shortage; I would hope that they
could accommodate themselves with some supply somewhere. But I also feel they shouldn't
get the water from us if we don't know where we stand with our long-term supply.

18. If we could get our 40-year plan done first then project the amount of extra water that
might be available afterwards, that would be a better way to do it. If they acquire the water
rights, we would have to plan to be secure; it wouldn't be our decision to say when they
could use the water or not. If they took the water in the same way everyone else takes the
water, then they would be a part of our plan. We'd better join with them and plan with them
rather than argue against them. That is where the security would have to lie- -with joining
them rather than fighting them.

19. No, 40 years is a very short period of time. If they get the water for any reason, I don't
feel that they would conserve water or look for alternative sources of water in their
immediate area.

20. Ground water is a very speculative situation; they should try to capture the surplus of
surface water that continues to run into the Great Chihuahua Desert. The City should
discontinue drilling the basin and get the whole mess with the Bureau of Reclamation, New
Mexico, Texas, Mexico and the farmers here straightened out.

21. I don't see that applying to us here now. What I've always been concerned with,
however, is the international problem here. As our and Juarez's consumption rates increase
and the ground water levels become even more depleted than they are now, then we'll really
have a problem. There's no international framework in place for dealing with it. Until
there is one, I don't feel very secure.

22. Sure we'd have to be concerned if that happens, but it doesn't really apply here now.

23. Not necessarily. If there isn't ample water in the river, the farmers, the people in this
community, are going to need to use ground water. When they need the water, everybody
needs the water, including the outside entity.

24. Absolutely not. This is a management issue and if any other entity manages the water
here, regardless of who that entity is—E1 Paso, Deming, Albuquerque, whomever—that
would be a good reason to look for another place to live. To make any agreement to give up
water rights downstream year-wise is giving up our birthright and that is not a good decision.

25. Even if we extrapolate our current growth, if we lose the water we've got now we would
face a drastic change in our lifestyle. El Paso--or any outside community from any
state--should spend more time looking at how they can control runaway growth than looking
to take water from rural areas. I would put it upon their city planners to manage their own
growth.
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26. Yes, I would feel that we were threatened if that took place. If they were to face a
water shortage, what would happen to our community--we would be facing the same water
shortage.

27. No, both ideas are totally incorrect and wrong. The surface and ground water here are
entwined; if you export water outside the boundaries of this aquifer, you're going to deplete
the aquifer permanently. It is not right regardless of who needs the water.

28. That would depend on what provisions they obtained the water. So few people are really
honest, and I think that all people want is the water--I think that it would probably be best
just to take a firm, hard stand and just say no to everybody.

29. No, I would not feel secure; I'd have to know how much water is involved. If we
promise someone else water in the future, I think we're sticking our necks out until we have
a good idea of how much water is actually there. We have to be sure what's available before
we give it away.

30. No, I would not feel secure. Once they've got their foot in the door, there is no
guarantee when they'll take the water or that we'll have any water supply when or if we need
it in the future.

(9). The following alternatives have, at one time or another, been used or suggested as a
means to increase the dependability of the water supply in the West. Would any of
these alternatives make you feel more secure about the dependability of the water
supply here (in this area)? Why/Why not?

9A) Construction of new reservoirs? 

1. The reservoirs in New Mexico are already doing what they were intended to do; building
more reservoirs won't help anything. When they built Caballo and Elephant Butte, we lost
a lot of agriculture from where the reservoir is now. If we lost more agriculture, Las Cruces
wouldn't benefit, Socorro wouldn't benefit, nobody along the river would benefit. Even up
north, I don't think anyone could benefit from putting in more dams.

2. I think we've already maxxed ourselves out on reservoirs. There is a philosophy that
if there's water, dam it up and I think that there's only one natural stream left in New Mexico
that could be dammed up. I do think that a water plan would make me feel secure. There's
nothing wrong with planning; it's like sending your kids to college and when they're four or
five, saving money for college.

3. That would make me feel more secure. I don't know enough about the repercussions
of new reservoirs being built, but that seems like a good way to store and save water.

4. I don't think that would help a whole lot. There are no longer any places to put more
reservoirs here and I don't see where another one between here and Elephant Butte would
do any good anyway--there's not more water coming down.

5. I'm not too sure, but I think it would.

6. I guess you have to see the water, then you can think that, yes, we have enough water.

7. Yes it would.
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8. That is not a reasonable alternative in this area.

9. No, we've got too many reservoirs already.

10. No, that is not a good idea for this area.

11. You only have a limited amount of water that is going to run into these reservoirs to
begin with; more reservoirs won't make any difference.

12. Yes, and probably if these are all measures that would increase the reliability of water,
that would make me feel more comfortable.

13. No, we are already over-reservoired. Water in reservoirs evaporates and loses its quality.
From the day reservoirs are created they are self-destructing with silting and evaporation.

14. It seems to me they have all the reservoirs they're able to build and to utilize all the
water that the river is supplying. There's only so much water behind the existing reservoirs.
So no, because that won't create any more water.

15. It seems that there aren't any more choice locations available for new reservoirs.
Building new ones would be very expensive and would cause the destruction of very valuable
and developable land.

16. That is not applicable here as there is no surface water. I do feel that we need to see
a pipeline run down here from Caballo. Then all the water systems can tie on to it just like
EBID runs their irrigation district. There's a lot of water up there that would help and not
deplete the aquifers here.

17. That would not help in our area.

18. Only if there was water to put in the reservoirs.

19. I don't want to see any new reservoirs built. That will not take care of the problem of
a limited water supply. We need to learn to live with what we have.

20. Utilization of existing natural underground reservoirs that are being depleted as ground
water is pumped out is better, but not necessarily with recharge made of sewage water.

21. The evaporative rate here is too high; more reservoirs wouldn't work here.

22. That doesn't appeal to me a whole lot. Big reservoirs would have a big evaporation loss,
not to mention the land purchases that you would need to have. Recharging the underground
aquifer would be a better idea. I'm not enthusiastic about surface reservoirs in the desert.

23. No. There's very little extra water here and EBID is quite large enough.

24. Who would own them? If EBID would own them, I wouldn't feel any more comfortable
because they have a completely different concept about who owns the water rights than we
do. They consider that if they own the reservoir, they own the water in the reservoir and
if they own the water, what would we gain?

25. Not at all, we'd still get the same amount of water. If three more reservoirs were built,
we'd just have three reservoirs which are one-third filled.
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26. Possibly, but if we don't have ample snowfall or rain, it doesn't matter how many
reservoirs you have.

27. No. There's already sufficient reservoirs to handle the water that's available.

28. Basically I feel secure now. Piping water to Chaparral or building a reservoir here
would not make me feel more secure. Reservoirs can dry up.

29. No. New reservoirs won't increase the dependability of the water supply. We have
plenty of reservoirs to control what flow there is.

30. It doesn't seem that that would increase any more water even if dams were not
detrimental to the environment.

9B) Extendina federal authority over around water? 

1. No opinion.

2. It seems to me that if you bring the federal government in, you are more at the mercy
of whatever administration is in power. Even though you also have administrations at the
state level, you have a little more direct line over what goes on. I'm not completely against
federal people--we are one nation under God, indivisible, and all that--and I'm not
completely a states rights person either; I think people use that to get away with things. What
may be good would be some really broad guidelines at the federal level within which the state
could decide water policy. I don't think there's anything wrong with the federal govern-
ment looking over the state's shoulders but not mandating what they should do.

3. In something like water, the federal government needs to step in to regulate it because
the states tend to be very much out for their own interests which hurts other states. To me
that's one of the reasons we have a federal government—tO help out in areas in which state
boundaries overlap.

4. No, because when you're talking about federal authority, you're also dealing with states
where water isn't a problem, while with state authority, the state is more aware, hopefully,
about what's going on. It's right there to look at the problem at least.

5. I don't really see what that would do or how that would help. I hate to answer without
knowing enough.

6. No. The people in Washington don't live here, they don't know what's going on.

7. Yes, it would make me feel secure knowing that somebody is in charge of the water and
can say yes or no.. .although if they didn't see it in our eyes that could also be detrimental.

8. That's a possible solution as far as solving controversies between specific areas, but then
again it means more federal control. I'm a federal employee and know about the bureaucracy
of the federal government, so I don't know if that would make me feel too safe either. On
a large scale, there are just too many problems for the federal government to manage and it's
too hard to get anything specific done.

9. No. The state government not the federal government should be responsible for that.
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10. Another federal bureaucracy? I think the federal government might have some say
because most aquifers transcend state boundaries, but that's about all they should have. State
authority or management of aquifers would be a better idea.

11. No. The federal government--the federal bureaucracy--has enough trouble dealing
with itself. There are state rights and federal rights and if you were to do away with state
boundaries and make this one complete federal issue you'd create more problems. You'd
have to pass laws that would be equal to each state and each state is not equal within its own
resources.

12. No. I'm not sure that that's a move in the right direction. Federal authority translates
to giving up local decision-making.

13. No. States are more likely to have a feel for the appropriate decision. There are too
many people in the federal government who don't know the situation. I would, however, like
to see a greater federal role in implied reservation for public purposes, especially Indian
reservations.

14. That would not make me feel very secure. The federal government already controls
most of the land in the state of New Mexico and most people find that very hard to live with
now. If they were able to control water, if there were some other political interest that the
federal government felt it could satisfy, then they would go ahead and sacrifice the people
in this area.

15. No. The federal government would make a mess of it.

16. I think the state, not the federal government needs to control water. The federal
government is involved in enough stuff now.

17. No. I'm very much opposed to federal authority over ground water. States rights have
been impaired enough in the past.

18. The states and the courts should just keep on without another level of bureaucracy.
Federal authority over ground water is extended through the courts.

19. I don't like that either; I like local control.

20. It probably would depending on the judge. There's also talk of a new compact. The
International Boundary and Water Commission here isn't really doing anything other than
keeping people in ambassador status. I don't know what Congress can do to that would affect
what drips out of the pipe.

21. The Rio Grande Compact already extends federal authority over the surface water here.
Extending federal authority over ground water, if it's done under a treaty specific to this
region would be fine. The problem here is that you can't get any agreement. If we do get
any agreement, it will probably be on ground water quality--not on ground water availability.
I don't see how we're going to get any federal law on water quantity here now.

22. There are 50 states and probably 50 different versions of water law. I don't think the
federal government has a very good record in water management on the local level anyway.
There are too many competing interests in Congress for that to be a satisfactory alternative.

23. No, not much would get done then.
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24. That isn't what I consider to be the best answer. Extending federal authority would not
make me feel secure.

25. The states have enough problems without more federal involvement.

26. No. I feel more secure with the state in control of our water.

27. That needs to occur. And where that needs to occur now is in example of the El Paso
water suit. Federal statutes need to speak to the problem of adjoining states and adjoining
aquifers and how the water is to be appropriated and how the aquifer is to survive.

28. Yes. Even though I would hate to see it, I probably would feel more secure with that
than with any of the other alternatives I've heard lately.

29. No, that would make me feel a lot less secure.

30. Federal agencies aren't sympathetic to local feelings; they haven't lived or worked there.

9C) Extending state authority over ground water? (e.g. passing legislation comparable to
the 1980 Arizona Groundwater Management Act which guarantees no overdrafting?) 

1. I would agree with state authority. To me there's a sense of a lot less bureaucracy in
the state than in the federal government.

2. (See above comments under federal authority).

3. The Arizona act seems like a very good act. If New Mexico could extend its authority
by doing something similar, I would be in favor of that.

4. (See #9B).

5. (See #9B).

6. I would feel more secure about having state people watching the water or monitoring
what's happening especially if they live in the areas that need to be watched.

7. I feel more secure having state authority because the people who pass the laws live in
the state and know what's going on. I'd feel more secure with them having the say than the
federal government.

8. I feel the state would have more control over the water that the federal government
would as long as they provided water to the downstream states that were provided for by the
compacts.

9. We already have it. It's been working for quite a long time now and I feel pretty secure
about it.

10. Having state authority managing ground water is a good idea--we need more regulation
like Arizona's if we're going to keep the quantity and quality of the ground water at
acceptable levels.

11. State authority can be better than federal authority but then look at what happened in
the MilaRro Beanfield War and you can see where state authority fails too. What the state
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did is they came in and allocated part of the water resources for recreation instead of for the
local people. The state may say something is good for the state but then in a certain region
destroy the people in that region or destroy their way of life and they have also the right to
their quality of life. So no, it would not make me feel more secure. If the state makes laws
for the good of the state and neglects the needs of the local people, local areas can lose.

12. I feel much less uncomfortable with that. I feel that people in the southern part of the
state have a better opportunity to explain their problems to Santa Fe than they do to
Washington, DC.

13. It depends on what state you are talking about. New Mexico already extended state
authority over their ground water--that's what the fight is about now. I feel that the state
should extend some authority but, for instance, they should not have complete control over
public lands. 90 percent of the water in New Mexico flows through public lands. I'd like
to add a comment on quantifying Indian water rights. New Mexico wants to quantify rights
at the very minimum. The pueblos were using the water for centuries and were robbed of
it. They made a bad mistake when they allowed state courts to handle Indian water cases.
That should have been kept in the federal courts.

14. Lots of times, because of bad motives or bad thinking, state policies aren't real good,
but I think it would be easier to see, and people would be more comfortable with, state
authority over water. But of course, people would still be uncomfortable because they've also
seen what state authority has done to people.

15. I'm quite unhappy with some aspects of New Mexico's ground water law. Even though
it's reputed to be one of the best in the country, I feel it leaves a lot to be desired. For one
thing, it encourages waste. It's also unfair to people who have access to water under their
land and who are not allowed to use that water.

16. (See #9B).

17. You need to restrict the use of water to the recharging capabilities. I would prefer to
see state authority do that than federal authority.

18. A management act or preventive legislation is not a bad idea.

19. A management act is an interesting thought, but again I prefer local control.

20. No, not with Texas water law being what it is.

21. That's not likely in Texas, not with the English rule of capture applying to ground
water. My feeling is that the elites in Texas--especially farmers and the oil industry--don't
want state authority and so we'll never get a law like Arizona's here.

22. If the state is going to have state land use laws or state land use plans and state money
to develop water, that might make sense. In Texas though, the ground water, like oil, goes
with the land right. If you get into the area of the state owning underground water, you're
going to have to get into state compensation, which is highly unlikely. These kind of
decisions depend on a lot of factors including the cultural history of the state and people's
prejudices and expectations about the role of state government.

23. The state already has the authority; I don't know how it could get any more.
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24. That isn't what I consider to be the best answer either. The act in Arizona applies only
to Arizona while we've got an interstate issue and an agriculture-vs-urbanization issue. This
is a different deal here and it has to be decided in a different way.

25. If this state can pass a management act, good.

26. I wouldn't feel 100 percent secure. I would feel most secure if the water that's pumped
here is used here instead of being transported 100 miles down the road and out of our aquifer
where it can't be recharged.

27. Underground water (not water rights) actually does belong to the states according to our
statutes. If the state could control the overuse of ground water by the cities, I would be for
it; if it would have a negative impact on me or on other farmers, I certainly wouldn't like it.

28. State authority here has already been extended.

29. As far as I know the State Engineer is in control of the water and doesn't need any
additional legislation. I think that any legislation that is passed would be superfluous.

30. Yes, the state understands local people better than the federal government does.

9D) Redefinition of "beneficial use" to require conservation? 

1. That would be a good idea because that's preventive medicine for the future.
Conservation should be a big factor in the way people build and use things, especially here
in the desert; it should go along with the water right as some kind of protective measure to
keep the water. Using the water just because you have the right to use it, to put up a bunch
of trees that aren't doing any good, I don't feel that that's right. If they are going to get the
water right, use it for whatever it's intended for. If not, let someone else use the water.

2. I don't think that our way of water rights encourages conservation. They need to
redefine it so that it encourages or rewards conservation.

3. Beneficial use should definitely be redefined to require conservation.

4. Conservation should be a part of it. It would make me feel more secure, because I think
a lot of water is being wasted and this way you can beneficially use the water that is
otherwise wasted.

5. That might be good if they could do it. We need to conserve water everywhere.

6. Yes, because conservation means you're trying to save it.

7. Most definitely. You always have to conserve water.

8. We have to give more consideration to conservation; however, I'm not sure this is the
right mechanism. Unless you raise the price of water, you'll never get conservation.

9. That depends on its effects on the system. For example, lining irrigation ditches to
prevent seepage would increase the flow in the Rio Grande and increase the amount of water
that's delivered out of the basin to the south, but it would decrease the recharge to the
aquifer; that really wouldn't be a beneficial use.
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10. I think that every community should have a conservation program, but whether that
should be included in beneficial use, I don't know. Conservation isn't a use, it's a savings.

11. You need guidelines not federal jurisdiction. You need to say these are the things you
must follow. Yes, you need conservation; you need the best methods of being able to use
your resources. If you waste water in an area where people need water, that's not good.

12. Encouraging people to conserve water in this area is vital.

13. There is a great distinction in beneficial use among states; beneficial use in New Mexico
is not the same as it is in Arizona. In New Mexico they should change beneficial use for
such things as instream flow, to protect the environment, and for aesthetic reasons. But the
answer here is not to redefine beneficial use, but to place standards on what constitutes
beneficial use without waste of use.

14. More and more we have competing needs for water, so conservation might fit in, and
historically many people do conserve water when they're faced with no other choice. I don't
have any reservations with that idea now.

15. That would be an excellent idea; water conservation needs to be tied in with beneficial
use. One of the problems that I have with New Mexico water law is that it encourages waste
rather than conservation. Farmers or anyone can squander lots of water then claim they're
using it just to retain or get more water rights.

16. Water has to be classified by priorities. If the water starts to diminish, what are you
going to cut off first? Irrigating? Watering lawns? Watering golf courses? That way, if
you are running short of water, you don't water golf courses.

17. Certainly. You shouldn't use more water than is needed.

18. Yes, that would make me feel more secure.

19. It is probably going to be necessary to require conservation, but I don't know if this is
the right way to do it.

20. No. You should restructure the rate base to increase the value of water. That should
be the priority if you want to conserve water--getting a realistic rate.

21. That would help a great deal. I don't think the law has gone far enough in that regard.

22. Conservation is a beneficial use of water, even though it really isn't a "use". I think
land-banking and water-banking are well-established methods of providing for future use;
there's really a price that goes with that. I think that you can attempt to define beneficial
use, but your definition is going to change as society changes--as we get more urbanized, in
certain parts of the state the urban use is going to be the most beneficial use--and by that
I mean "drinking water", not necessarily lawn-watering or car-washing or swimming pools.
But then I think the pricing mechanism will be used to define beneficial use.

23. Pass.

24. Not require conservation; you'd put some farmers out of business. The cost to put in
a trickle irrigation system for around 8000 acres of pecans would be a ball-breaker.

25. Pass.
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26. Pass.

27. Eventually, maybe. If it was run like a savings account where you could bank water for
a shortage, it might be fair.

28. That option could be considered, but I couldn't say it makes me feel any more secure.

29. If the water is there it needs to be used--to be put to beneficial use and not to be saved
for 150 years from now. When you reach the point where the water is limited, then you
stop.

30. I don't know. I can't tell you yes or no on that now.

9E) Positive limitations on water use? (e.g. mandatory limits on hieh water use crovg
mandatory residential/municipal water conservation or desert landscavine?) 

1. If you limit water use and you don't get a real good crop, or if you say don't grow this
crop anymore, who is going to be allowed to grow that crop? The demand will increase and
the profit on that crop will rise tremendously. I don't think limiting water according to crop
use is an answer--then you'll start causing political and economic problems. Mandatory
conservation is a good idea; people should use water more wisely and, because of water
abuse, should be made to save water. Again, preventive medicine is the best medicine of all
and mandatory preventive measures will save water in the long run. If there ever is a
shortage, people will be adjusted to using a minimal amount of water. If you're used to
abusing water, it can be a lot harder to save water later, while if you initiate conservation
now, generations will grow up conserving water for their future. And if they don't have the
water later, they'll be used to conserving it anyway.

2. Mandatory limits are not the answer. Instead of requiring people to conserve water, you
need to educate people as to the benefits of the cost and care of rock gardens for instance.
Mandatory requirements would also be difficult to enforce; having people make their own
decisions based on the market price of water would be more effective.

3. It depends on how the limitations are expressed. In general, I'm in favor of those kinds
of limitations as long as any water that is saved is not shipped out; there should be some
benefit to you and your community to save water. If the community is doing well in saving
water, it should be able to use that water in the community.

4. I would not feel secure. I'm an American and want as much freedom as possible until
it gets down to where that was absolutely necessary--that people would die without it--and
then only temporarily.

5. It's probably going to come to that, where we're going to have to be limited on how
much water can be used for residential uses. But as far as crops, I'd be worried about that.
There are certain crops that do need a lot more water than others. If they put a limitation
on the amount of water used for some crops, the farmer who has depended on growing those
crops would suffer. If they put a limitation on the amount of water that can be used for new
crops (allow for grandfathering), I don't think that would be a problem.

6. No. The farmers around here have been long-time farmers and all of a sudden you are
trying to tell them, no, you can't grow what you've been growing for the last how many
years, that would be very hard for them. A lot of them would go out of business.
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7. More so with residential use than with agricultural use because we always need food and
we have to think about our community. But residents here don't have to use as much water,
they could switch to desert landscaping.

8. I think that would be hard to implement. It would best be done by cost. When it's too
expensive to irrigate for high water use crops then they'll go to low water use crops.

9. I don't think that is necessary unless there isn't enough water to meet the demand.

10. To a certain extent there should be some limits to the kinds of crops farmers should
grow or even the types of trees or plants residents of communities should be allowed to grow.
I don't see why people have to come here and try to make it another Illinois or wherever.
People ought to accept the environment the way it is and if you don't like it, go back to
where you came from or to what you do like. Don't come here and plant shrubs or trees
which you have in the Midwest and irrigate the heck out of them down here to make them
grow. Residentially, desert landscaping should be greatly encouraged; agriculturally, crops
which use lots of water should be limited.

11. It could come to mandatory conservation. In some arid areas you need or have to do
that. As for farmers, there should be a national organization run by farmers and elected by
farmers which has national authority to determine which part of the country can grow what
crops; then you wouldn't have so much wasted water.

12. Limiting crops is real contrary to the lifestyle that we have here. Mandatory
conservation would change the perception people have about why they live here and why
they choose to live here. The people here have to be willing to make the change.

13. You could run into problems with that one. The assumption is that you have an annual
precipitation which is standardized. Mandating uses could make problems worse.

14. Being in the farming business I have to say no. High-value crops often require more
water than low-value crops and to maintain the productivity and reputation and economic
self-sufficiency that this valley has now, I would not feel comfortable with that and neither
would the farmers nor the people in related businesses that depend on the farmers.

15. That's very touchy, because it imposes upon people's personal freedom--on their right
to make personal choices. Now I do feel that there are ways to encourage people to conserve.
Taxation, for example, or increasing prices. Low water rates which encourage waste are not
good; rates should be at least moderate, not high, but moderate.

16. (See #9D).

17. People in agriculture should have the right to use the same amount of water they have
needed in the past to grow their crops. As far as conservation in the domestic area, certainly
it would be a good idea to have residential and municipal water policies that conserve water.

18. That's part of conservation. It's a good conservation idea.

19. You'd have a revolution on your hands if you require farmers to plant anything. You
encourage them. At least here you do.

20. Absolutely. There should be ordinances now that stipulate that all new residential
housing has desert landscaping.
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21. That would be a good idea, but I don't think you'd get that either. One way to limit
water would be different types of crops or different types of irrigation--drip irrigation, for
example. But again those ideas don't get too far now mainly because the water--the Rio
Grande water—is so cheap.

22. I doubt it, not in this society. Again I think pricing, encouraging desert landscaping,
giving awards for desert landscaping, encouraging county extension agents to develop
drought-resistant or thrifty-water-use crops will be better ideas. Being a bureaucrat and
having to deal with laws--we've got a lot of laws that aren't enforced now--I'm not
enthusiastic about laws and enforcement of laws as a solution to water use.

23. Mandatory requirements don't sound like a good idea to me.

24. If it was part of the formula and if it was phased in slowly, but not if it was the whole
formula. That would be the kind of policy that rational people could look at rationally;
however, there's some people who aren't rational.

25. No. Encourage, don't limit. The government has too much control over individuals and
is already impinging on too many freedoms.

26. No. That would make me feel very insecure, particularly if it would limit the amount
of water I could put on my crops.

27. That's fine as long as you grandfather existing uses in and allow us who have put in
massive investments in orchards to continue. Disallow us from expanding would be fair, but
not to artificially come in here and say you can't grow something any more because the water
has to go somewhere else—that's not right.

28. No, because that dictates what you can do with your land as well as with your water
rights.

29. Desert landscaping and encouraging conservation, yes, I agree with that concept.
Mandatory limits on high water use crops is not good because then you're basically telling
the farmer what he can do. Now I think you could limit the farmer to his historical use of
water, I agree with that concept.

30. Yes, just about any conservation measure would increase my feelings of security about
the dependability of the water supply.

9F) Encouraging conservation by establishing a practice whereby water rights holders who
salvage water through conservation measures may sell the salvaged water in the
marketplace? 

1. No, because I don't think it would be so much the right to use the water it would be
more the right of owning the water and I don't think anybody owns the water; that's just like
owning air. If they use water, use it for its use and whatever is conserved then that's great,
let's keep using that for other uses. To conserve water to sell it, to make a profit, that's just
like selling air and who has the right to the air.

2. Yes that's a reward. You can't expect anyone to go to the expense of conserving water
out of the goodness of their hearts.
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3. I'm in favor of that; it seems like a reasonable thing to do because the people who are
saving the water are also benefitting.

4. That would be appropriate if people turned around and used that water beneficially.

5. That's going on in Doña Ana County now. As long as the farmers sold the water to
eachother I'd feel secure but not if all that water went out of the valley.

6. That would be good if you can get the farmers here to do that. The very old-time
farmer would not go along with that; they don't understand the idea of selling water or even
anything about water rights. I have an uncle who has a pump but who no longer farms, and
he could sell his water right for lots of money, but he thinks it's too much trouble to try to
get all the information he needs on the well. He will not sell the water right. He doesn't
understand what water rights mean. People in the State Engineer's Office have tried to
explain water rights to him, but he just thought it was too involved; he refuses to even think
about it. He's an old-fashioned farmer and he just really doesn't know how you can sell
water. It's hard to teach an old guy new tricks.

7. As long as the water they have went to all of the people it was supposed to go to and
the water that they have really was extra.

8. There are a few things that need to be considered first. When you salvage water by
lining canals or so forth, you're affecting one of your major sources of recharge in the Valley,
so you've got to realize that you're going to have less water recharging the aquifer system for
the ground water supply. I don't have too good feelings about that here. A lot of water is
lost through evapotranspiration--you could salvage and sell that. But they need to look at the
bad effects as far as reduced recharge.

9. Sure. I'm not sure why, but it seems like a good idea.

10. That might be a good idea. It sounds good if the consequences aren't detrimental.

11. I could go along with salvaging if you do it during high runoff periods like during
seasonal flooding because that could also help control floods. Water could be diverted into
private drainage basins and sold later and that would be beneficial to everyone.

12. I'm not uncomfortable with selling water especially if it's water that's been captured.

13. It's hard to know what is salvaging and what is preventing recharge. People jump at
ideas without looking at side-effects. By the way, one use which you haven't made reference
to in your listed uses, and while not unique is somewhat peculiar to this area, is dedication
of water to research through NMSU, primarily in agriculture, but also in related fields of
water conservation.

14. Most people are for conservation, but as far as selling the water that's saved...that would
not necessarily be in the best interests of the community if the salvaged water goes
somewhere where the community cannot benefit from that salvaged water. I think even the
salvaged water needs to stay within the community.

15. I think that would be open for some shenanigans. I feel that along with conservation,
water aualitv must be maintained. For example, the City of Las Cruces dumps their treated
effluent into the river. That water could be used for irrigation, and some of the very high
quality irrigation water that's used in the Mesilla Valley--some of that's down to about 300
ppm total dissolved solids--could be piped into town and used for domestic water. That's
more important than salvaging water.
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16. (See #9D).

17. Lining ditches doesn't save water--it just prevents that water from recharging the
aquifer or reaching the river.

18. Yes, otherwise the water just goes down the river. Conservation practices help people
feel that they have control over what they're doing.

19. Pass.

20. I question the amount of irrigation that goes on here. We have the wrong kinds of
farmers here. The farmers here grow water-intensive crops. The sooner those crops are
phased the sooner you'll save water. It's not necessary to grow pecans here; the trees are nice,
but the evapotranspiration rate is horrendous.

21. That sounds like a good idea. It might also encourage different methods of irrigation
or better irrigation practices.

22. I think that's a good idea. I see no problem with that.

23. If it works and saves water, I'd feel secure with that.

24. Maybe, but again that should be only part of a bigger plan.

25. It sounds like a good idea because it rewards conservation, but I'd have concerns about
ground water recharge. Perhaps if the water is just going to evaporate....

26. I don't think so. It might be another means of income for farmers, but as far as security,
no.

27. As a rhetorical question, that's fine as long as the needs exist, but you're going to have
to redefine consumptive use.

28. That sounds worthwhile...I'd have to give it more thought.

29. No, that wouldn't make me feel secure as far as dependability.

30. No, that would cause all kinds of problems with control and enforcement.

9G) El Paso losine/winning its lawsuit with New Mexico? 

1. I would feel scared if El Paso won because you never know what they're planning to do
with the water. They could say one thing, win the water, then use the water for some
purpose which might deplete our sources here. New Mexico water should stay in New
Mexico and Texas water should stay with Texas. If they use our water just because they
don't want to use their water or they don't want to go to an expense that they feel is
unnecessary, that would scare me the most. Water is too vital a subject. El Paso might have
a good use for it, but then again they might not. If they legitimately need the water, then
they should get it and I wouldn't feel insecure about that, but when they get the water and
then use it unwisely, I'd be kind of skeptical.

2. If El Paso won, I wouldn't feel very secure; that introduces another user which the state
of New Mexico couldn't regulate.
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3. If El Paso won I wouldn't feel too insecure; if they lost I would actually feel a little
badly for them because they need water.

4. I would not feel at all secure if they won.

5. I don't feel comfortable with having to give El Paso water when we don't even know
how much water there is for us.

6. If they (El Paso) won I would feel very insecure because El Paso is getting bigger and
bigger. If they lost, Las Cruces still has a chance to have enough water for its growth.

7. I'd feel more secure if they lost, especially with what would happen to New Mexico if
they did take this water we really need it.

8. From a personal, community-member point of view--not work--I would feel better if
New Mexico won the lawsuit.

9. If El Paso lost, that would make me feel better.

10. I would feel better if El Paso lost.

11. If El Paso is stimulating growth on a limited water supply or on plans to use New
Mexico's or another community's water resources then I think that's wrong. They should stop
growth. They don't contribute to New Mexico's taxes or to New Mexico's economy; they
help their own economy. They don't help this area at all.

12. I'd be more secure if they had a resolution to this problem, whether it's through an
agreement or through a definitive yes or no answer to the lawsuit. The fact that we're still
in litigation that's been going on for a long time and that's still not settled, I think that works
to everyone's economic disadvantage.

13. Judge Bratton's decision went to a great extreme to protect El Paso by saying that what
was good for El Paso is good for this area. I agree with that. But I don't agree with El Paso
asking for water for M&I (municipal and industrial) uses, so I would be uncomfortable if El
Paso wins based on Judge Bratton's decision.

14. I feel that it's crucial that New Mexico and this community be able to control its water.
The El Paso lawsuit is a threat to our right to use water and our ability to keep water. But
if New Mexico won, that might not make anyone feel more secure either. There are other
states, other counties, other borders all around us.

15. No comment.

16. I don't think it makes a damn bit of difference. There's only so much water. I don't
think this is being done for the water, it was done for the future growth of El Paso at the
expense of businesses that could have otherwise come to New Mexico.

17. If New Mexico lost the case I would be very sad to say the least. Not just because El
Paso got the water, but because the amount of water that El Paso has asked for could create
a situation where they mined the aquifer. If we win the lawsuit, we still don't know how
much water we'll have in the future and we'll have to do whatever we can to preserve it for
long-term use.
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18. It's just a beginning--E1 Paso is just a name; it could be someone in our own community.
So it doesn't matter whether El Paso wins or loses; what matters is that we get the water we
need.

19. If El Paso wins I'd be very concerned.

20. If El Paso would enter into a settlement that put El Paso into a situation where it
Purchased water from New Mexico, that would make me feel better.

21. It's critical that the case gets settled. If it takes much longer, we'll be out of our
planning time here.

22. We've won the lawsuit against New Mexico; what we haven't gotten is the well permits.
It would make me feel more secure if we could get some permits issued.

23. If El Paso lost I would feel more secure about the water here.

24. Sure. And it wouldn't be with El Paso winning.

25. I wouldn't want El Paso to win; I would feel really insecure then.

26. If El Paso wins then I'm going to feel very insecure.

27. They should lose it. It was not written in stone that El Paso should grow to a massive
size without having the infrastructure to take care of itself. It's just not right that they
should come and take water from a sister state and transport it to service their public. And
I would feel the same if it was Albuquerque or Las Cruces going into an area just to remove
the water. There's a very vocal small minority of people who are entrenched in power who
have a vested interest in growth. When they're in control, taxes go up, the cost of everything
goes up, the standard of living goes down, the reason people come here in the first place goes
down and they become an enemy of the farmer--all as the place grows.

28. If El Paso loses, yes, I'd feel more secure. It may not be good for El Paso, but it would
be good for us.

29. I think it matters in how the judge rules more than whether El Paso wins or El Paso
loses. The judge will decide how the water is going to be utilized. El Paso isn't the only
one out there waiting to get their hands on the water.

30. No, in this particular case, El Paso's pumping of New Mexico water just doesn't seem
right or fair, Supreme Court ruling or not.

9H) Reservine water for public uses (e.g. instream flows)? 

1. To have the water just because you want to picnic by the river, that's not a very wise
use of water. As long as it's benefitting the community for irrigation or for replenishment
of the aquifer, I would feel more secure about it.

2. Yes, I view water as a green space and reserving public water out here would make me
feel more secure. Everyone can't have water, but this way we'd have a place where
everybody could enjoy it. I have a gripe here. Part of the Rio Grande and the levee area
could be set aside as a recreation or nature area for the public, but it is hogged by the
irrigation people. There are so many uses that could be made of that river and none of those
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uses are being made. I think EBID and the Bureau of Reclamation would be politic if they
allowed a multiple use of the area.

3. That seems like a positive thing to do.

4. I don't know; it seems alright. But that doesn't really apply here because all the water
already goes for agriculture.

5. I would not feel comfortable with that either, especially if it meant that they would keep
water in the reservoir and not deliver water to farmers if we needed it.

6. I think that's a good idea. We need to know that we can go out and fish if we want.
If you dry up the streams there's not going to be anything. I'm not worried so much for
myself, but for my kid's way of life.

7. That would also make me feel more secure. If you take all the water out of the ground
or out of the river and there's nothing left, what do you have to rely on? You do need to
keep some aside if not for looks then for future use.

8. For my personal lifestyle, I'd like to see that, but a lot of these projects were paid for
by irrigators; that was the main purpose of the reservoir. You've got to remember that.

9. I don't know. No comment.

10. Beneficial use should include instream flows--instream flows need to be maintained.
There aren't many streams in this part of the state that can flow continually, but the ones
that do need to have minimum levels and allow some recreational use as well. Also, fish and
wildlife have as much right to the water as man does.

11. Sure, that increases natural habitats, that increases everything, that's beneficial to all.

12. I think it's very appropriate to consider public uses before you consider other requests
for water.

13. (See notes above re. dollars made in recreation).

14. Depending on your definition of public use, people would probably feel more
comfortable if they see water running in the stream.

15. We can't afford to have reservoirs dry up. Minimum levels are absolutely necessary for
fish and wildlife even at the expense of agriculture, municipalities, whatever. The water
can't be allowed to drop below certain predetermined levels.

16. No. if it happens it happens. If the water comes from the Colorado River or the
mountains, then you get water. If it doesn't, the river runs dry and the water tables drop.

17. That doesn't apply here. We have two dams above us and water comes out of those
dams on a regular schedule.

18. Pass.

19. That should be done, yes.

20. No, that doesn't apply here.
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21. That doesn't apply here with the Rio Grande.

22. It sounds like a good idea. Not so much for fish and wildlife here, but we have a
subsidence problem caused by pumping ground water. The water in the irrigation canals and
drains here has also supported trees and plant life along the canal banks. Trees are an
enormous asset in the desert and anytime you start lowering the water level you're going to
kill those off.

23. It makes sense and sounds like a good idea, but water has to come through here anyway
to get on past El Paso. Maybe elsewhere that's a good idea, but it has nothing to do with
feeling more or less secure.

24. That's idealistic. It would require knowing how much water there is and that is not an
easy thing to determine.

25. Yes, we have to keep water in its natural state, that's common sense. The laws of nature
are the hardest laws to break.

26. No, it couldn't. Several years ago there was quite a controversy that came up between
the Elephant Butte Lake and the farmers because EBID thought they owned the water for
recreation. But the farmers own the water here.

27. Certainly. If the farmland ceases to exist due to development or lack of water to farm,
the drains in this system cease to run. When the drains quit running, the aquifer begins to
salt out very rapidly. That's one part of it. The flow here in the Rio Grande has to keep
running due to contractual agreements with Mexico and Texas.

28. If you have good water down there (underground) and can't use it, it doesn't do you any
good. And it's pretty dusty up here.

29. It's probably a good idea, though it won't make me feel more secure either. Reserving
water for public uses would have to be reserved out of unappropriated water not out of
water that is already appropriated and being put to beneficial use.

30. The idea is good, but I don't know if it would make me feel more "secure".

91) Allowine conditional leasine instead of appropriations? 

1. No opinion.

2. I would feel better about leasing water than appropriating it or selling it. At least you'd
retain some control over the water. Leases would be much better.

3. I think that would be better than what we are doing now.

4. I'd have to think about that one more.

5. I guess it would work out better if we could keep control of the water instead of giving
it away.

6. Yes, because then you just use the water when you need it instead of having all the
rights to the water.
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7. I don't really have any feeling on that.

8. No opinion.

9. I don't think that would be a good idea for our state because the water belongs to the
people and they shouldn't have to be given conditions to use the water.

10. Conditional leasing would probably make me feel less secure. It really depends on who
you are leasing from; whether or not you can trust them. With leasing you are still at the
whims of the lease holder and you always have a chance of losing your lease.

11. Maybe, but only on a regional basis, not everywhere. The government should not step
in and make an overall decree.

12. That would make me feel more comfortable because the people who would be setting
the conditions would be local, and by that I would consider the State of New Mexico local.

13. Pass.

14. That might be a more efficient way to keep water within the community, to distribute
water more efficiently or to keep control of the water. And if it does all that, yes, I would
feel more secure. However, most people feel comfortable with the existing situation, and it
would be hard to impose a change.

15. I'd like that better than the current system of appropriations. Anytime anyone has to pay
a fair amount for the water, through leasing that is, that would check greed and encourage
conservation. Present water law in New Mexico is very unfair to people who have access to
water on their land and are not allowed to use it. For example, I have water under land I
own which I cannot use because this lawsuit and others have tied up the rights to that water.
If New Mexico water law favored leasing instead of appropriations, then instead of all the
legal hassles involved with appropriating the water, I could just make applications for a lease,
put in my well, and pay them fairly for the amount of water I use. Then I'd have the water
and the state would be able to manage the water better. As it stands now I can't do anything
with that water.

16. No comment.

17. Pass.

18. If it had an annual secure guarantee attached to it and wasn't an appropriation. It
depends on the conditions.

19. Not if the lessee becomes dependent on using the water.

20. Pass.

21. Pass.

22. It would have to be a long-enough term lease to make the investment in water treatment
and pipes and delivery systems--the whole infrastructure--worthwhile. At least 40 or 50
years worth.

23. Pass.
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24. You'd have to establish a real bureaucracy which was absolutely fair and equitable. I'm
queasy about that alternative.

25. I would want to know who is leasing the water before I answer that. I don't like the
idea because you could develop your land with the water you've leased and then find you
can't renew the lease and wind up with nothing to show for your efforts.

26. I don't really know.

27. Who determines who gets the water and who doesn't? Someone has to make that
decision. Since the golden rule is he who has the gold rules, I would feel that that might be
a bad decision for farmers--we're such a minority anyway. I don't think people would act
honestly. Water is that important and I don't think anyone should have that kind of decision-
making power.

28. On a temporary basis with given conditions, that might work. But my experience is that
once someone starts using the water it's pretty hard to stop. So that might cause problems
in the long run.

29. That won't have any effect on my security as long as they lease unappropriated water
and don't let the water levels decline.

30. I don't know.

(10) Who gets listened to in this community when hard decisions need to be made about
water?

1. People with money, real estate people, and anybody associated with NMSU. A lot of
people from NMSU take the time to associate themselves with the community. Real estate
investors are listened to quite a bit too because of the money that they have and the money
they've put into the community.

2. Some people speak very loudly and get listened to because they have fits. Here, that's
EBID- -they're very high profile and they speak up all the time. When you say listened to,
I don't think some people speak up. In Las Cruces I could tell you who's in charge, but I
can't tell you who the people perceive as making the decisions. It's confusing to me too.

3. The water situation seems to be a battle fought between lawyers; the lawyers get listened
to, make the decisions, and are the big players in the decision-making process. The people
who own the water rights in the area also get listened to because they yield a lot of power.

4. (NOTE: Bad tape. All further responses are indistinguishable).

5. The bigger farmers get listened to, never the small farmers. My dad is just a small
farmer in this county and it's not people like that who get heard. If you have money people
will listen to you, but if you're just a little farmer you don't get listened to at all. We have
no say-so. It doesn't matter what we say or do, we're not going to get heard.

6. The lawyers? I don't know. I do know that a lot of the farmers don't get listened to.
The big farmers who have more money get listened to, but the small farmer who just makes
it from year to year doesn't get listened to.
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7. From listening to the El Paso water rights hearing, it seemed that the majority of the
people--big farmers and small communities--were able to get up and give some sort of
testimony. So both large and small people.

8. As far as the New Mexico-El Paso dispute, Steve Reynolds is listened to, but as far as
the community in general, I can't think of anyone in particular. People have to have a strong
voice since a lot of the government is now in the northern part of the state. I think if they
didn't object so strongly, then New Mexico wouldn't be fighting this case as hard as they
have been.

9. The State Engineer's office; they affect both the state and the communities.

10. EBID is probably listened to the most; the city of Las Cruces and the surrounding area
have also made decisions. They've all got attorneys and they're protecting their own interests
and of course they're doing it on behalf of the people.

11. A select few make the decisions; the general public never gets the proper information
that is needed. The people who have the money get the information, argue their side, and
persuade the community to go their way.

12. In this community, I'd say the Farm Bureau. That's different from EBID; there are a
lot of people who belong to both, but there are farmers and ranchers and people interested
in farming and ranching who are not necessarily using EBID water. Members of EBID--
their Board of Directors certainly--also get listened to. Those are the two chief groups.

13. Of course, the State Engineer comes immediately to mind as someone who gets listened
to. In terms of the community, it depends on the part of the community you are talking
about. People usually listen to the one whose attitude reflects what will be the best for
"me"--the individual listening--or whose answers will benefit the listener the most. That's
normal human selfishness.

14. In the agricultural community, the agricultural people such as EBID get listened to
because they provide a lot of jobs to this area. In the municipalities, the head of their
government gets listened to. Also the state people get listened to. The people who are
concerned speak out.

15. I don't know--usually the guy that's yelling the loudest. You can be heard, you can be
listened to, but when it comes down to it, Steve Reynolds makes the decisions.

16. I don't really know. The state engineer and the lawyers, I guess.

17. EBID has taken the lead in trying to preserve our water. And certainly the city and
county attorneys' offices, city counselors, and large farmers.

18. The town attorney. It's almost impossible for people to have much more than an opinion
of what's going on, and we rely almost solely upon him. EBID also gets listened to.

19. EBID, the State Engineer's office and to a certain extent the city of Las Cruces.

20. A very small select group of men who talk to each other and nobody else hears them.
That's our Public Service Board.

21. I don't think anyone listens because nothing has been made public. Most of the decisions
have been made by the PSB in private--there are no public decisions here and no
accountability in decision-making. There hasn't been any participation by the public at all.
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22. I think everybody gets listened to; that's why we haven't had a decision. Basically, the
people who pay and the people who are directly affected by the decision get listened to the
most. The colonias get listened to, because they have an extraordinary P.R. thanks to EPISO.
The city of El Paso gets listened to, because we have a massive water delivery system and are
delivering water to 500,000 people. The farmers get listened to, because they have a system
and are paying for it and are an economic entity. I think everybody gets listened to and
everybody's point of view is somewhat reinforced by the existing status quo.

23. Farmers, special interest groups, the City of Las Cruces, tap water users.

24. There's a woman I know who is a little on the cynical side and she always uses the
expression about the golden rule--"them that has the gold rules." Of course the Chairman
of EBID has been listened to because he has said very loudly and very grandly a number of
times "not one drop of water for El Paso." I'm sure everyone has heard that. If the City of
Las Cruces has a responsible person in an elected leadership position, people will listen to
that person. People will listen to the director of the city water utility system and people will
listen to Steve Reynolds, the State Engineer. That's about it.

25. [This community] is a role model for other communities as to how a community can
organize its citizens. Every citizen who attends our community meetings gets listened to,
then decisions are made through the chain of command. There are no politicians here.

26. EBID and large area growers (farmers).

27. The people who yell the loudest get listened to. I don't know who has any decision-
making power other than Steve Reynolds and some judges.

28. The developers.

29. The lawyers for EBID.

30. I really don't know who does or doesn't get listened to. I don't think any hard decisions
have been made recently anyway. I think one of the most important things I'm learning is
how little I know about the water decision-making process in this area.

(11) On what basis are these decisions made?

1. They're doing it for their own interests which may benefit the community as a whole,
but underlying that is they'll gain from it also. Money talks. The community is considered,
but personal gain is the stronger motivation. I'm not putting them down; if I was in their
shoes, I'd probably do the same thing.

2. Whatever directly affects EBID.

3. The decisions are made by the state engineer and attorneys and they're based on
interpretations of current and historic water law. Other decisions are made by whomever
screams the loudest. If someone owns the water rights and they're adamant about continuing
to control the water right, or if they're good about articulating their opinions, or if they have
good attorneys, then the basis for the decisions is that they feel it's in their best interest.

5. I don't know. Money? What's good for the big farmer?

6. I don't know.
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7. I don't know.

8. The State Engineer's office makes the decisions. They're trying to represent the views
of the people down here as far as is permitted by the water laws. There are laws to protect
quantities of water for the communities in the area.

9. They usually look at the effects water use, water transfers, or permit applications have
on other wells, nearby areas, and the available water. Other decisions are based on reports,
commissioned research by contractors, that sort of thing.

10. I really don't know.

11. Individual greed, the pet projects of congressmen, a developer saying "development is
good for the community" even when it's not.

12. Really and truly, I think a lot of decisions are made based on historic knowledge of the
importance of water in this area.

13. By what effect it has on the decision-maker.

14. EBID makes the really important decisions--the decisions that impact every single
farmer in the district. They consider the best interests of the farming community. I think
the state engineer also considers the best interests of the farmers and of the communities that
need the water and also the legal ramifications of his decision and any legal precedents.

15. That has little to do with the citizens; it's simply a matter of the law and the lawyers
involved and the state engineer.

16. The state engineer has the control of the basins. He's going to make the decisions by
how he makes the decisions

17. So far, there haven't been any decisions.

18. The town has made a commitment to have its own municipal water system; and the
farmers feel they have their interests well protected by EBID.

19. Urban growth and conservation of agricultural interests.

20. On the basis of whether or not it's good for "business and growth".

21. The decisions are made on the basis of the developer's desires, and they have the PSB
to advance their interests.

22. Again, we haven't had any decisions yet.

23. Political reasons and by necessity. To keep the water in the community.

24. There haven't been any decisions made.

25. The majority, the greatest percentage of people.

26. When a decision is made or when an issue needs to be faced and the people need to be
aware of it, they contact their neighbors and fellow growers and inform them of what's
going on to try to get their support.
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27. I don't know how to answer that question, because I don't know who "they" is. There
haven't been any decisions made yet. The only real decisions, if you can call them that,
being made right now are when and how to fight El Paso and that's being done by the EBID
Board of Directors and a few private individuals.

28. Probably, what is economically good for the developers. Really, what's good for the
developers is good for the community too, and vice versa.

29. They make their decisions based on their interpretation of the existing laws of the state
of New Mexico or of the Federal Government.

30. (See #10).

(12) Is anyone in this community left out who should be included in the water
decision-making process?

1. A majority of the people are left out but they don't take the time to put any effort into
the community anyway. They sit back and complain, yet they're not willing to do anything
about it. So in that sense they're deciding their own fate.

2. I don't know if there is any spokesman for the other half of the people in the City of
Las Cruces--the group of people who aren't directly part of the Irrigation District, the
regular citizens.

3. The majority of the people are left out. That's not necessarily because anyone is forcing
them out of (or is not allowing them into) the process, it's that most people aren't involved.

5. (See #10).

6. (See #10).

7. The smaller groups might have a lot of trouble money-wise in making their voice heard.

8. (See #10).

9. I can't think of anybody offhand.

10. I'm not sure that the people really understand the whole lawsuit picture. The feeling
I get is that they know that the city and the state are trying to protect the water rights--
most people agree with that--but I don't think they know too many of the details. I would
say that they could be a little better informed about the truth of what is really going on.

11. The public. If you want the people to make decisions, if this is the democracy that it
is supposed to be, you must educate the people in past, present, and future water use. That
should be part of the curriculum in all schools in all walks of life.

12. I would like to see citizen's groups representing the municipal users involved in the
decisions and I would like to see representatives of economic development fields other than
farming and ranching. As for the whole New Mexico-El Paso issue, I think it would be very
interesting to see the El Paso, the New Mexico and the Juarez side of this issue. People in
Juarez are very disturbed that we're having this fundamentally tri-party argument about
water and water rights when one of the parties has totally no input. Their concerns are very
supportive of New Mexico.
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13. I know I won't be left out because I speak out. The people who are left out are those
who aren't interested and those who aren't interested won't speak out. People can always
write letters to the editor. Other than that I must pass on answering this question.

14. I think everyone has a voice within the community--the farmers, the irrigation district,
individuals--they have the ability to institute legal proceedings. They all have a voice.

15. Not everybody is involved in the water decision process, because their interests change
and when a decision might be in their interest, it might be too late. Certainly our kids and
grandkids may pay the price for decisions that are made today or yesterday and they may be
denied opportunities because nobody spoke up on their behalf.

16. I don't think so.

17. Anyone who is interested and who wants to become involved can be involved.

18. Not at this point.

19. I don't know enough about the chain of decision makers.

20. Absolutely. The de facto owner of the water utility which are the citizens. The PSB
was created as a city department and is a city department and it should be directly under the
closest thing to public accountability that there is, and that's the City Council, despite the
politics. The politics in this case is good. It keeps it relatively clean.

21. Yes, everybody. But basically, of course, the poor and the colonias. And given the
structure of the PSB, the real elected decision-makers have been left out of this too.
Decisions are being made by the administrative agencies--by the PSB, the planners or what
have you and everybody else is left out.

22. I think that there are people who are left out because they are not included in the
current status like the colonias--even though they may get listened to. I think poor people
get left out of most decisions, and even if they are brought into the decision, how are they
going to pay for the water? Are we going to subsidize water rates with tax revenues? Or
by paying higher water rates so that others pay little or nothing? If water and land and
health care are a commodity in our system of law, those who have more money get to have
more of these commodities; those with no money get nothing. I think Mexico is left out of
the ground water decision too, by law and by political intent.

23. Not that I can think of

24. I don't know.

25. Not unless they want to be. Everyone is within walking distance and everybody knows
we meet the first Thursday of each month whether we need to or not.

26. There's probably lots of people, but they choose to be left out.

27. As far as input in the decision-making process, I'm sure that people are left out, but
that's by their own desire. They can always become parties to any of these lawsuits if they
want to.

28. No. But really, because the crunch hasn't come, no hard decisions have been made,
other than to fight El Paso. There have really been no problems. The problems come when
you start running out of water; that's when you decide what you're going to do and how
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you're going to handle it. I don't know who will make those decisions and who will be left
out, because no decisions have been needed to be made.

29. Yes, there are quite a few people left out. I don't know how to single them out. The
problem with the decision-making process is that those people who make the decisions
necessarily have to be very conversive with the water laws and the various court decisions
that have been made. In order to be abreast of the issue you almost have to hire a lawyer.

30. (See #10).

(13) Growing Southwestern cities are trying to obtain more water. Some cities are
appropriating water in rural areas. What does this mean for rural communities?

1. They'd better watch themselves. If not they're going to shut themselves completely
down because without water you just can't live. Eventually it will hurt them.

2. They become the mining towns of the old west, the old ghost towns.

3. In many instances it means a change of lifestyles; a change in how people live. Those
people who like their small farms and the way of life that has gone on for centuries should
be allowed to maintain it.

5. It would probably mean that we'll eventually get less water. If they continue, before
we know it we're not going to have the amount of water that we need.

6. God is the only one who knows what's going to happen later on. Eventually the rural
communities are the ones going to be hurting.

7. It means they're going to be growing and the rural communities will lose fields and
crops. If all that water is there, people from the city are going to want to move to the
country or people from other cities are going to move there. So it won't be rural anymore.

8. Because municipal areas have a much larger tax base, they will probably win when they
compete with smaller rural areas for water rights. In the short term, cities claim that
according to beneficial use, "x" amount of acre-feet will serve a lot more people municipally
then it will agriculturally. But that's a very short term outlook as far as agriculture goes.
Many rural communities are dependent on agriculture, so it will be pretty detrimental for
them in the long-term.

9. If the cities appropriate enough water, that means the demise of the rural communities,
like up around Redrock in the Gila River.

10. Death. Their ability to be rural. Agriculture is a primary and very necessary use as far
as the economics of the surrounding area, the state, and the U.S. as a whole. I think too
much agricultural land has already been taken out of production due to urban sprawl. I'm
against cities taking water from rural areas.

Il. It's drying up your town to create growth for another place. It's saying that El Paso is
a better place to live because it's a city so we're going to take your water away from you.

12. It means that they're not making their own economic decisions and I think that what
happens is that you go back to the philosophy that the needs of ten are greater than the needs
of one. If you're the "one," you see the injustice of that.
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13. Quite obviously, if carried to extreme, it will mean the decline of rural communities.
It's a question of dividing water between industry, agriculture, recreation, research and so
forth and that is difficult. There has to be some shift from agricultural uses, but the biggest
quarrel is what type of growth are the cities looking for.

14. Most people view it as a threat to the way of life. Some of the people might be able to
benefit monetarily form such a move, but as a whole it reduces lack of productivity and
lack of movement in the economy. It won't help the people who are dependent on the
agricultural community to make their way of life.

15. It all depends, if they're simply appropriating it--and by appropriating it I mean taking
it or stealing it- -that's detrimental to the community. If they are purchasing water rights
they are bringing in income; the communities have something that they could sell. That
could be either beneficial or detrimental depending on the permanent benefits to the rural
area. If those benefits are only temporary, one-time benefits, I'd be extremely concerned.

16. If they're dry, it means they can't develop.

17. A great deal of the agricultural water will be converted into domestic or industrial and
commercial use and this will affect the farmer; however, for the entire area, it would be
better if the land was converted to a better income and tax base. It shouldn't affect the food
situation much because agriculture uses so much more water than domestic uses, and you
don't have to convert a whole lot of agricultural water to take care of a lot of domestic use.

18. If the rural areas are agricultural communities then that's a problem. If the water is
taken from agricultural use than those areas will eventually be developed.

19. When you take from one area to contribute to the growth of another, the first will
probably suffer.

20. It means annexing them, condemning them, and sucking the water out from under them.

21. That's hard to answer here because we're really talking about an area where it's hard to
differentiate between rural and urban, because the inhabitants are basically the same here.

22. People who move to the Southwest, and even those who are born here, expect a certain
low-density lifestyle; they don't expect a Manhattan density. So you're talking about
expectations that foster sprawl. I think water is only one factor in many that is going to
cause the urban pattern in the Southwest to be established.

23. It'll cause the loss of the rural communities. Pumping lots of water will also lower the
water table and increase pumping costs.

24. Certainly if I lived in Redrock or A jo or Green Valley or Benson or any towns like that
in New Mexico and I felt Tucson or Las Cruces was taking water rights close by my town
and that was going to affect the growth of my town, I would be as upset as anybody in Las
Cruces might be about El Paso. To El Paso, we're a rural place.

25. The ground water will be depleted and our way of life will be affected. Taking surface
water interferes with recharge.

26. I don't know about the community, but it would put me out of business as I know it
now.
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27. It means a lot of rural communities in Arizona primarily will have a little bit of
knowledge. It means they'll finally get out from under a tremendous debt. In California,
some rural valleys have ceased to exist. Again, it's the golden rule that he who has the most
money rules and not necessarily for the betterment of mankind. Here, if you take away
water, you take away agriulture which is the heart of the community. I have a problem with
municipalities growing just for the sake of growth anywhere.

28. Probably devastation. When you take the water, you dry up the community.

29. It means that the farmers will trade in their water rights for money.

30. It seems to me that whether the cities appropriate the water or, as I see you're about to
ask this, purchase the water, the end result is the same--the rural community is just not
going to stay rural much longer.

(14) Other cities are purchasing water rights from farmers. As long as cities are willing to
pay a fair price for the water, what do rural areas have to lose?

1. They lose their sense of being a community. The rural community has a stronger bond
between people than a city does and by people selling their water rights they may be sitting
pretty somewhere but it won't be the same type of rural community that was started up when
they did have the water before the city's came and got the water. I don't think they'll have
that community feeling anymore.

2. The ancillary kinds of services, especially if it's a small agricultural community, and by
that I mean shopkeepers, schools, taxes, that kind of thing.

3. The people in the community lose a kind of heritage or culture or tradition that their
parents have had or their grandparents have had and it's sad to see that loss. However, if the
owners of the water right are willing to sell because they make money, it's their prerogative
to do that. It may change their lifestyle and the way the community operates, but I wouldn't
want to impose limitations on what people can do with their land and their water rights.

5. They have got a lot to lose. Eventually all the water will be taken and we won't have
any water to grow our crops; everything will just dry up and there won't be anything there.
All my dad does is farm, and we, me and all my sisters, also have land. So that would be
really hard on our family.

6. Their farms, the agriculture. I enjoy going out to Mesilla and just being out in the
farmland. If the farmers sell those water rights, we're not going to have anything out there.

7. If they don't have water, they can't grow crops, they can't have animals, they can't live
on a farm, so they'd have to move into the city. As a result the cities expand even more.

8. You're taking land out of production, so you're affecting their crops and their taxes.

9. The same thing. If they sell the whole water right that would be the end of the
community, that would be the end of using the community for that purpose.

10. If the farmers are selling out, the rural areas won't be rural areas; they'll eventually
become suburbs or whatever. When that happens you lose your diversity in a certain area.
I disagree with farmers and ranchers that have to sell out due to economic hardships.
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11. It is the farmer's right to do what he wants to do with his water right, but not if it
damages the community as a whole or is profitable only for one person at the expense of
the majority of the community.

12. Communities are made up of individual farmers, but farmers are not necessarily the
whole community even in rural areas. I don't feel rural communities lose anything in that
if the farmer has water rights to sell, the community has as much right to purchase those
water rights as a big city has. The problem is that the big city has more resources to buy
those water rights. I would be very satisfied with saying the water is up for grabs and the
first person with the dollars can buy it--if there was some mechanism for small communities
to get long-term loans, or to be in a competitive market with the big cities. Otherwise, I
think that what is going to happen is that the big cities will end up with the future and the
little communities are going to dry up and blow away. If the communities don't wish to
participate in the competition, that's a local community decision. But if they want to
participate or want to keep those water rights within the community, then they're going to
need help.

13. Nothing except their economy.

14. The decrease in productivity, the increase in unproductive land on vacant farms that
will become infested with weeds, the reduction in the economic activity in the community
because people aren't going to have as many jobs or be able to go to the urban community
and get work, and the loss of the agricultural way of life.

15. That's the way of the future. It does have a detrimental effect on rural areas if its not
really well managed. By being well managed, communities will have to conserve more and
change their crops to those that don't use so much water. Some farmers, of course, aren't
able to do that.... A farmer should be allowed to sell part of his water right if he can; as long
as he or she can function pretty well and adapt with what's left over, on the whole, selling
water rights to cities can be done without harming the community. You could double or
triple the size of the towns and the industry in New Mexico without cutting back on the
agriculture by more than 10-20 percent and that could be done through conservation and
increased efficiency in water use.

16. It doesn't matter. Regardless of what they pay, if they own that water right the area is
dead. Whoever has the water right may have made money, but the real estate is going to
hell in a hand basket.

17. You lose the agriculture from the land which means a certain loss of income to the
agricultural community and a certain loss of farm products to the area or the nation.

18. They won't be rural any longer.

19. Their economic base. Agricultural land is the economic base of many places up and
down this river valley and when that water goes to urbanization, the natural resource suffers.

20. They lose their identity, local autonomy and lifestyle.

21. Given the way the Rio Grande water rights are divided up--with the farmers having
over 80 percent of the water rights--the agricultural interests here are pretty well protected.
The farmers here have objected very strongly to the City getting any more of that water.

22. Because of population growth and in-migration, the real estate in the rural areas is being
converted to real estate use. The farmers are selling out. The old saying that farmers live
poor and die rich is true, because their main asset is the land. In all these fringe areas around
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southwestern cities, the real estate values go up higher than the crop value. So the land is
going to be converted for other reasons than water use.

23. If they retire the land, that would make a difference. I don't know what you would call
a "fair" price though.

24. The quantity, quality, and type of life will change because the area becomes less
agricultural. I don't know if that's good or bad. It depends on your point of view.

25. I'd feel the same.

26. They would lose the income from the farms, because we can't grow any crop here that
I know of without water.

27. I have no idea. Evidently they probably wouldn't do it if it wasn't better than the
situation they had.

28. I would say it would be a sad situation but, due to a changing market, an economic
necessity. That's just the way it is.

29. No, nothing at all.

30. It seems to me the community loses its present, its past, and its future.

(15) Does the acquisition of rural water by a city have any effect on the rural community's
"having a say" in water allocation decisions which affect the community?

1. If the educated people of the community make those decisions I think the community
could survive and prosper as a rural community. However, the rural community has a
tendency to go with the mayor's or the main counselor's decision, and he's probably the one
that sold them the land and who is going to profit from the city's buying the water. If the
rural community can get someone that they trust and that they consider loyal to the
community I think the rural communities can prosper from the city's buying the water. Then
again it could be very detrimental to the rural community.

2. If they don't have the water anymore, how can they make any decisions? How can they
have any say-so? Who's going to listen to you if you don't own any water? Nobody's going
to listen to you. If you've got the goods or the money, you get listened to; otherwise, you
don't get listened to at all.

3. It depends on how the city acquires the water from the rural community and what the
terms and conditions of the acquisition are. I would think that the rural communities are
probably smart enough now to want a larger voice in what happens to the reallocation or
what happens in the process of negotiation.

5. I don't see where anyone would have any voice anymore if they had any to begin with.

6. It would, but I don't know to what extent.

7. If rural communities are affected they should definitely have a say in what's going on.

8. The more water rights a city takes from the rural community, the less involved the
rural community can be in the decision-making.
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9. The community should have a say, but probably they wouldn't.

10. The city which buys up rural water rights takes away the rural community's voice. It's
forcing the communities out; it lessens their voice in the future. It might be a short-term
gain for the farmer, but in the long run it's cutting the community's throat.

11. The community loses its voice and its control over its area. It's like smaller cities being
incorporated into bigger cities and being forced to use the bigger city's services, water and
sewage and to pay higher tax rates for services they once supplied on their own.

12. Once the larger municipalities have purchased the water right, the smaller community
loses its voice.

13. The rural areas will lose any control over the water; the city will probably have the
greatest say over the use of the water. Some New Mexico county agencies, however, are
empowered by the state to keep some control over the water transfers.

14. I imagine if the city--the urban areas--have more money, then the people in the rural
area wouldn't have much to say. Such a move though would definitely affect those who want
to stay in the farming business and they should have a say on what's going on with the
property around them.

15. That seems to be a matter of degree. If a city acquires all of a rural community's water,
the community is not going to have anything to say. If the people in the community lose
their water right, if they don't have any say, they might as well move out.

16. It all depends on who has the water right. If the city wants the water out here, then let
them provide the service to the area they are taking the water from. Let them be responsible
to the people from whom they are taking the water.

17. The individual farmer who owns a water right, owns a property right; if that farmer
wants to sell to anybody, he should have the authority to do so.

18. If the community makes the decision to sell their water rights, once the financial
transaction has taken place, they leave the rest of the decision-making process to whomever
they sold the water.

19. The smaller communities have joined together to express their concern over El Paso
winning the lawsuit, but I don't know what kind of voice they have.

20. It reduces their say.

21. The jurisdiction of the PSB includes all of El Paso County, which includes Anthony and
Canutillo and all the other small communities around here. It's not a clear-cut case of urban-
rural differences here.

22. I don't know. I don't think it has much effect on the voice in those areas on the fringe
of the cities.

23. I don't think it should have any effect.

24. People who live in a rural area that is growing had better recognize the reality that the
law provides for cities having the right to grow. If cities have the right to grow, then non-
city has to get smaller. As areas urbanize, it compresses what's left.
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25. Our town would not be there if the water was taken away. It's a farming community
and without water we couldn't stay there to say anything.

26. I would hope we still have a voice.

27. If they take our water rights away from us, I would assume that I wouldn't have had any
say, because I would have been pounding every damn thing I could pound for as long as I
could pound it.

28. I don't know if they had a voice to begin with.

29. If the water right is that person's water right and he wants to sell it then that's his
prerogative and not his neighbor's say-so. I don't agree with having your neighbor having
a say in your business.

30. It seems that out here in the West, he who has the water right has the say.

(16) Do you think individuals should be able to sell their water rights in any way they
choose, or should the community have a voice in this water transfer?

1. The community should have a voice in the transfer, especially if an agriculture or
irrigation right goes to a power plant or mine. If one person does it and prospers and the
next person does it and prospers, then what happens to the community?

2. There's all kinds of qualifications on that. It depends on how important the water is to
the community, what the water is used for, how much water is sold.

3.	 If it's their water right, individuals should be able to sell it in any way they choose.
Sometimes they're being short-sighted by taking the money and running, and in the long
run they may regret it, but I don't think we should stop them from exercising their rights.
However, I know that right can also be greatly abused by individuals who sell out and then
move to another part of the country leaving a disaster behind for the rest of the people who
live there. Each person is part of the community and should have some responsibility to the
community, so I think the community should have some voice in the water transfer. I think
that's done in some communities just by the way they zone things.

5. It should be up to that individual; it's his water right. But then I don't know how that
would hurt the community--I'd have to know more.

6. I think the individual has the right to sell their water.

7. The community should have a voice in the transfer because what may be beneficial to
individuals may be absolutely horrible to somebody else. But if both sides could come to
some kind of agreement they could be a lot happier than if it went either way.

8. I think that the community should have the voice.

9. I think that should be up to the State Engineer, because he's the one who decides
everything about the water rights.

10. Basically no, I don't think that an individual has a complete right to sell water to
whomever he chooses, just like a person doesn't have a complete right to live any way he
wants to. When your way of life starts to affect other people's way of life, the community
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should have a voice and a say in what's going on. It also depends on who they're selling the
water to- -if you're talking about ground water, it usually has to be pumped or piped to
another location, the logistics of which could be a problem to other people in the vicinity.

11. Communities in states where water is a precious resource should have some say. Food
and water is the basis of life and to take water away from somebody is to deny them life, so
yes, the community should have a say so if its life is threatened.

12. I think the community should have the first option to meet the market price.

13. A state should have the voice. If people could sell their water rights in any way they
choose, they wouldn't be owning the water right or the water use, they'd be owning the
water. Any conservation of water at the state level would be lost. The place, manner, and
use of the transfer must meet the approval of the State Engineer.

14. That's kind of touchy because the water right is a property right. But I think people
should have a say. People with selfish motives could just dry up the community and I'd like
to see an area keep its productivity.

15. The community has some rights too, as well as the individual, and the community should
have a say-so.

16. I believe if you have a water right, you have the right to do whatever you want with
that right. As for the community's voice- -let the community buy it. After you have made
your investment, you don't owe the community anything--if the community wanted or wants
the water right they should buy it.

17. I think the individual should have the same right of sale as he does with any other
property right.

18. Water use is not much different from land use; thus the community should have a say
in the water use transfer.

19. You're talking about public welfare. Of course the farmer has the right to do as he
pleases, but water is a natural resource- -it affects all of us, so to a certain extent the public
should have a voice.

20. Texas should have New Mexico's water law. Texas's water laws are horribly antiquated
and opportunistic--the guy who has the biggest chunk of land gets the most water, period.

21. Obviously the community should have a voice in the water transfer. The problem here,
though, is with the property rights concept in the United States. Whatever is resolved is
going to have to recognize that property rights are important. Even the doctrine of prior
appropriation is directed more at the individual than the community.

22. I think the community should have a voice and I think we have that to some degree
through regulation.

23. That's a difficult question. I feel each case ought to be decided individually.

24. If the individuals are the owners of the water right, they have the right to deal with
those rights as they choose, including selling them to El Paso.

25. Decisions should be made by consensus.
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26. I think the person who owns the water right should have the voice in whether or not
they sell it. It gives me the opportunity to develop if I can't farm.

27. No, in this case I agree with the state law in New Mexico--the people and the
community should have a voice in any water transfer that affects them.

28. To a large degree, it depends on what side of the fence you are on. Theoretically, if you
have a group of farmers in the community and they sell all their water, the people that it
really hurts are the shop owners and what have you in the town that are not compensated like
the farmers are. But they don't have any say-so anyway, because it's an economic decision.
Personally, I think you ought to be able to sell the water, but you're obviously not looking
out for the good of the community if you do that.

29. I would assume that they have a voice immediately because any transfer of water rights
can go to a public hearing. What they would have to do is prove some type of damage; if
they can do that, the water right can not be transferred or only a portion of that right would
be transferred depending on how adverse the situation is considered to be.

30. If it will affect the community, then the community should have a voice, a say-so, in
the decision making process.

(17) If the people within a community were damaged by the sale of a water right to a city
or mine outside the community, could a majority of the community effectively stop the
transfer of the water right? If so, how could they do that If not, does the community
have any options?

I. That's a legal question. Water should be sold under the condition that nobody gets hurt,
but not just a minor loss here or there. If portions of the community have to leave because
they don't have water, then the community should be able to get their water back. But if just
one farmer says "I lost five acres because I don't have water anymore," he should have been
out there trying to make his voice heard in the decision to let the city have the water in the
first place. But if the majority of the community is hurt then I feel that they should have
some rights to the water.

2. By law, you can now protest in New Mexico, although that's only been the law for the
last couple of years. Before, it had to be your water right that was affected, otherwise you
couldn't protest. So technically you have some say-so, but people may not know that.

3. I guess they could if they're noisy enough, if they have enough attorneys, if they're
powerful enough. It depends on who they're fighting. I guess it would be pretty tough to
pit a small rural community and their attorneys and their resources against a big city, but
they should try, and they could be successful.

5. They probably could if a whole bunch of people got together and talked to somebody
who had a lot of authority.

6. I guess they could, but I don't think they should have a right to say what I should do
with my water right.

7. I don't know how legal it would be, but I'm sure that they could stop it if they could
complain enough and maybe petition or use lawyers to have it stopped.
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8. I doubt it. It mainly lies within the water laws and if they own the water rights and the
water laws prove the transfer to be legal, then there is nothing much the community could
do. Maybe they have to take another look at the laws: a lot of laws are based on short-term
effects--in the long term, that will hurt us.

9. It's a possibility; through political pressure and the courts.

10. Legally, I don't know how they could do that; it would be anarchy.

11. The community would probably have to hire lawyers and take it to court, but should
also use protests, demonstrations, votes, referendums, appeals to Congress, whatever it takes.

12. If they're going to let the market determine whether or not water rights are for sale,
then just as the community cannot prevent farmers from having a corn harvest this year,
the community cannot decide we're not selling water rights this year. All the community can
do is make certain of the financial decisions that are necessary and possible so that they can
say if water rights are going up for sale in this area, we want the right of first refusal.

13. There are forums available, but they don't always work. For instance people could write
letters to their congressman. I don't know the difference between trying and doing though.
But you don't want to have things so frozen that people can't transfer water.

14. Anytime there is a water transfer, it's supposed to be published in the newspaper and
people who have an objection can voice it. I don't know what impact that has on the state
engineer's decision, but I imagine he does take it into consideration. There's probably a legal
recourse too. There are a lot of people in the community, who however, who don't read
English. They might be under the impression that there is nothing they can do, that their
input doesn't count.

15. It's very difficult to change things under present New Mexico water law and I don't feel
they could stop a transfer as the law stands now. If the law changed to allow leasing, then
the community could affect a change by not permitting the lease or by voiding the lease.
They may be able to do more things now, like appeal to the state engineer, but I don't think
that under present conditions that would be at all effective, especially on an individual
community-member's basis. On a large-scale basis, the community would be more visible,
but if one individual were to sell water rights to El Paso and then another individual were
to sell their water rights to El Paso, and El Paso were to buy a few water rights at a time, I
don't feel that the community could effectively stop anything. They could holler and holler,
but the water would still get away from them.

16. (See # 16).

17. I don't know how a community can be damaged by the sale of a water right to a city;
I can't think of how they could be affected.

18. They could take it to court, but I don't know that they'd be very successful, unless the
community had a previously established plan which was violated by the selling of the water.

19. We're doing our best to stop the water from going out of the community now. I don't
know what else we can do.

20. No, they couldn't stop it. Their only options are the courts the law, or some short-
term political remedy. I don't know what the last would be.
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21. I'm not sure how you could stop a water transfer here in El Paso. In essence, the PSB,
which is the responsible agency, isn't beholden to anybody--they're autonomous really. The
only thing that can be done is to make the PSB an election issue. It's never been an issue
before, but I think that it will be this time.

22. I don't know.

23. I think that the person has the right to sell his water right, but I also think the
community should have a right to stop the transfer if they really are going to be damaged.
Again, each case should be treated separately.

24. Unless there is legal precedent that prohibits the divesture of the water right, then the
owner of the water right has the right to barter, sell, exchange or lease that right, that
beneficial use, that commodity.

25. If individuals would listen to the long-term dangers of selling their water rights outside
the community, I think the community, if it's well-organized, can stop itself from being
damaged.

26. No. I think the cities are a little bit more powerful than a grower or a rural community.
It's a matter of money. If the community doesn't have the money to fight it, then they
wouldn't be able to.

27. Well, we have effectively stopped it in the past.

28. On present day situations, doubtful. You can go to a hearing and protest, but I don't
know if that option will always work.

29. (See #16).

30. The judicial system is the only acceptable way to stop it. I would hope that if the
community is truly damaged, then the system will decide in its favor.

(18) Should water always be provided at the lowest possible price or should users be willing
to pay more under certain circumstances (e.g. environmental protection; maintenance
of instream flows, etc.)? Under what (other) circumstances do you think users should
be expected to pay more for water?

1. That's a big economic decision because if people paid enough for water they'd conserve
it a lot more. But water shouldn't be priced that high either. Nobody owns the water; we
use it and everyone should be able to use the same amount. Water should not be priced the
same for people who use water and for people who abuse water--the person who tries to
conserve every flush of the bathroom should not have to pay the same price as the guy with
eight ponds in his yard. Water should be priced low for everyday use but to conserve water
it shouldn't be priced too low.

2. No, I think you should pay more for water that is not essential for life and livelihood,
that is for any water beyond the amount needed for survival. For example, I think people
should pay more for recreational or "luxury" uses; there should be a luxury tax put on water.

3. I don't think it should be provided at the lowest possible price. Water is such an
important resource and conservation efforts are so necessary that I think it's important that
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the price reflect the scarcity and environmental protection and along with that something like
the more water you use, the more you pay for each additional amount of water.

5. Water already costs enough; it should be at the lowest possible price because that's
affecting us--we need the water to farm.

6. They should pay a "fair" amount. Not the lowest price, but it's hard to put a price on
something that's so essential. You don't want to underpay but not overpay either. A farmer's
livelihood is dependent on the water and if he has to pay the highest price for that water, it's
not going to benefit him. But if water's at the lowest price that is going to hurt the farmer
who has to sell his water right because he can't make it anymore anyway.

7. Under certain circumstances, it should be a higher price; if it's too low, then people will
take advantage of it, but if they realize-- and I think they do in this community--how
important water is to an arid community, then it could go both ways--higher or lower
pricing. They should pay more for recreational uses not for crops because that provides food
for the community.

8. They should consider different prices for different uses.

9. The price of water should be determined by the market. If demand goes up and supply
goes down, the price should go up.

10. Water should not always be provided at the lowest possible price; that would encourage
waste. Water is a resource that has its own market; as the resource gets scarce the price should
go up. Financially its nice for us that water is cheap down here, but in a desert area it should
be expensive; that would help to control growth. It would be a hardship for some people,
that's for sure, but providing water too cheap could cause more hardship in later years. I also
think that the environment is worth protecting; if you pay more to protect the environment
now, in the long run you'd be getting your money back.

11. The environment should be protected and if it costs a little money to do so you should
pay more. Also if you take a community's water, make a profit, and do not return anything
to the community you should pay more for the use of that water.

12. That's a hard one. Water is necessary to life and therefore has a subsidy right so that it
can be available to everybody. But that shouldn't give people a carte-blanche to go out and
use water in environmentally dangerous ways. That's a different price.

13. Water right now is very underpriced. Eastern states have a justifiable gripe about that
because their tax dollars went a long way to make that possible.

14. Most farmers would agree that they want to keep water at its lowest possible price. If
a competitor wants to use that water he should be required to pay a lot higher price to obtain
that water--not the price the farmer is paying. Historical uses should be priced lower.

15. The lowest possible price does not encourage conservation and you need conservation.

16. I see increased block rates happening here; it's going to have to happen. They're going
to make it so that people conserve and stop wasting water. Car washes should also be
required to pay more for the water they use.

17. I don't think water is any different than any other commodity; water should be provided
at its lowest possible price.
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18. No, it should not come at the lowest price.

19. Users should be reauired to pay more in certain circumstances; for instance, to maintain
water quality or to avoid inefficient uses. I have no objection to a high price for water.

20. Negative. Water conservation begins at the meter. People with large water-intensive
uses should pay higher rates.

21. No, we have to pay more. Back in 1978, the policy here was the more you use the less
you pay and eventually everybody finally recognized that wasn't such a hot idea. If my
figures are correct, I think 55 percent of the water here now is used for lawns and air
conditioners. Lawns are not a good use for water here; we're in a desert and shouldn't have
lawns, and if you put in a lawn, you ought to pay for it--your water rates ought to be high.
Conversely, they ought to reward you if you conserve water.

22. As a conservation measure, we should have a graduated pricing system with a threshold
of low cost water for residential homeowners. Industry and commercial uses are a different
matter. The problem with paying more for environmental and similar purposes is that you'd
have to define what I would get and what I would pay and whose environment am I
protecting; mine or some farmer's 15 miles out of town. When you've got an organization
organized to provide water and sewer service and replacement and repair and future water
development, lumping a vague environmental goal is difficult if not impossible.

23. For things like drinking, water should be provided at the lowest possible price. But to
reduce demand, you'd have to curtail it by raising the price. It is more efficient that way.

24. Users should pay more. In Las Cruces, we have an across-the-board lifeline average,
and if people need more water than that, their rate per gallon goes up. We didn't have to
dictate, mandate, or legislate water conservation measures; we just said "here's our new
pricing policy on water, folks." As far as Tucson in 1976, maybe the City Council there
didn't sell their new policy well.

25. Farmers pay a lot for everything else. Paying more for water would just add to their
problems.

26. It's a supply and demand issue. If the demand is there, the water will go to the highest
bidder.

27. I think you should maintain the flow of the stream, whatever it costs. But we do have
a different system here on the Rio Grande. We pay the cost of the delivery of the water.
As long as it doesn't damage anyone else, we should also be allowed to use the ground water.
I don't know if farmers could exist if they got into a pricing war with large communities.
Taxing bodies have very large purses.

28. Why would users be willing to pay more? If you ask the user if he should pay more to
conserve water, I think he'd say no. As for environmental protection, yes, as long as it's not
my stream. It's easy to legislate that for your neighbor.

29. People should be willing to pay more. I think that water will probably seek its highest
market when you get right down to it. Eventually, if the city is willing to pay more for
water rights than the farmer is willing to settle for hanging on to them, then he'll sell them.

30. If that makes people conserve water then people should be willing to pay more so that
everybody can benefit. Not so much that people can't afford to pay for water though.
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(19) Are you worried about the water situation affecting your way of life? How worried?

I. I am worried. Not so much now because I've never really had to conserve water or go
without a drink--I've always had the opportunity to turn on the faucet and get good water.
The quality, quantity, and price of water in the future are definitely going to get worse,
though. Preventing anything from happening is our best answer, and education has a lot to
do with that. Educational decisions should be made now instead of political or economic
decisions. That way, people will be aware that if you don't put back in what you've taken
out, something has got to give--and it's not going to be the Earth, it's going to be the people.

2. Yes. When you look at El Paso, it's a question of how much growth you want. If you
have uncontrolled growth gobbling up land and water, I don't think anybody much likes that
except for the developers. Here you have people who want growth, but who want a little bit
of growth so that you can have a place to go shopping, to go to the movies, to have some
kind of a cultural life without becoming a suburb or a Los Angeles. I approved of the
situation before the applications were filed. I don't approve of the existing situation and
would feel more secure if a decision were made. At least you would know what's going on.

3. Slightly. Not too much.

5. I would be. It would worry me if they put restrictions on how much water we can or
can't use. That would affect our whole lives. We have yards, plants, and pecan trees and if
we don't have water delivered or water in our well, I don't know what we would do.

6. I think so. I would hate to say I can't wash the way I wash now because I have to
conserve my water or to have to count every drink of water. That would be very hard to do.

7. In the next 20 years I'm not really worried, but it could become a problem, especially
if the water we have is taken away from us. Then I would be worried. I do think about it
now and I know it is a problem and if anything happened I'd be very worried.

8. In the long term, yes. The way of life may not be affected until after I'm gone, but
eventually it might be affected.

9. Sure. In the first El Paso decision, the judge ruled against New Mexico and said that
it was okay for El Paso to take our water and use it for municipal and industrial growth,
that we were not allowed enough water to develop commercial or industrial enterprises here,
that all we were allowed was enough water for cooking and cleaning and the basics of life.
Having no water for the future makes me very worried.

10. In the short-term situation, no. In the long-term situation, if I was to stay here the rest
of my life, I probably wouldn't be, but if my son stayed here I'd be worried about it then.
What I've heard or read about the El Paso water suit, if they get their way, life here within
40 or 50 years would be scary and depressing because a lot of your agricultural communities
would be gone and it would be one urban sprawl from here to El Paso. Then pollution would
increase and I would hate to see that happen.

11. If I suddenly had to pay an extremely high amount for water to live, or even if someone
tells me that I can't use water to grow a lawn, that I have to have a rock garden, to me that's
unattractive and I'd have to make a decision on whether or not I want to stay there.

12. The tension involved in not knowing how the water suit is going to go, in not knowing
whether water will be available here or will be exported wholesale somewhere else, will
definitely make a difference when I go onto my next job, or when my kids decide what to
do after college. So, yes, it affects my way of life.
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13. Not for myself as I'm old, but for the younger people living here. It seems that we've
managed to reach a relatively satisfactory sharing of the water in this particular community.
Misuse or extreme use of water, however, could change the entire way of life of the Mesilla
Valley.

14. I'm worried about the supply of water that we have and how that supply is going to be
allocated in the future. Most people realized how important this was because of the current
litigation over the amount of water that El Paso is trying to get. And it's not just El Paso.
We have other states and other metropolitan areas that would love to get the water.

15. It already is. I've got land with water under it that I could develop. It's costing me
money.

16. Not really. When it becomes critical, people will get off their ass and do something
about it. I hope it won't be too late to do something then.

17. Yes, I'm worried about the water situation affecting my life. If in fact some outside
entity, specifically El Paso, is allowed to appropriate more water than is available, then that
is going to tremendously and adversely affect the way of life of everyone in this area.

18. Right now, no.

19. Yes. When agricultural land is converted to urban uses and when we get urban growth
on the mesa and all up and down this valley, it will have a negative affect on our community.
I think it's going to get worse and I don't like it. It causes a deterioration of our water supply
and in our quality of life

20. Maybe not my way of life, but my children's way of life. I see where they're going to
face problems that are going to come about due to the failure of the previous generation to
adequately protect and provide for the future.

21. Absolutely. I'm very concerned about it, particularly what the situation will be after
the year 2000.

22. The water has already affected my way of life in the sense that in 1971, the year we
bought our house, they did away with the summer water discount. We have already adjusted;
it has already affected our lifestyle. We've reinstalled the bathroom fixtures to conserve
water, we time our water use to water our plants, that sort of thing. I'm more concerned
about the air and the water quality here.

23. I wouldn't say so; at my age it doesn't really matter.

24. No. I believe in the system. I believe that eventually a management solution will come
out of all this. I think that the worst possible scenario is that the Federal Government puts
a water master in here who determines that Las Cruces gets this percentage and El Paso gets
this percentage and Doria Ana farmers get this percentage and so on. And then they
adjudicate the basin, which takes another 15 years, and then they decide that everyone's
over-subscribed. I believe that we need to create an ongoing water commission between El
Paso and Doria Ana County, and the players in that have to be the farm communities and the
urban communities and the industrial users, and we all need to sit down and talk about the
real issues. There are two important issues that need to be discussed first. The first is that
we're trading partners with El Paso, and the reality is that we've benefitted in having El Paso
and they've benefitted in having us. The second is that although the pecan-growing business
is a business that should probably never have happened in this Valley--because its water
consumption rate exceeds what is reasonable and realistic in this part of the country--they
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already have the trees and when you have 15- to 20-year old trees, you don't sell firewood,
you sell pecans. There's a solution that has to be dealt with, and the solution is a management
issue.

25. Ground water quality is going to affect quantity and vice versa. You lose both ways.

26. Yes, I am. I have tried to keep up with the water issue and I feel right now it's a legal
issue so it's all going to be decided by the attorneys. I hope it's in good hands.

27. Absolutely. It could ruin us, literally ruin us. To continue practicing what we do--
that's grow pecans--we absolutely don't have the choice of converting to other crops. If we
had the worst possible scenario and were given a maximum of three acre-feet of water a
year, either surface or underground delivery, we would have to either take out a fourth to
a third of our land and leave it barren or acquire that much more land within this valley.
That would be a devastating thing to do; it would be of tremendous, detrimental financial
impact to us. It would basically ruin us. We would have to search for an alternative way to
get our assets out of our operation and that would mean liquidation. At three acre-feet a
year, you can have development here, but you can't have pecans.

28. No. In what I consider the foreseeable future, for us here there is plenty of water. It
will not always be that way, but when you ask me that question now, no, I don't go around
thinking about water. If you looked at the whole thing as one basin, and managed it fairly,
and pumped some from here and some from the West Mesa and some from El Paso, I really
feel that there is probably enough water here to last everybody a long time. For the economic
good, they should look at the whole basin--and that includes Juarez. Unfortunately, no one
cares about anybody except their own people.

29. No, I'm not. Whatever situation develops depends a lot on how the judge words his
decisions. Whatever situation arises in terms of water usage, as long as it maintains the
aquifer stability then I don't have any problems. If my neighbor goes and sells his water
rights to El Paso and I feel that is going to affect the stability of the water table underneath
my land, then I have a right to protest at the hearing. And if I can show that there is an
adverse impact on me, then the State Engineer and subsequently the courts would at least
give me some satisfaction to keep that transfer from affecting my water. The water situation
doesn't bother me; what bothers me is how the courts are going to hold and what kinds of
decisions they're going to make. There are too many ifs involved in this whole case. How
the courts settle this case will decide a lot, so it's hard to give definitive answers to your
question that will help anything.

30. No, because I am confident that the two states, or the judicial system, will come to an
agreement that will be appropriate for all the parties involved.

(20) What do you feel "public welfare" means in relation to water?

1. Public welfare to me means what's best for all the people of New Mexico as a
whole--economically, in terms of their opportunities to better themselves in the future and
non-economically, to advance and protect the livelihood that they choose to live.

2. Control over the decisions that are made is the main thing.

3. Public welfare would mean any way that the current public or future public are affected
by any change in the water situation as a result of a water transfer. That is a
very-encompassing term meaning anything that affects the standard or the quality of life.
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5. How we feel. Our relation to the water we need.

6. The needs of the community or the people; to have enough water to do the things you
need to do; to live the life you choose.

7. Having running water in all the houses and businesses; being able to have a nice lawn
or flowers or a vegetable garden; farmers being able to produce products for the community
or for export.

8. It means enough water for the community to be able to grow and expand, and enough
water to supply the agricultural needs of the community. It shouldn't be limited to just
health reasons. I'm not too familiar with the court case so far, but I believe they've limited
public welfare previously to a real limited range as far as health purposes, for drinking, for
fire protection, and so forth. They don't consider all the other activities in the community
that help support the community--agriculture, for instance--that are dependent on water.

9. The good of the people, regardless of state boundaries, but that is not necessarily the
same as the good of city of El Paso.

10. You need to have enough water to provide security for residential use, some industrial
and commercial uses, agricultural use--anything that keeps the economic base sound, which
includes a diversity in all things. That protects the public welfare; that helps to protect jobs;
and it's all related directly or indirectly to the availability of water. Water is life and if you
don't have enough water you won't have any public welfare to worry about.

11. Public welfare in relation to water means putting the water to its best possible use to
serve the public now and in the future. By best possible use, I mean economically only in
so far as no one suffers a loss in his or her way of life or the way of life planned for his or
her children, and their children, if the use of the water is changed.

12. I think public welfare covers an awfully broad range. In response to water I think
public welfare could be defined as having clean, low-cost water available for all human's
needs and purposes now and in the future.

13. The best economic use plus the best aesthetic use plus the best longevity of the use--to
protect it for future uses. I will say that conservation and public health is far too narrow a
definition of public welfare water use in the West.

14. To me public welfare is maintaining at a minimum the current productivity of the
Valley and providing for future growth within this community before any other competing
interests would be able to stick their thumb in our pie. Allowing us to pursue a better picture
in the future and not go backwards.

15. I think water is a state issue and I think the public welfare is the greatest good for the
greatest number of people in the state for the greatest period of time.

16. Taking care of the public. Providing extra water supply, fire protection, services.
Providing water and opportunity for the community and for the future of the community.
Public interest/public welfare involves someone using the foresight to benefit the people who
are here. When you walk around with your head in the sand, you don't see much.

17. That's a most difficult question. Without water we can't even exist, we all know that.
As far as the current public in our area, until we know how much water actually exists in
this area, the public welfare would certainly be adversely affected if any water would be
appropriated without that knowledge.
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18. Maintaining the quality and quantity of a way of life that a community has collectively
chosen.

19. I think everything I've mentioned already is what I feel is public welfare.

20. Public welfare has been defined by the leader of this community as providing to others
what they can't provide for themselves. The greatest good for the greatest number of people.
That's regardless of state lines.

21. It means responsible use, not profligate use for certain interests. Water is important
here- -it should not be a free good that can be used any way someone wants to use it.

22. At a minimum, I think people deserve clean drinking water and clean bathing water and
I think we should have some minimum level of water quality and water quantity that are
available to people.

23. Public welfare has to be considered so that people use the water judiciously, but I don't
know how I would define it.

24. People's lives and people's way of life.

25. It means maintaining a quality and quantity of water so that the citizens of any
community, regardless of what state it is in, can maintain the quality of life that they have
chosen over time.

26. The welfare is for the people of the communities here; the opportunity to provide for
the people in New Mexico and the people who want to come into New Mexico to live. If we
didn't have water, we would lose that potential.

27. Public welfare to me is a good and proper use for the water. Some people include
transportation and excrement in that definition. I don't. I don't think a bath is too much
too ask and I think drinking water and growing food and fiber is a good use for water. In
my opinion, there needs to be some philosophical changes in how we relate to water and what
its uses are.

28. When you consider public welfare, you have to look at the broader picture--probably
by watersheds or boisons and about things like water quality and water quantity.

29. It means that those people that exist within the area involved are not adversely affected
by the taking of water out of the area. To limit the public welfare issue simply to whether
or not you're going to die of thirst is not the viable alternative to what is public welfare.
Setting aside water for the current and future use of the people in the area is part of public
welfare.

30. The government has the obligation to see that all the people under its control are treated
fairly. This includes water matters. The day of making money while hurting some one else
is over.
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